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Anyone who is willing to strap himself into a powerboat and hurtle
around a watery track at speeds equaling those of the fastest Formula
One racing cars with no brakes to talk of, is unique. Of that there
is little doubt
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Having the
right to earn
an honest
crust

I

f many of today’s leading industrial conglomerates were judged by the same degrees
of efficacy and propriety as the mainstays of
the world’s third party management sector, then
heads would have rolled by now. Investors would
have been outraged at the low levels of profitability such a transparent and open system of operation would have generated and they would have
been tormented by the inability of their stock-listed investment to get anywhere near the levels of
remuneration it deserved or that they demanded.
But thankfully for them, they do not have to
bear the ignominy of their corporation standing
naked in front of anyone who wanted to openly
question its integrity and tear apart, line-by-line
and number–by-number, its management
accounts and business activities in order just to
hold onto a client’s business. Propriety and efficacy is expected and accepted in the mainstream
corporate world unless told otherwise. Then of
course, the proverbial hits the fan.
Third party managers have to be open and
transparent because that is how the deal is won. If
they are not, they will lose out to their competitors who are. It is as if it has to be proven before
anyone passes to second base.
I guess I am a little old fashioned in that I
believe respect and value have a large part to play
in business relationships. Outsourcing of any
service to a third party is undertaken because that
third party is deemed to have the skill sets needed to assist the client in doing his job better and
more cost-effectively. Looking after the customer’s customer, so to speak. If that is the case,
why should the third party supplier be badgered
and cajoled into proving he can perform the task
asked of him when in fact that was the entire reason he was chosen for the job in the first place.
Yes there has to be accountability and responsibility because today’s ship owners need to ensure
they are getting the services they require for the
most efficient market price, but according to John
Maynard Keynes, the accepted father of modern
economics, the best way to fix an economy is to
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stabilise the price. What better way to achieve
this than through healthy competition but in an
environment of high quality and guaranteed service.
Wilh.Wilhemlsen’s admission that shipmanagement is not generating the profit levels it
should is a worrying sign for the sector because if
a company the size of Barber cannot bring in
acceptable returns what does that say for the rest
of the industry. But the Norwegian company is
right when it says the focus has to switch away
from vessel numbers to the whole issue of the flat
management fee. While price competition may
satisfy the demands of the market forces economic model (to a certain extent), there will be casualties with the most crucial being quality and
innovation. If ship managers are to deliver the
level of service owners and regulators demand
then they have to know they are receiving the
reciprocal level of remuneration.
So the time has come for a review of the management fee structure. It should be performancerelated but it should also come with a proviso that
third party managers do deliver a job that is valued by the shipping industry and are not just there
to fill a ship with crew or to provide an interesting benchmark that allow an owner to tweak the
areas on his own in-house operations that need
improving before implementing the terms of the
three month cancellation clause in the management contract.
You can’t argue with results and if a management fee rewarded those managers that delivered
in excess of what was expected of them then the
market would be free to do what was necessary to
the underachievers.

Sean Moloney

NOTEBOOK
SHIPMANAGEMENT NEWS AND REPORTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

BP goes for the hard sell
BP’s Singapore-based crewing agent BP
Maritime Services is pulling out all the
stops to stem the shortfall in crewing numbers onboard company vessels by offering
Captains business class travel and free air
travel for their wives if they sign up to work
on its tankers.
In a faxed advertisement inadvertently
received by a European ship owner, BPMS is
also using the lure of 20 minutes free talk
time per day on its onboard satcoms systems
as well as free internet to try and entice seafarers to sign on the dotted line.
BPMS is the employer of all officers serving in the BP fleet and employs around 1,000
seafarers who crew BP Shipping's ships. On
its website it stresses that ambitious and intelligent people are needed to maintain the company’s success, along with a commitment

to the annual recruitment of trainee officers.
“Join and you’ll have the opportunity to
enjoy sponsored training, leading to a
recognised degree qualification (or equivalent) and an internationally recognised professional seafarer’s marine licence.
“You will be mentored throughout your
training and development by a dedicated
officer training team. We’ll help you develop your skills during ship and shore-based
training. Once qualified, you will have a
range of choices about what you do with
your life and career,” the website claims.
The prominent owner said that by his calculations the communications costs would
run to the order of $320,000 per year per
ship. “How can we find the crews we need
if companies like BP are offering these
kinds of incentives,” the owner said.

OVER

HEARD
L.B. Culas
Managing Director, Transworld Group
of Companies
“Show me one ship
owner who is not
concerned about
the shortage of
seafarers. All ship
owners and managers are relying
more and more on
shore-based management, increasing responsibility to the shore.
In fact, India has increased the retirement age of
its officers to 70 because of the crew shortage.
The attraction for ships’ officers to return to sea
has reduced the world over. A lot of the engineers who have retired and are coming back to
sea cannot be trained overnight into the modern
nuances of engineering. A chief officer or a
master who has been away for five or six years
is not up to date with ISPS Code and ISM
requirements. We believe we must go to less
fortunate countries and make them aware that
there is an opportunity here for them as a nation
to make a lot of money. But the less fortunate
countries do not have the expertise and the
resources but they have the manpower.
Shipowners should get together and pump in
the resources to Africa and Latin America but
you may have to wait five to six years before you
see the results.”

NOTEBOOK

Italian owners back InterManager cadet plan
InterManager’s plan to encourage every ship
manager to place at least one cadet berth on its
ships has received support from Italy’s ship
owners with the owners’ association
Confitarma advocating higher fines for
owners that do not honour their cadet
placement responsibilities under Italian
tonnage tax legislation.
Angelo D’Amato. Managing Director of
Perseveranza SPA di Navigazione and chairman of Confitarma’s Finance Committee, told
SMI that the fines imposed on ship owners
should be higher than the salary of the cadet
in question.
“The fact is that the shipping industry is
growing at the rate of 20 million grt per year but
where are the crew? As an association
Confitarma is doing a lot to try and rectify this
situation. Under our tonnage tax system we are
obliged to have at least one cadet onboard ship
but we believe that that the fine in not instituting
this should be more than the cost of the cadet’s
salary,” he said.
Mr D’Amato said he would happily
embrace a global plan that would compel all
owners to adopt a cadet programme onboard
their ships. “In fact, we are doing this anyway
and the policy on ships in my company is to
use two cadets, maybe even four. But it is a
cost factor and then you have to be more forward looking,” he added.

InterManager recently underlined its commitment to solving the acute officer shortage
issue by announcing a number of initiatives it
believes will help to bolster crew numbers and
encourage an industry-wide drive to improve
the training of cadets entering the industry.
Under new proposals examined by
InterManager’s newly-established Manning
and Training Committee, all new and existing
members of the trade association will be

obliged to adopt a formal cadet programme
onboard ships they manage so that cadets going
through this programme will be effectively
trained for their future role as officers. Each
InterManager member will be required to offer
at least one cadet berth per ship under full management in its fleet. InterManager will also
back efforts to convince ship owners to support
their managers by investing more in their training and cadet programmes.

Seoul could ban single hulls by 2011
The South Korean government is considering banning the passage of single-hull tankers within its
territorial waters after 2011 instead of 2015, following the recent oil spill from the Hebei Spirit.
The majority of crude oil cargo moved to South Korea is currently shipped on single hulls so
the move could create a ripple effect in the tanker markets. Currently, more than 90% of single
hull tankers currently employed on the spot market are reportedly deployed in Asian waters
Under international law, 5,000 dwt and larger single hull tankers must be phased out by 2010 in
principle. However, ships that have been approved by the flag state and the country of port of call
and have undergone and cleared the special inspection system Condition Assessment Scheme
(CAS) can be used until 2015 or until they reach the age of 25 years, whichever comes first.
The US and European Union have approved the use of single-hull ships until 2010, while Japan,
China and other major Asian states approve their use until 2015.

NOTEBOOK

ITM expands to Singapore and Houston
International Tanker Management is
opening dedicated management centres
in Houston and Singapore to improve
its chances of tapping the important
chemical, crude and product tanker trades
between the US, Far East and Southeast Asia.
The offices, which should be operational by
early this year, will be manned by new personnel brought in specifically for the job. ITM’s
new man in Singapore is Rune Myrbakken

who joins the company from Stolt Nielsen
while Mark Patil will head up ITM’s local
operations in Houston which are under registration with the US authorities. The Houston
operation should be formally established during the first quarter of this year.
Lars Modin, ITM President and CEO, said:
“We’re expanding our presence in Singapore
and Houston to meet local demand and to gain
new business.”

PUBLICDOMAIN
Richard Coxall
CFO, Aries Maritime Transport

“There is an evolution going on in terms of
crewing where you have to have your ships
and the assets protected by good crews. But
the smaller mid-sized managers have come
under increasing strain to provide good
crews. I think economies of scale are necessary certainly beyond compliance. We need
to be compliant as a public company with all
sorts of controls and systems and this smaller midsize company struggled a bit in this
area. We haven’t employed cadet berths up to
now but it is again the small to medium sized
management companies who don’t have the
resources to run these programmes but it is
something we want.”
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NOTEBOOK

OffTheCuff
Frans Malmros
Managing Director of The Swedish Club, defending
his club’s decision to hike premiums by 15%
“We are of course affected by
the increased cost of pool
claims, but even more disturbing is the volatility in
claims distribution. Some
55% of the Club’s aggregated
claims cost is derived from a
fairly small number of
claims. This fact coupled
with a constant increase of
liabilities, depreciation of the
US dollar as well as the
underlying
inflation
of
claims cost, demands for a
premium increase. Due to the
volatile claims distribution it is an intellectual challenge to argue for
increases, on the other hand never before has it been more obvious
what mutual insurance is all about, and why owners need to support
the only viable insurance solution available in the market.”

SHIPMAN 98 revision under way
Revision of SHIPMAN 98 is progressing well and should be completed by November this year, according to BIMCO sources. The contract,
which was developed by BIMCO as a standard document striking a fair
balance between the rights and obligations of the owners and the managers, is being revised to ensure the end-product satisfies the demands
and meets the expectations of ship managers and their clients.
Grant Hunter, BIMCO’s Head of Documentary Department, told SMI
that it needed to reflect commercial practice in the shipmanagement sector. “The revision process will give us the opportunity not only to incorporate new legislative and commercial developments but also to review
the whole language and structure of the document to ensure it meets the
needs of users in terms of clarity and certainty of outcome.”
A team of experts from the shipmanagement and shipowning sectors,
with representatives from the International Transport Intermediaries
Club and the law firm Eversheds, began work on revising this widely
respected standard contract in November last year. Revision consultations have involved the participation of companies including V. Ships,
Columbia Shipmanagement, Klaveness and the Schulte Group.
SHIPMAN was developed in 1988 and underwent a significant
review ten years later, reflecting changes in shipmanagement practice
and the impact on ship managers of the ISM Code. SHIPMAN 98 is
still viewed as working well but many operators believe revision of
BIMCO’s standard shipmanagement agreement should reflect new
developments in payment structure, vetting and crewing functions
and other shipmanagement practices, including the incorporation of
the ISPS code in the contract.

NOTEBOOK

Poor revenue and profit returns mean a reigning in for Barber
Diversified Norwegian maritime group Wilh.
Wilhelmsen has given the clearest indication
yet that shipmanagement is not delivering the
profit levels it should be by ruling out any
acquisitions by its Barber shipmanagement
offshoot and cancelling any previously laid
plans for it to dominate the third party management sector.
Speaking to journalists, Dag Schjerven,
President and CEO of Wilhelmsen Maritime
Services, said WMS would not look to
expand Barber aggressively through
acquisitions. “Shipmanagement is playing an
important role but maybe not for companies to
be acquired.
“This is because shipmanagement is an
industry where the flat fee dominates, where
it is priced in dollars and most of us have our
costs in other currencies, the attraction is not
there from a profitability point of view,”
he said.
“The about turn contradicts Barber Ship
Management President Geir Sekkesaeter’s
bullish claim two years ago that Barber had
mapped out a series of investments it hopes
would deliver it a dominant 20% share of the
global third party shipmanagement market by

2011. Barber Ship Management currently
contributes around 5% to WMS revenues.
Because of the poor flat management fee
structure, it was difficult for any managers to
make money, he stressed. “There was no
incentive for third party managers to really
increase the quality they provide, the safety,
to be innovative or even to look at ways to
develop the industry,” reporters were told.

Barber Ship Management has also lost
its name under new moves from Oslo and
will now trade under the more generic
soubriquet of Wilhelmsen Ship Management. This will apply to all companies
under the Wilhelmsen Maritime Services
division who will adopt the Wilhelmsen
name to create a feeling of group-wide
unity.

Saleh A. Al-Shamekh
President, Oil &Gas,
The National Shipping Company of Saudi Arabia

I

t is becoming increasingly difficult nowadays to meet a ship
owner who doesn’t have something to smile about and Saleh
A. Al-Shamekh is no exception. Because just two days before
interviewing him in his smart Dubai offices, fears of a tonnage
shortage in the tanker markets forced a dramatic fivefold increase in
spot rates to nearly $100,000 per day AG East – a move that would
have given any tanker owner significant cause for delight.
As President of the Oil & Gas division of The National Shipping
Company of Saudi Arabia, Saleh Al-Shamekh has to watch the freight
markets very closely. After all, with a growing fleet of existing and soon
to be delivered VLCCs at his disposal, he has to ensure the company’s
current policy of 65% exposure to voyage charters is the right decision.
“We have a diversified customer base. At the beginning we were
maybe more associated with Vela, Saudi Aramco’s shipping line, but
now 65% of our customer base is with five oil customers, Vela, Shell,
BP, Chevron and Exxon,” he said
NSCSA owns and operates 11 double hulled VLCCs, built to topof-the-range specifications and with a capacity of 2.1 million barrels.
Three vessels are currently on time charter with Vela while an additional two are on time charter with Euronav and one is on time charter to Hanjin. NSCSA currently operates five ships on the spot market. An additional two HHI class VLCCs are due to be delivered this
year with four more scheduled for completion in 2009.
Indeed, according to the company’s 2006-2010 forward plan,
NSCSA’s future strategy is a clear one: increase the fleet with opportunistic acquisitions of second hand tonnage (maximum five years)
and newbuildings; adopt a dynamic strategy to increase the company’s exposure to the spot market to a lower 60%; maintain and
improve strong relationships with 10 major customers on spot and on
time charter contracts.
In 2005, the NSCSA announced an investment into LPG shipping
through the acquisition of a strategic 30.3% share in Petredec
(traders, owners and operators of about 50 LPG ships varying in size
from 5,000 to 80,000 cu m capacity), a move, the company says, that
has proved to be well timed and highly profitable. A capital expansion
in 2006 was approved by the shareholders and Saudi Capital
Authority from SR2.250 billion to SR3.150 bn to fund NSCSA’s
aggressive fleet growth plans.
And the expansion has not stopped there. Its chemical tanker subsidiary National Chemical Carriers ordered a further 10 IMO 2 chemical tankers of 45,000 DWT size, at the SLS shipyard. This 2006
order was increased in 2007 to 16 ships for delivery 2009-2011 which
will bring the company’s total chemical carrier fleet to 32 ships when
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the current new buildings have been delivered.
“We now have 17 VLCCs and 32 chemicals carriers but we are still
looking for more ships to satisfy our strategic growth plan and we are
adoping a dynamic strategy to increase our exposure to 60% spot and
40% time charter coverage. It could change to 70:30, depending on
when expiry will come,” said Saleh Al-Shamekh.
National Chemical Carriers, which is 80% owned by the NSCSA
and 20% by the chemicals giant Saudi Basic Industries Corp (Sabic),
initially started off with two small parcel tankers that were operated
in the Odfjell pool but the nature of NCC's fleet has changed along
with the chemicals trade in the Middle East, which has evolved from
small parcels on limited trades to a global business. Approximately
60% of the chemical cargoes being exported from the region are basic
chemical commodities that do not need small compartments.
NCC's current fleet is a mixed bag of the two types of ships,
although the balance will shift to the larger ships with fewer tanks

Do you poach your seafarers?
“Do we poach? – No. We put adverts in the newspapers.
We tell the senior officers we have that if they’ve got
friends in other companies who are looking for a job, to
come and we’ll give them an interview. We try to promote
from within but at the moment the problem is that we’ve
got Filipino junior officers and ratings and I think everybody recognises the fact that very few Filipinos become
senior officers. We’ve started a cadet programme
onboard our ships with Filipino cadets, Saudi cadets and
we’ll also be taking European cadets.”

“We are looking at operating the ships on our
own with a mix of COAs, spot and time
charters and we are also looking at pooling
arrangements. We have enough assets to
do whatever we want”
once its newbuilding programme is completed. Currently six of its
vessels operate in the global deepsea trades with the Odfjell pool
serving major chemical and oil companies. A remaining seven vessels
are under long-term charter.
The company, however, is keen to hang on to its older parcel
tankers. Two of its 23,000-dwt stainless-steel parcel tankers that date
from 1982 have been performing so well in the parcel trades that the
company recently sent them for conversion into double-hull vessels
even though they are 25 years old. According to the company, the
earnings from these ships justify the expense of the conversion.
NCC is also keen to hold on to the three Kvaerner-built parcel
tankers that were built in the mid-1990s. These ships, which range
between 37,300 dwt and 37,500 dwt, have 52 stainless-steel tanks.
NCC is in the process of establishing a commercial arm to look after
the employment of its fleet and allow it to play a greater role in the
global chemical markets.
"We are looking at operating the ships on our own with a mix of
COAs [contracts of affreightment], spot and time charters and we are
also looking at pooling arrangements. We have enough assets to do
whatever we want," a company spokesman said.
Market observers describe NCC as a cautious player that does not

NSCSA Factfile
• NSCSA currently operates five vessels on the spot market and six
on long term time charter
• Since 2002: 165 spot voyages were performed with 31customers
65% of voyage charters were with five customers
• 2006: Top five customers who represented 57% of NSCSA
business were: Shell, Exxon, Koch, Chevtex and Valero
• Total barrels of crude oil lifted in 1996 were 41.5 million.
In 2005 it had increased by 280%
• Total number of crude oil barrels lifted from 1996 to 2006:
1.3 billion
• VLCC fleet will reach 17ships by 2009 and will rank among the top
10 largest VLCC owners
• 63% of NSCSA net operating profit came from oil & gas
operations in 2005 and increased to 69% in 2006
• NSCSA group net income has grown from SR81.6 million in 2002
to SR441,496 m in 2006.

“Don’t forget, there are a lot of refineries
being established in China so they still need
crude oil and I can’t recall the number of cars
in use today in China versus the number of
cars they will use in 2020 so the oil demand
will still point to the need for a VLCC service.
Demand for VLCCs is strong from Africa to
China and from Venezuela and Brazil”
do speculative deals with its ships and usually trades them until it is
time for them to be scrapped. A company spokesman said: "We are in
business to move chemicals, not to buy and sell ships."
According to Saleh Al-Shamekh, NSCSA is more of a business oriented company rather than a unit with Saudi Royal family ownership.
“The Government of Saudi Arabia encourages shipping. It took
28% ownership of the company to promote and encourage the private
sector but it is really a 72% public company owned by shareholders
and is listed in the Saudi stock market,” he said.
The strong freight markets has meant that already five of its ➩
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Mitsubishi class VLCCs are fully paid for: debt free as of the end of
last October while the other four Samsung VLCCs and the 8 HHI
units are 70% financed. “Some 42% of our net income comes from
the VLCC sector; 25% from our chemical carriers and 20% from liner
services and 13% from LPG. So crude oil transport is the dominant
market for us,” he added.
There is a school of thought that suggests there could be a change
in the way oil is shipped because of the amount of refinery capacity
that’s now being built in the Middle East. This would mean more
refined product coming out of the region. Considering your newbuilding commitments, is he worried there will be less crude oil shipments coming out of the Middle East?
“Not really. We have worked on our strategic plan and this scenario
was something that was discussed. But don’t forget, there are a lot of
refineries being established in China so they still need crude oil and I
can’t recall the number of cars in use today in China versus the number of cars they will use in 2020 so the oil demand will still point to
the need for a VLCC service. Demand for VLCCs is strong from
Africa to China and from Venezuela and Brazil. The latest is really
Brazil coming into the market and exporting oil so we built these
additional VLCCs taking into account the growth in demand for oil
for the next 25 years,” he said.
While oil is dominant as far as revenues are concerned, as a company the NSCSA has been longest in the liner or general cargo sectors. It operates a total of four 1,000 teu ro-ros in and out of Middle
Eastern and Indian ports to about ten ports in the US East Coast and
the US Gulf. The vessels are strong in the project cargo sectors and
have the flexibility needed to adjust their schedules for inducement
calls. They have just undergone life extension work which will ensure
they are around for a further five years as they meet good demand

in the ro-ro and break bulk markets where rates are forecasted to
remain firm.
“High oil revenues from GCC member countries has meant greater
investment in infrastructure leading to an increase in demand for
project cargo,” said Saleh Al-Shamekh. With limited competition
forecasted from car carriers and heavy lift tramps, freight rates are
expected to remain strong for the coming two to three years, the
company said. ■

VLCC Fleet Employment Position
Vessel Name Dwt

Built

Yard Employment

Open Position

Marjan
Safwa
Abqaiq
Wafrah
Layla
Jana
Habari
Kahla
Dorra
Ghazal
Sahba
Ramlah
Ghawar
Harad
Watban
Hawtah
Safaniyah

2002
2002
2002
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2009
2009
1996
1996
2001
1996
1996
1997

SHI
SHI
SHI
HHI
HHI
HHI
HHI
HHI
HHI
HHI
HHI
MHI
MHI
SHI
MHI
MHI
MHI

September -08
October -08
March -09
April -09
July -09
September -09
August -09
June -09
April -10
June -11
May -11
Dec -1

302,977
303,139
302,986
317,040
317,040
317,040
317,040
317,040
317,040
317,040
317,040
300,361
300,361
303,116
300,361
300,361
300,361

SPOT
SPOT
SPOT
SPOT
SPOT
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
Vela T/C
Vela T/C
Vela T/C
Euronav T/C
Euronav T/C
Hanjin T/C

FIRST PERSON

Managing for the future?
Robert Houston, President MIDEAST SHIPMANAGEMENT, managers of the NSCSA and NCC fleets
“At the moment we are going through a
process of restructuring what we do and
how we operate. Previously we had independent departments such as a technical
department, operations department, purchasing department but these are being
brought together into basically fleet groups.
There will be a chemical department under
the Chemical Group reporting to Per
Pedersen while the VLCCs and ro-ros will
come under under Ian Hall. Operations,
technical and purchasing will all sit within
these groups rather than as different departments. Operating procedures will be
reviewed all the time.
“We’ve got more than enough superintendents at the moment because currently,
one superintendent is looking after two or
three ships. In the future it will be four ships
per superintendent. You have to look at the
age of the ship and the problems that are
on it before you can say there is definitely
going to be four.”

SHIPMANAGEMENT
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How I

work
SMI talks to industry achievers and asks the question: How do you keep up
with the rigours of the shipping industry?

TAPANI ERLING
Chairman of the Council of the World Customs
Organisation (WCO)
“Customs need good information in advance
about transported goods and passengers in
order to perform well-targeted and effective
enforcement measures.”

Tapani Erling must be the envy of his family
and friends because he has his own Wikipedia
entry. Well if you Google his name you get
over 20 pages of Google links devoted to his
life and work and that is an achievement for
any industry leader in his field. Indeed,
according to Wikipedia, before being nominated to the chair of the Council of the World
Customs Organisation (WCO) in 2006 and
previous to that as the head of Finnish
Customs in 1998, he served as a manager in
charge of foreign subsidiaries at Outokumpu
Oy, the Finnish stainless steel conglomerate.
Prior to that he was employed in various
‘economist positions’ at a variety of different
Finnish ministries and has also worked in the
Finnish OECD representative office as well as
pursuing an academic career.
Erling has been a member of the Social Democratic Party of
Finland and served as the political secretary of Finland’s Minister for
Foreign Trade, Jermu Laine from 1973 to 1978. He is known as a promoter of French-Finnish co-operation and has been made a Chevalier
of the Légion d'honneur.
“My background is in the private sector, from industry and banking but I would consider my main strengths to be my international
competence, administrative and business. In addition I have wide
experience in various administrative branches, from finance to foreign matters. I am a delegator, definitely and I would like to think of
myself as a manager who, instead of being intent on micromanaging,
prefers to manage wider issues in an approachable and informal
way,” he told SMI.
But it is as head of World Customs that Erling is now making his
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“

My background is in the private sector, from
industry and banking but I would consider my
main strengths to be my international
competence, administrative and business

”

name, But as he stresses, some countries are not as uniformly regulated as others when it comes to customs procedures.
“From a purely security-oriented viewpoint there is a certain risk
in that there simply is not enough available knowledge about some
companies registered in certain parts of the world. This is a challenge
from the point of view of risk analysis that might, for example, lead
to delays in unloading at ports,” he said.
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“

Most of the time I play in Finland, but
every now and then I also play couple of
rounds when I’m abroad. Apart from that I
also like to take part in other kinds of
recreational sports such as skiing

”

customs. Shipping companies are a good example of these.
“Customs need good information in advance about transported
goods and passengers in order to perform well-targeted and effective
enforcement measures. Besides forwarding any risk-related information, private sector partners can assist customs administrations by
providing rights to access their databanks etc. In their own areas of
operations, shipping companies can assist customs by making, for
example, detailed background and security checks of their new
employees,” he said.
With this very busy schedule, how do you relax?
“Well I play golf, have done for the past two years. Most of the
time I play in Finland, but every now and then I also play couple of
rounds when I’m abroad. Apart from that I also like to take part in
other kinds of recreational sports such as skiing. I am also a keen
reader of literature, for instance history and various classics. At the
moment I’m reading Philip Roth’s ‘American Pastoral’.
Tapani Erling is married and has at least one son, Orri who, known
as a child prodigy, started his career in the Finnish software industry
at the age of 15. ■

EMANUELE GRIMALDI
Managing Director of Atlantica di Navigazione, Grimaldi Group
Naples, and past President of the European Community Shipowners’
Associations (ECSA)
“On the other hand, when considering the equal operational preconditions it is clear that these administrative rules - whether security requirements or financial regulations – tend to cause additional
costs for business operators. And an uneven amount of regulation
might cause competitive advantages or disadvantages to some operators in a global economy.”
But with the increasing threat of unilateral regulation of world
shipping and trade, how difficult is it to achieve consensus and agreement at international level to facilitate free and secure global trade?
“In June 2005, the Council of the World Customs Organisation
adopted the SAFE Framework of Standards, which provided customs
and their business partners with a structured framework to secure the
international trade supply chain and aid the carriage of legitimate
goods throughout the world. Currently there are nearly 150 countries
which have expressed a willingness to implement the SAFE
Standards. This process and the creation of the document is a good
example of successful international cooperation involving not only
customs administrations but also other stakeholders in international
trade,” he said. “Regarding the fight against drug-related and other
forms of crime including terrorism, the key element is the
Memorandum of Understanding system which has been in operation
between the WCO and the business sector since 1985. Encouraged by
World Customs, the national customs administrations around the
world have formed their own MOU accords with various corporations
and businesses. Normally MOU agreements are signed with companies active in sectors that are central to the operating environment of

“You have to specialise, that is what we do. Many years ago we had
tankers, bulkers, ro-ro and cruise vessels but today we are getting
more specialised in the logistics and liner business mainly ro-ro with
some pax ferries and some car carriers but we are very specialised”

The biggest surprise to Emanuele Grimaldi was recently being told by
a leading academic that in terms of turnover and staff employed, the
Grimaldi Group was the largest private company south of Rome.
With 7,000 employees and an annual turnover of Euro2.5billion, the
claim is obviously justified “but it surprised me a lot. I mentioned a
couple of names that I thought were stronger contenders but he said
no, we have studied the situation and you are the biggest,” said
Emanuele Grimaldi.
The Grimaldi Group is an Italian success story. Wholly owned by
the Grimaldi family, it brings together a global market approach to
family values and tradition. It has also seen significant growth over
the years through organic as well as acquired growth, a strategy that
remains at the heart of its corporate growth plan for the coming years.
I have met Emanuele Grimaldi before. On the west coast of Ireland,
Killarney, to be precise, a number of years ago at one of the company’s
regular liner agents get togethers. The liner business is at the heart of
Grimaldi’s operations and it is a highly competitive environment so regular brainstorming can work wonders in motivating and inspiring, especially if the boss himself turns up to take part. It also gave Emanuele
Grimadli an opportunity at the time, to partake in his favourite pastime
of horse riding – a sport he and his family continue to enjoy. ➩
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I have had this love of horses since I was
five and this continued when I served at
military school in Naples. I studied there
alongside some of the country’s best riders
so I had a good opportunity to improve

”

“I bought my best horse from Ireland. I still compete and two
weeks ago competed against my sons and I beat them. My youngest
son was crowned Italian indoor champion last month while the other
one is a past Italian outdoor champion. He is working in the company now. We were in a small international competition here in Naples
with the three of us but I was focused on competing with my sons
who were challenging me. They teased me by saying I was getting old
and perhaps I should retire from horse riding,” he said.
“I have had this love of horses since I was five and this continued
when I served at military school in Naples. I studied there alongside
some of the country’s best riders so I had a good opportunity to
improve,” he added.
Looking at the Grimaldi Group business, and the Italian companies
within the organisation, growth is driven organically mainly through the
buying of new ships. “We have 15 ships being built at Hyundai for the
three Italian companies - Grimaldi, Atlantica and Inarme (Industria
Armamento Meridionale). Also there are four cruise ferries ordered at
Fincantieri and several multipurpose ro-ro vessels with large container
and ro-ro capacity ordered at Uljanik. Then there is ACL.
“ACL has made important investments and bought four to five ships
recently which are managed by Grimaldi. We are still in the research
and development stage with these ships and are studying how they
should operate in the North Atlantic. We are looking at a number of
issues such as what should be the best ship design for the future. It will
not be very different from the one we currently have, maybe with a little more ro-ro capacity. Most probably the new vessels will be post
panamax but we are studying designs,” said Mr Grimaldi.
The ships currently employed by ACL are the biggest ro-ros in the
world at over 300 metres long. According to Emanuele Grimaldi, the
ship of the future will probably have a larger capacity than the cur-
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rent ACL units but a little smaller with a
wider beam. As he admits, it is unusual to
have a vessel that is 32 m wide and 300 m
long. ”We will soon commission the ships
and that will be the major investment as far
as Atlantic Container line is concerned.
“Then there is another company we
bought, a liner operator and logistics
provider with investments in ports which was
Finnlines. When I bought the company it was
going through an extensive newbuilding
investment programme. It had five ships built
in Fincantieri but as soon as we took control
of the company, I had a mandate from the
board to buy six new units which I did in
China. These units were faster with more
capacity,” he said.
But it is the Greek market where
Emanuele Grimaldi sees huge potential and
one in which he is determined to enter.
Grimaldi already has an interest in four ships
deployed between the North Adriatic and the
Eastern Mediterranean, and Grimaldi is the
first or second largest shareholder of Anek Lines, based in Crete.
“Today we have a 17% share of the company: we have just advised
the Athens stock exchange that we have exceeded the 15% threshold,” he told SMI.
According to Emanuele Grimaldi, the whole Aegean/Adriatic and
Eastern Mediterranean ferry market is a little chaotic. “There are three
big companies operating in the area – Superfast, Minoan and Anek –
with each of them enjoying around 30% of the market. I will either buy
one of these companies or I will enter the market myself with one of my
own ships, only time will tell how I do this. If the price is right I will
buy a company so the question is whether to buy steel or paper, I have
no preference. I can buy a company or I can expand organically. We are
committed to growth either way,” he said.
Prior to going to press it was announced that Sea Star Capital, a
Cyprus-listed shipping vehicle associated with Anek Lines managing
director Ioannis Vardinoyannis, had banked more than €50m after
swapping a recently acquired stake in Cretan ferry company Minoan
Lines for Grimaldi Group’s shareholding in Anek, also based in
Crete. According to stock exchange filings, Sea Star has agreed to sell
a 27% chunk of Minoan for €100.2m ($147.3m) to Grimaldi affiliate
Atlantica SpA di Navagazione, while Sea Star increases its stake in
Anek to 33% after buying Atlantica’s 16.8% holding for €48m.
Emanuele Grimaldi was quoted as saying he was enthusiastic about
a deal that appears to catapult him neatly from a somewhat troubled
investment in Anek, where he had been at odds with Mr
Vardinoyannis for several months, into the leading position
at Minoan.
It is a Grimaldi company policy to use bank financing for 50% of
its investments with the remaining 50% equity provided from Group
coffers. With current investments running at a couple of billion Euro
over the next few years, the company is operating from a strong equity base. “My current ship investments were made some time ago so
today I could easily benefit by selling all our ships I have ordered and
in so doing, make a remarkable profit. Every day I receive unsolicited requests to buy my ships I have on order,” he said.
So what is the secret to success in today’s shipping market?
“You have to specialise, that is what we do. Many years ago we had
tankers, bulkers, ro-ro and cruise vessels but today we are getting more
specialised in the logistics and liner business mainly ro-ro with some
pax ferries and some car carriers but we are very specialised. Today you
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Grimaldi shares the views of many in the shipping industry that the blight affecting crew
numbers is linked to the image of shipping but remember, he warns, that shipping has a very
good safety and anti-pollution record that must not be undermined
have to count on what you are doing and this applies to all sectors of the
business. It is better to be one of the leaders,” he stressed.
It is his past role as President of the European Community
Shipowners’ Associations that has forged Emanuele Grimaldi’s strong
views on the continuing need for multilateral rather than unilateral regulation of the shipping industry. “The pollution and emissions issues
have to be discussed on a global level because the problem is not a local
one. Also the other mistake being made is that every time people legislate, it is done on an emotional basis rather than by looking at the facts.
It is wrong in my opinion to legislate on an emotional basis. Regulators
have to legislate in a serious way and in a timing framework that can be
met by the industry that is being regulated.
“I think the European political decision makers and those at national level should sit together through the auspices of the European
Commission and the European Council and bring their decisions via
the member states to the IMO,” he said. “Today there are too many
people trying to find someone to sacrifice. If there is gross negligence
on the part of the owner or the master then you can penalise otherwise
how can the business operate,” he said.
Grimaldi shares the views of many in the shipping industry that the
blight affecting crew numbers is linked to the image of shipping but
remember, he warns, that shipping has a very good safety and anti-pollution record that must not be undermined. “We are always influenced
by flag state and port state and IMO conventions. We have a fantastic
safety and pollution record when compared to other industries and this
record will improve. So our industry is delivering good results.
“Today it is difficult to find the right people and crews onboard but
the industry is more professional than ever. We are not doing enough
to make the media understand what we are achieving as an industry.
There is a great degree of improvement but maybe the problem is that
we don’t talk about the 99.99% of goods that are delivered safely and
on time. They only report the accidents. We should let the statistics
talk for themselves.” ■
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MAILBOX

LETTERS

MAILBOX
Environmental concerns

SIR. With reference to your comment (p8 SMI issue
No. 9 September/October 2007), I liked the piece but not
sure about the suggested solution. First off, it’s been
tried and failed. I refer to a decade or more in the 196070s of one third page aditorials (I made up the word) in
TIME Magazine, next to the week's contents, by MOBIL
OIL which often dealt with things maritime especially
(as you would expect) tankers. It did nothing to educate
or give papers and policy makers pause before immediately indicting their future partners, EXXON, after their
vessel's Alaskan accident.
Will your solution work today? Maybe but it is no
longer an educational issue. Media may not have been
shipping's friend 30 to 40 years ago, but now we are a
prized target for their diatribes in the name of the environment. Let’s face it, shipping has a big target tattooed
on its real and proverbial stern. I think the problem is far
bigger today and made so by the global move by politicians to pick on an industry about which few know anything. In the words of a Hollywood screen writer and
creator of the TV series, The West Wing, "politicians are
not at all interested in solving your problems, only to
make you afraid of them and create the illusion that they,
and only they, have a solution that they will reveal at
some time in the future (but never do)."
All of this goes back to something you first wrote in
your magazine, that we need to be seen in the halls of the
policy makers. Not to ‘lobby’ but to educate. If you will
forgive the not quite on target reference, I like Woody
Allen's ‘Half of success in life is just showing up’. I
think just showing the industry's face where it can help
is a good start.

Don Frost
Editor of the Connecticut Maritime Association's
Newsletter

“The Media may not have been shipping's friend
30 to 40 years ago, but now we are a prized
target for their diatribes in the name of the
environment. Let’s face it, shipping has a big
target tattooed on its real and proverbial stern”
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IT & MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Learning
to anticipate
G

iven the volatile and quick moving nature of the shipping
industry, owners and managers are constantly seeking
ways to improve the way they operate their ships and
move their cargo. Since one of the keys to any successful operation is timely coordination between the shipping company’s
office and the vessel, finding ways to communicate effectively and
speedily is crucial. Or so say the experts.
John Veson, President of Veson Nautical – a US-based software
developer for the maritime sector, will use the forthcoming CMA conference in Stamford, Connecticut in March to press home the need for
the shipping industry to embrace e-commerce in a cost-effective manner that is both low risk and quick to deploy.
Connecting shore-based offices with their personnel, representatives and vessels in a way that does not rely on Excel spreadsheets and
manual data entry can be a challenge, he admits, but the right method
can give charterers, on-shore office personnel and owners access to
information when and where they want it, with online communication
that is user-friendly and hassle-free.
“The end result can offer vessel operators, as well as the ship’s
offices immediate access to vital operations data. Relevant office personnel could be updated on the day-to-day vessel activities, which is
critical to completing commercial voyages as profitably as possible,”
he will tell delegates.
The industry is reaching a point where services are getting significantly less expensive with regards to bandwidth and that changes the
nature of technology, he claims, because companies are spending a lot
of money maintaining systems onboard ships now with regulations
and things like that.
“You need systems onboard to manage the technical operation of the
ship for safety certificates as well as maintenance records. This very
much has to be done with the systems onboard right now. You do have
to invest in technology onboard ship anyway and the decreasing cost of
communications will make people think about the types of systems they
want installed. Now it is expensive for them when they have to visit
every ship and try and keep the technology up to date. I think having
higher this bandwidth at lower prices will make sense for remote management of technology on the vessels themselves,” he said. ➩
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“You need systems onboard to manage
the technical operation of the ship for
safety certificates as well as maintenance
records. This very much has to be done
with the systems onboard right now”
John Veson, President of Veson International
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“Companies are getting more IT savvy
especially when it comes to fleets of over
15 ships which are becoming more
difficult to operate if you don’t have the
right systems onboard”
Himanshu Joshi, Vice President of Teledata Marine Solution

Companies like ShipCentric with its much used Dynamic Ship
Supplier and soon to be introduced Ship Manager management systems, believes in utilising standard operating platforms such as
Microsoft to maximize the ease of usage. According to Torben
Brammer, company President and CEO, it seems that people are interested in getting standard software systems instead of having to go out
and build everything themselves. “Most of all it’s about that the customers having something they can easily adapt to and that is where
these systems make a difference. If the price is good that is an advantage because the client can relate to the system and they can get local
support and have the packages often in their own languages. That
makes a big difference to them,” he said.
“They also want to ensure they are not locked into one developer.
We are trying to talk to a variety of different companies to identify the
needs that they want to measure and pre-build these measurements in
the systems. We want them to set a standard that we can live up to,”
he told SMI.
As Himanshu Joshi, Vice President of Teledata Marine Solution,
stressed, there has been increasingly more momentum in the market
over the past two years. “Companies are getting more IT savvy especially when it comes to fleets of over 15 ships which are becoming
more difficult to operate if you don’t have the right systems onboard.
With respect to vetting procedures and TMSA for instance mandatory
planned maintenance systems mean that ship managers are moving
more rapidly,” he stressed.

“If e-learning and enterprise software is
going to really proliferate from being a
back office tool to something that’s used
every day it has to understand what you
are doing”

IT & MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The attraction of management systems that anticipate problems is
one that Ulysses director Dimitris Lyras believes is increasing in popularity in the shipping industry. He was recently quoted in the press as
saying that implementing Ulysses’ Task Assistant ship management
system could save the owner of a medium-sized fleet as much as
$85,000 per ship each year against a per-ship implementation cost of
about $3,800. Areas of potential saving, he claimed, included messaging, insured and uninsured losses, system familiarisation and supervision, vetting, co-ordination and regulatory compliance.
But as he emphasised, when SMI met up with him in his London
office, Ulysses’ Shipping Software is based on some of the principles
of cognitive science and primarily it’s an approach to information
that’s not related to the information itself, “but what the information
is for. So if e-learning and enterprise software is going to really proliferate from being a back office tool to something that’s used every
day it has to understand what you are doing.”
He added: “Shipping is a very structured industry, most industries
are structured, but shipping is one of the most structured because it’s
not that new. So whatever could happen to a ship, or whatever you
want to communicate to the ship is something that can be anticipated,
you’re not going to get something absolutely new.
“This would be the case if you were in the gaming industry because
you may communicate something that you may not have anticipated
before: you may build something you haven’t anticipated, you may
find a market you may not have anticipated. That’s not going to happen in shipping. Shipping is about moving cargoes around, moving
them safely without incident and moving them economically, and that
is quite predictable.”
Dimitris Lyras puts it all in the context of the email which as a system doesn’t have a clue what you’re doing except knowing who the
sender is and who the receiver is. “You could have a system that understands the shipping industry where all the content has a place. That way
it gets automatically distributed and directed to the right people. That’s
what we set out to do. Our systems actually map everything you can do
in a company, whether you’re doing it by data management or through
communications,” he stressed. “No software company has mapped the
entire activity of an enterprise and a business and enabled people to create nodes such that all the information is distributed by itself - you don’t
have to channel it, you don’t have to tell someone that this is important
so the Managing Director needs to know.”
So it is all about anticipation. “Yes, the important ones like things
going wrong, A lot of people think structuring is about getting the
paperwork out of the way or getting people’s names on crew lists,
that’s not what structuring is about. That’s what you want to avoid,
you want to avoid people writing names on lists that already exist
somewhere else, this is bureaucracy. You also want to avoid having
people write things and then think who needs to know this and then
writing the stuff again because there isn’t enough detail and then waiting for someone to respond in order to start work. Basically the structure of an enterprise can be mirrored today electronically.”
“We could apply this to any industry. It’s a question of people get-
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“A lot of people think structuring is about
getting the paperwork out of the way or
getting people’s names on crew lists,
that’s not what structuring is about.
That’s what you want to avoid, you want
to avoid people writing names on lists
that already exist somewhere else, this
is bureaucracy”
ting to grips with the idea that it can be done. There are reasons why
it isn’t being done and that is because the primary software companies
in the world can’t do it, it’s not their game. Neither is e-learning their
game. E-learning and structured information in the enterprise is not
the domain of Microsoft or IBM or any of these people because they
can’t easily transfer that to another industry while industry specialists,
such as ourselves, are in a better position and always will be,” he said.
According to Lyras, the most important part of e-learning is the
ability to simulate, like a flight simulator. That is the domain specific. Most of that work, he says, is domain specific. But are some sectors more understanding of the benefits of the necessity for this type
of system than others?
“Yes, I think there’s a natural structure. There’s a natural hierarchy of
people who understand and engage in this to a different degree. The primary issue is that the top people in the company have to understand what
can be done with information technology today, and e-learning. But the
top people in the companies don’t always feel that it’s their job. It’s
understandable when an owner doesn’t think it’s his job – because it isn’t.
Shipmanagement isn’t really the owner’s job, it’s a fleet manager’s job
within the shipmanagement company. Ship mangers, third party
ship managers, should know but the problem is that third party
ship management is structured in such a way that it isn’t really equivalent to a fleet management part of an owning company. That’s a ➩
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pricing issue, the pricing and the way the industry is structured.”
Taking the argument further, Lyras stressed that is was all about the
way the manager was paid. Third party managers are asked to do a
fixed crewing cost and they’re asked to apply fairly fixed overheads
and budgets. That, he claims, creates a completely different approach
from an in-house fleet management organisation within a wholly
owned company. “So at the owner level they shouldn’t be involved in
IT and know what IT can do for the shipping industry, but at fleet
management level they should, and they do. If you go to a fleet manager in an owning company, he is more likely to take quite a bit of
interest in what is going on in IT. But if you go to a ship manager it’s
slightly different because again the relationship with the owner isn’t
at all what it is between the fleet manager and the wholly owned company – there’s a dispute between who pays for what, costs get pushed
around between ships and shore,” he said.
“When it comes to IT costs, ship managers may want to pass them
on to the owners. If they pass it to the owner it’s the owner’s system
not their system. In my view, shipmanagement has about a year and a
half before it figures out what it’s doing with IT, and that’s because of
who owns the IT and who will pay for it. The person that pays for it
owns it, the ships are owned by different people and that means that
the company will have all kinds of different systems.”
So what does the future spell out for management systems?
“Profiling of people’s activities is the future: closer and closer profiling of activities within an industry is where it’s going to go,” he
said. “Activity based takes more upfront work, you have to structure
the work, for example – a defect on a ship. This will always have an
effect on some process, either immediate or eventual. It always has a
cause, either an immediate cause or a root cause. It always has people interested in it; depending on what the cause is; what the root
cause is; what the immediate process effect or the eventual process
effect is. So if you have the booster pump today, who needs to know?
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“When it comes to IT costs, ship
managers may want to pass them on to
the owners. If they pass it to the owner
it’s the owner’s system not their system.
In my view, shipmanagement has about
a year and a half before it figures out
what it’s doing with IT”
Dimitris Lyras, Director, Ulysses

“Does the fact that it’s the booster pump, tell you who needs to
know? Well yes, in combination with what else is wrong; if it can
endanger a major process, yes. If one of them is down it can’t endanger, if two of them are down, or if you’ve got a booster pump problem and a fuel viscosity problem at the same time, then yes you could
endanger a process that affects somebody high up, Mr Lyras added.
So is the interest in these types of systems strengthening from the
owners’ perspective?
“Very much so. You’re getting senior people that have years in the
industry, that never used much software and didn’t use much email,
particularly interested in a lot of detail. The younger ones say under
50, maybe more so; but even the senior people are getting heavily
involved, yes.”
And is that because of a necessity, because of the fact that they need
to be more transparent?
“They’re accountable, which means that they have to know things
much earlier on to take an approach that satisfies third parties,” he
said. “Besides that, they can control their costs better as well. They
can anticipate cost, they can learn from their operations; they’ve got
something to look at, otherwise they have to get up and go on the ship
and open everything up. They can’t watch everybody.” ■
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ONMYMIND
Ramesh
Ramakrishnan
Ramesh Ramakrishnan is chairman of the
Dubai-based Transworld Group of Companies, a
diversified logistics business involved in a wide
range of activities from shipowning through its
Shreyas Shipping & Logistics arm to agency
operations; its expanding role as a non vessel
operating common carrier and its ship management
responsibilities through its Mumbai-based in-house
Orient Express Ship Management arm. Its 19-strong
feeder fleet has traditionally been composed of
second hand vessels but a series of newbuildings
recently ordered herald a change in corporate
strategy. Its five year shipowning vision is to expand
to include larger 2,500 teu units from the current
maximum size of 1,300 teu with a fleet age profile
not exceeding 15 years.

The shipping markets are boasting growth levels that are
unprecedented in some areas. What are your concerns about
the future: is it about keeping pace or having the right efficiencies in your systems?
As an organisation our vision has been to grow our business out of
India. If you look at the feeder operations we got into, they were as a
consequence of the inefficiencies there. Today the Indian ports have
become quite efficient but trade has grown. When we started with our
agency business in 1977 we looked at the potential for putting our ships
into there and we got into the feedering business. We were one of the
pioneers in the feedering industry and as we progressed we realised we
needed to put in our own containers where we could offer a quality
product to our customers. As we progressed we realised that India was
growing at a rapid pace and we found that a key area we needed to
strengthen was in logistics because of the inefficiency levels in the
Indian sub continent. We also realised that Dubai and Jebel Ali would
become the biggest warehouses in the world with the US, Europe and
Middle East to a certain extent, being the world’s largest consumers of
goods. Most of our businesses are related to each other and are focused
within the area of the liner business. We are one of the most important
logistics companies in this area, we can comfortably say that. We
believe the leadership here in Dubai has great vision and we have seen
the kind of growth we have. Dubai will remain as a front runner. The
concern is creating a system and a base that enables us to continue to
deliver a quality service to our customers.
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“We believe the leadership here in Dubai has
great vision and we have seen the kind of
growth we have. Dubai will remain a front
runner. The concern is creating a system and a
base that enables us to continue to deliver a
quality service to our customers”
All your vessels are managed in-house through Orient Express,
but is the third party management market an attraction?
We don't market third party management services but if someone comes
to us seeking our third party management help we will do it. We currently manage six Sir Lankan and Malaysia vessels on a third party basis –
full management and all feeder containerships. We have a fully fledged
technical and crewing management operation in Mumbai with about 10
superintendents. Mumbai is an attractive area to manage ships from
because of the proliferation of training institutes and crewing sources. But
Mumbai is not as well connected as Singapore, Hong Kong or Malaysia
because superintendents have to fly out at short notice because in shipmanagement there is always a crisis and there is always an emergency. In
Singapore and Hong Kong you can fly out easily and quickly but from an
economic and resource point of view Mumbai is ideal. And with the new
airport in Mumbai and with more flights coming in and out we believe
there will be a major shift of ship managers into Mumbai.
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“You are strong in the Middle East and India, what about Iraq?”
“Iraq is an important market for us. We know it is a very difficult market at the moment but we
have a commitment to look at any new emerging market and we are there right now”

“Because crewing is a major problem we are
happy to share training facilities with others
if we are not in competition. There is a lot of
cooperation already taking place among ship
managers as far as training is concerned –
you cannot function as an island today, you
have to cooperate and it should continue to
get better”

What security elements are you incorporating into your operations considering the dangerous areas you are operating in?

Will Mumbai become a threat to the other shipmanagement
centres?
I think initially they will co-exist then it depends how things develop.
You are quite right in assuming that Mumbai could have a substantial
amount of shipmanagement business, similar to its growing share of
other international businesses. Mumbai will strengthen as a shipmanagement centre as more management operations move to the city. It is
not if but when and how soon it will happen.
Training is a key element of our operations in Mumbai. Because
crewing is a major problem we are happy to share training facilities
with others if we are not in competition. There is a lot of cooperation
already taking place among ship managers as far as training is concerned – you cannot function as an island today, you have to cooperate
and it should continue to get better.

You are strong in the Middle East and India, what about Iraq?
Iraq is an important market for us. We know it is a very difficult market
at the moment but we have a commitment to look at any new emerging
market and we are there right now in Iraq despite the fact that containers
disappear off and on but I would say we have a reasonable success level
over there and this is a very serious market for us.

First is all we usually stay away from areas where piracy is involved
because our first concern is always with the safety of the crew and the
cargo. So if you go to a location like Iraq, Umm Qasr port for example, the port is very secure, and we have not had as much as one incident there in the 11 years we have been there because as a port they
cannot afford to disrupt the port operations because that will put a
stop to the entire economy.
So we take the containers to the port and we unstuff the cargo
within the port and the containers come back on the next ship. We
don’t use our own ships but use OEL ships or other mainline ships.
It runs pretty efficiently.

What is your ethos as an organisation?
We employ a lot of young people and our ethos is quite different from
other companies where we cannot claim and say we are 100% family
owned or that we employ a corporate style of operation. We have the
right mix of the two and have created a different ethos as far as the
company is concerned. We encourage our staff to make decisions;
everything stays with the heads of the units This has been made possible because we have nurtured a huge pool of people ashore and
onboard our ships.
Our business is driven by people and if you look at the way we run
our ships, we search deep into the rural areas to find people who the
qualities we need. You can have all the machines you need onboard
but if you don’t have a few good people working for you onboard
then they won’t go anywhere. ■
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BUSINESS OF SHIPPING

Self-policing, blacklists
and collective boycotts
By David Wood

At its best, it amounts to a flexible and efficient
way for industry to ensure that markets
function efficiently and help prevent practices
which can cause great harm

with each other and for whom the consequences of unlawful collusion
can be extremely serious in terms of fines and even jail days. This
means that co-operation needs to be carefully reviewed to ensure it does
not over step the mark.
Co-operation has to be limited to what is necessary to achieve the
desired ends and those ends must justify the co-operation. Any cooperation which goes beyond the mere exchange of information and
strays into implementation is likely to be hazardous. Collective
boycotts and blacklists would need exceptional justification.
Guidelines have to be tailored to the individual case if they are to be
easily understood and give rise to an adequate level of protection.
However, the following may be useful:

This article looks at a phenomenon which is particularly widespread in
the maritime sector: information exchange and industry self-policing.
This phenomenon covers a multitude of practices. At its best, it
amounts to a flexible and efficient way for industry to ensure that markets function efficiently and help prevent practices which can cause
great harm. At its worst, it can be an enforcement mechanism for
unlawful cartel behaviour.
Many
industries
exchange
information
on
risks.
This can help service providers better quantify those risks and to focus
on the quality of the service being provided.
For example, insurance premiums are made up of risk (loss x likelihood) plus a mark-up for expenses and profit. In an ideal world, the risk
would be precisely calculated and perfect competition would drive the
mark-up down to zero. In order for the risk to be precisely calculated,
it is necessary for data to be generated from past claims. This not only
allows premiums to be set more accurately, it also gives insurers the
necessary information to enter new markets.
Similarly, in consumer credit markets the exchange of information
relating to bad credit risks reduces everybody's costs and allows those
markets to function better.
In the maritime sector, there are many examples of similar
arrangements particularly in relation to ship safety and environmental
concerns but also in relation to labour issues and training. Blacklists are
not unknown.
These examples also reveal the tricky aspect of information
exchange: it takes place between parties who are otherwise competing

• The wider picture needs to be taken into account – what other
arrangements exist between the parties and do they affect each
other? If there are other arrangements, this raises the level of risk.
• How closely related is the information being exchanged to pricing
decisions? Again, if the relationship is close, the risks will be
higher.
• How much of the market is covered by the arrangements? The
higher the coverage the greater the risk and vice versa.
• Is membership of the body exchanging the information open to all
participants? If not, refusal to admit members may give rise to
concerns that some operators are being denied the benefits of the
arrangements and are, as a result, less able to compete.
• Do the parties agree how they will use the information? Such
behaviour goes beyond information exchange and becomes
co-ordinated behaviour – to which significant risks attach.
If you are a party to arrangements which tick any of these boxes, it
almost certainly makes sense to review what you are doing and to
re-assess how you are doing it. The risks of getting it wrong may be
substantial and there are major incentives for customers and
competitors to bring any dubious behaviour to the attention of the competition authorities.
Turning a blind eye is really not an option. ■
David Wood is a partner in the international law firm of Gibson Dunn
& Crutcher LLP, which has offices in the US, UK, France, Germany
and Belgium.
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Round Table Discussion
As part of our continuing pledge to provide cutting edge comment, we assembled six
of Italy and Naples’ brightest and most dynamic ship owners around a board room
table to debate key issues affecting their industry. The participants are all Chairmen,
Managing Directors or senior management of their respective shipping companies
and the majority of them share the distinction of having joined forces last year
in an unprecedented move to place a 16 vessel order (including options)
worth $720m at Chinese shipyards.

If any of our readers have comments
to make on the issues under discussion
or the panellists' replies then please email them to
editorial@shipmanagementinternational.com and we will include
them in future issues.

Chaired by SMI Editorial Director Sean Moloney, the round table was composed of Nicola Coccia, Chairman of Confitarma (Italian
Shipowners’ Association); Antonio Sorrentino, Technical Manager at D’Amato di Navigazione; Angelo D’Amato, Managing Director
of Perseveranza SPA di Navigazione and Chairman of Confitarma’s Finance Committee; Francesca Coccia, Coccia & Partners and
Member of the Italian Young Shipowners Association; Giuseppe Bottiglieri, Chairman of Giuseppe Bottiglieri di Navigazione and
Chairman of Confitarma's Navigation Committee; and Mariella Bottiglieri, Managing Director of Giuseppe Bottiglieri di Navigazione
and a member of the Italian Young Shipowners' Association.

Sean Moloney
It has been described as a golden time for Italy’s ship owners with owners enjoying a boom market as well as various legislative gains such as
tonnage tax and the introduction of an international registry. But with
so much new investment tied up in newbuildings and expansion, what
areas of improvement still need to be tackled to ensure the financial and
competitive strength of the Italian ship owner?

registered under the Italian flag. We started with four million gross registered tons and at the end of 2007 this had grown to 14m grt as a consequence of the new tonnage tax law. The tonnage tax has been here in Italy
for the last four years but these two benefits for our sector together with
the strength in the market has enabled Italian owners to introduce a new
dimension to their fleets. Currently, Italian ship owners have around 230
ships on order at the world’s shipyards. So we believe that by 2010 and
2011 the Italian flagged fleet will rise to around 20m grt.

Giuseppe Bottiglieri
Italian ship owners today are enjoying a booming market but the
situation is not easy to manage because the investments are becoming
more and more expensive. In a volatile market we must operate
safely yet efficiently.

Nicola Coccia
This February is the tenth anniversary of our international registry and
during this decade we have seen an increase in the amount of tonnage
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Angelo D’Amato
As a country and industry, we were really the last to get this tonnage
tax benefit but we managed to learn from the mistakes and successes
of other institutions and countries in drawing up a registry and tonnage tax system that is giving the Italian flag quite a competitive edge.
Italy is a country which generally gives industry subsidies without
much control and which are used in many industrial sectors every day.
We raised a very clear issue to our government ten years ago where
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we said we believed we were a strategic
industry for the country, we were international but we had to compete internationally: we threatened to move out
because 10 years ago the environment here for Italian ship owners
was almost dying. I was spending
half of my time in Monaco
because of some of our subsidiary companies there but we
were seriously thinking about
moving out. In fact, Mr
Bottiglieri was also living in
Greece at the time as well, I
seem to remember. We said at the
time that we needed a competitive
fiscal and legislative environment
and we have the solution because it
has been done. Our government said
they could do this and the results are
there.
Of course now we have to deal with an
industry that is growing and a fleet that is growing and one of the serious bottlenecks is crewing.
But the message I want to give is that we are an industry that can grow; we are one of the few examples in our
country where the state government makes policies that are
thought through with growth in mind. That is why we are very popular as an industry in Italy today because shipping is one of those
examples that whenever you introduce policies for growth, it happens.

SHIPMANAGEMENT

Sean Moloney
So what you are saying is that it is all about your relationship with the
government. Rome transacts policies that enable you to grow and the
country benefits as a result.

Angelo D’Amato
Of course the market has been growing itself as well. The local
economies we live in are very depressed but the multiplying factor is
for each job we create at sea there are 2.3 jobs created ashore. Now
these jobs are being created here in the Italian maritime cluster so to
speak. If I can speak more about the technicalities, the international
shipping community can enjoy a competitive environment and continue to grow and then of course the task is in the hands of the ship owners to make this happen but we are doing our part. Also, contrary to
other industries, we are very traditional in our financing methods, we
don’t like IPOs but are very solid, stable and traditional.
I believe there is one sector in this industry which needs some effort
and that is short sea shipping and the issue of local transportation. In my
opinion there are two factors: first of all it is missing the legislative tool
and secondly because there is unfair competition from the state owned
company Tirrenia, which is a company which will never report a solid
profit or a loss. So our wish list is to get the same benefits and competitive environment for this part of the shipping market. That is the big
issue and task for the shipowning association looking forward. We have
to extend the benefits of the international shipping register to companies involved in the short sea trades. There is a partial benefit because
some can enjoy it if the trades they are on extend over 100 miles but we
need to extend these benefits to people who operate the hydrofoils for
instance. We also probably need to start a serious and transparent
process of privatisation of Tirrenia.

Giuseppe Bottiglieri

“The message I want to give is that we are
an industry that can grow; we are one of
the few examples in our country where the
state government makes policies that are
thought through with growth in mind”

As Mr Coccia said, this year we are celebrating ten years of having an
international registry but if you look back to 1998, we had 7.8 million grt
registered with the Italian flag. Today we have 12.5 m grt but it is the
most modern tonnage anywhere in the European Union and in addition
we have more than 70 ships currently under construction in shipyards
around the world. This will add an additional 5m grt to the flag in the next
few years. The goal of the Italian shipping industry was the institution of
this register with the introduction of the tonnage tax that was introduced
in 2003 but a consequence has been a growth in the Italian maritime cluster. And this is the very strong result of this legislation.

Sean Moloney
How important is this cluster to Italy’s ship owners?

Giuseppe Bottiglieri
It is very important to us because we have a strong technical aspect to the industry here; crewing is also important. For example on all ships we have Italian officers
employed on our vessels. Nicola Coccia will tell
you, we have a ships’ academy set up in Genoa and
the University here in Naples also runs maritime
course. The shortage of seafarers means we need
the support here in Italy to enhance the training
available for people wanting to go to sea. Also,
thanks to the efforts of Confitarma we have a catering school training people to be chefs onboard ship.
These young people are now getting jobs with companies like Costa Crociere and MSC. Interest in shipping
in Italy is growing. Yesterday we had a meeting with the
Mayor of Torre del Greco and it was agreed that local ship
owners would help to set up a maritime economics faculty at ➩
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don’t have the problem of the political question or the environmental question. Over the last year, Confitarma has
been working to better communicate the successes of the Italian shipowning industry. This is
in contrast with the previous stance of
adopting a low profile as an industry.
We decided to improve our policy
of communication because before
the owner was interested only in
running his ships but now the
philosophy has changed in
that, for example, the cruise
line is also considered a tour
operator; container shipping
lines also operate terminals and
also short sea shipping companies have to promote themselves
against other transport modes. We
also started to communicate more with
the politicians.

Sean Moloney
There is a lot of newbuilding commitment by ship
owners at the moment but what do you need from the Italian
government to ensure that, as ship owners, you continue to receive the
help needed to compete on a level playing field internationally?

Because of the nature of
trade in this area is the cluster
generally dominated by logistics
and containers rather than
by other shipping sectors?

the University. Because of the salaries onboard ship today, there is a
growing attraction among young people towards the sea as a career. A
life at sea is not what it used to be, there are a lot of improvements that
have been made.

Giuseppe Bottiglieri
These strong investments have been made possible thanks largely to the
tonnage tax law. But we need to know that we will have a prolonged
period of stability ahead and secondly the prospect of the future market
situation remains sound. This commercial view for the future is vitally
important but the government needs to understand that if we grow the
cluster grows with us. Italy’s fleet, especially tankers, is among the
most modern in the world and this is in partly due to Italian laws
encouraging the scrapping of older tonnage. Despite opposition from
other countries who thought these benefits offered were excessive, in
the end this scrapping law was passed because in Brussels, the
European Commission realised something needed to be done to get rid
of the older tonnage. There are old laws that need to be looked at such
as the bureaucratic nature of some of our vessel registration laws. We
are putting pressure on the authorities to modernise registration procedures for vessels wishing to fly
the Italian flag.

Nicola Coccia
It is important to understand that if Italian ship owners receive the tonnage tax benefits, then they become the engine for the development of
the growth in the maritime cluster. In Genoa, for example, the number
of people employed in the maritime cluster grew 80% over the last
10 years. Genoa is now the centre of Italy’s maritime cluster.
That’s means that our activities are activities that are needed for
social development.

Sean Moloney
Because of the nature of trade in this area is the cluster generally dominated by logistics and containers rather than by other
shipping sectors?

Nicola Coccia
Apart from instances of poor drainage and infrastructure at some of
Italy’s ports, growth in the support services that ship owners demand
has been better in our clusters than in many other countries because we
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Antonio Sorrentino

Antonio Sorrentino

We have many old Italian rules that overlap international rules and
regulations currently in place. Sometimes it is not easy to manage our
ships because there are many administrative problems we have to deal
with. One example are the documents covering vessel registration
which are too large to scan or to fax. So a few days ago we got
approval to modify this documentat in A4 and also in English. For
some certificates our ship representatives still need to go to the Italian
consulates around the world if they need to make changes or get the
documents cleared.

The world is changing there is no doubt about that and they must
change otherwise they will be giving us a lot of problems.

Angelo D’Amato
You say these are small things but it means the owner has to stop his
vessel for a few days to get them sorted. For example if you want to
renew the safety management certificates onboard an Italian vessel you
can’t do it by class, you are forced to have an inspector come in from
the Communications Ministry. So we are seeing
more and more Italian ships stopping and waiting
to renew their safety management certificates.
There is a project underway in Confitarma to try
and resolve this issue but unfortunately the timing is very slow.

Francesca Coccia
I would like to say a little about the role of the ‘young ship owners’
department of Confitarma which was formed 10 years ago to give
young ship owners the opportunity to share their thoughts and opinions
in order to better understand how to face today’s increasingly competitive, globalised and challenging shipping business. But as young owners we think it is important to impress upon the industry that shippingrelated jobs should have a more modern outlook and be well paid. Life
onboard ship has changed compared with the past and the issues that
existed before such as life having its dangers, the low level of comfort
and the difficulties in communicating with family and friends do not
represent an issue anymore. ➩

Antonio Sorrentino
We cannot renew some SMCs if the vessel is in a
country where the consulate is very far away.

Sean Moloney
Do you think that the Prodi government has the
necessary vision for the maritime industry?

Angelo D’Amato
Not really. Yes the situation 10 years ago was a
total nightmare and of course the situation has
been improved but the problem is not the view or
the attitude of the ministry it is the fact that we
too many laws that overlap: state, parliament,
local and regional and you find that people are
less inclined to follow international laws because
of the large number of other regulations they
face. That is one of the problems but it is in general, the cost of bureaucracy in this country. We
are lucky in the shipping industry but you can
imagine the problems sitting in the factories and
facing these problems.

Apart from instances of poor
drainage and infrastructure at
some of Italy’s ports, growth
in the support services that
ship owners demand has
been better in our clusters
than in many other countries
because we don’t have the
problem of the political
question or the environmental
question
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Sean Moloney
The crew issue is so emotive at the moment as we know.

Angelo D’Amato
Today regarding crew there is a wild market where they switch
if they know that someone is getting $100 more because at
the end of the day my vessel is the same as his vessel, they
are built at similar yards and standards are standards. Of
course the substandard companies are a different story.
The fight to attract is all about money. The fact is that
the industry is growing at the rate of 20m grt per year
and where are the crew? As an association, Confitarma
is doing a lot to try and rectify the system. Under our
tonnage tax scheme you are obliged to have at least one
cadet onboard but we are in favour of saying that the fine
in not instituting this should be more than the cost of the
salary of the cadet so I would be happy to see that owners
have to Euro15,000 under the tonnage tax and if they didn’t put
a cadet onboard then they should have to pay a Euro25,000 fine. So
we are trying to be virtuous in setting up seafarer academies but it is a
type of job that is not easy for developing countries.

Sean Moloney
So are you in favour of the whole industry embracing a global cadet
programme onboard their ships?

Angelo D’Amato
We are very happy for this. In fact we are doing this anyway as our
internal policy on ships in my company is to use two maybe even four
cadets. But it is a cost factor and then you have to be more forward
looking. When the shipping industry in Italy was in a big crisis, because
of social security issues and the need for full Italian crews etc, the running costs of an Italian flag vessel in 1985 was three times that of an
international vessel. So in order to survive at the time, it was decided to
cut all the junior categories onboard these ships. This meant that for ten
years there were no cadets onboard Italian flag ships. So what is the situation now? Well we have masters and chief engineers with an average
age profile of 50 to 55 years old and we have a total gap between the 35
year olds and 45 year

“We have to improve the contacts the
shipping industry has with the schools.
When I recently spoke with the director of
the high school here in Naples he told me
that at the end of the year all the strong
academics were planning to go to
University while those with sufficient pass
results would be directed towards a
career at sea”
olds because of earlier decisions taken. I am happy what I
see from the young people because if you select 100
cadets then maybe ten will stay with you but
the real gap is the next five to six years
when the gap will need to be filled.

Sean Moloney
So what needs to be done to
resolve the situation?

Angelo D’Amato
Two things. Get more
information out to the
crew about the benefits of
being at sea; in Italy we
also need to be more flexible in the schools system, ie
simplify the rules because here
there are up to 35 different faculties but only one, which is maritime
studies, will allow students to go
onboard ship. This means that if you are
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tanker loading in Indonesia or in the Middle East or a cruise ship on a
seven day voyage around the Caribbean? And on top of that the cruise
industry is growing very quickly.

“We have many old Italian
rules that overlap international
rules and regulations currently in
place. Sometimes it is not easy to
manage our ships because there
are many administrative problems
we have to deal with”

Giuseppe Bottiglieri
We have to improve the contacts the shipping industry has with the
schools. When I recently spoke with the director of the high school here
in Naples he told me that at the end of the year all the strong academics were planning to go to University while those with sufficient pass
results would be directed towards a career at sea. It must be understood
that a life at sea has changed dramatically over the years. First of all the
salaries being paid are very good; a Captain today is around $10,000
per month.

Angelo D'Amato
Don’t forget it’s not just the salary of a Captain. A
cadet serving onboard ship can expect to receive
$1,500 per month. The difference is that he
has to travel all over the world and there
are plenty of people we know who
would prefer to stay at home and
remain unemployed. Naples is
reported to have an unemployment rate of around 25% among
young people but if it was really
true then we would have tanks in
the streets and civil unrest. It is not
completely true because most people are at work but here is an industry
that is growing and we are saying to our
sea staff after a period of time there is a job
for you onshore.

Nicola Coccia

studying science at high school, you cannot go onboard ship. We also
need more flexibility in the composition of international and European
Union crew. One of the key demands of our international register is that
our senior officers need to be European. Maybe we need flexibility here
over the next five years because there will be a lack of numbers. I am
confident that the situation will improve within 10 years but we fear the
competition from cruise because you can imagine the decision being
made by a 20 year old cadet coming out of school: will he choose a

The salary today of a North European crew member is the same or even
higher than paid in Italy so we have started to talk about offering careers
onshore after sea service because today’s young people think work at
sea is very old fashioned and not up with the times.

Angelo D’Amato
It is true that the average size of the Italian shipowning companies is
maybe not big enough to encourage networking of the crew but something we have to do is guarantee career stability and secondly to attract
more people to a career at sea. The fact that we are independent as ➩
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owners is a good thing because we are traditional and very sound in the
way we operate our businesses but we are also very jealous. These are
the areas where we need more effort.

Sean Moloney
What about the role of the third party manager because their role is
increasing certainly as far as the crew issue is concerned?

Angelo D’Amato
I am a bit critical about third party ship managers because they only see
one solution to this crewing problem and that is paying more money by
increasing the wages. It is very easy for the manager to do this but in
my opinion it is not the correct way. Of course when you are under pressure you may have no alternatives but this is not the solution. What I
hear from the managers from the small to the very large is if you want
crews then you have to give me more money. I also have to say that in
Naples we are a little bit luckier because don’t lose touch with the fact
that we are living in a very depressed area and we have a long tradition
of seafarers so our lives are a little easier that others.

Vincenzo Frulio

Director of Unitramp, Shipbrokers
(brokers to the 16 post-panamax ordering deal)

Mariella Bottiglieri

“All these big shipping companies in Naples are family companies
but they have been growing significantly. The market has played a
big role in this growth but they were also capable enough of moving at the right moment in anticipation of the market and to believe
what was going to happen. At that time the financial support of the
Italian banks was not that strong but they have moved ahead and are
reaping the benefits of the move today.
The uniqueness of this deal is that we managed to put together
a few selected clients with their own skills sets. It was an advantage
for the yard from a technical point of view to deal with one set of
owners and the owners had advantage regarding price. The original
deal was for ten ships plus six options. When we left Naples and
visted the yard, it was not happy to give the options but they were
all confirmed especially when the market went up. After we concluded the deal I started to ask around in the market and the reaction to the type of ship was cool. Now everyone realises that these
vessels are the panamaxes of the future.”

I am of the same opinion as Mr D’Amato because I believe the only
way they are dealing with ship owners is by saying you have to increase
wages and that is it. If we outsource a part of the business that is
involved with finding the crew, it means we are aware there is a problem and we want some answers back. If the answer is to raise the price,
I can do it internally. I don’t have to go to a ship manager. What is the
point in paying another party if the only solution is hiking up the price?
I can do it myself and save myself my money.

Sean Moloney
There is a school of thought that says when the market drops then seafarers will have to face falling wage scales. What are you thoughts?

Angelo D’Amato
I have been the head of the seafarers and crewing committee of
Confitarma for some time and I have never seen the renewal of a contract at a lower level than the previous year. If crew members accept
new contracts of employment at lower salary levels that previously then
in my view the industry is dead. It would mean the crash is so bad that
you would never recover.

Giuseppe Bottiglieri

Angelo D’Amato
Training is so crucial to today’s crewing situation. Sitting around this
table today there are people who have around $1bn worth of investments in ships, maybe more. But then we give these $1bn assets to people who lack education. Training is the answer and maybe in the short
term the issue of using other people’s crews is seen as the answer, in the
long term you will double your costs. Sooner or later this will change.
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Even China which is growing so fact and is an obvious place to look for
crews is looking elsewhere. Cosco is asking third party managers to
seek out crews for it from the Ukraine and from Poland because of the
shortages in China. What is going on? China is growing so fast and the
shipbuilding industry on the eastern seaboard is taking all the officers
from the ships and offering them jobs ashore. They are short of people
and are attracting people away from the sea which is boosting salaries.
India is the same problem.

Sean Moloney
Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you very much for your time today. ■
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Low orderbook spells bullish time for LPG

T

he world’s largest handysize LPG operator
StealthGas, is in confident mood going into 2008.
So much so that it is predicting further increases in
the sector on top of the 40% to 50% hike in
timecharter rates seen for pressurised vessels last year.
However, StealthGas’ chartering manager Christian Krohn-Hansen
raised a slightly cautious note claiming the percentage rise would
probably not match the highs seen in 2007. But the company is still in
a very bullish mood about the coming 12 months. Krohn-Hansen reasoned that due to a very low order book in the 3,000 to 8,000 cubic
metre capacity sector of the LPG shipping market and with demand
increasing, the company would continue to earn high timecharter rates
for the time being.
Increased production of petrochemical gases in Asia helped sustain
the market at high levels last year and he sees no slackening off in
2008. “Shipments in Asia took up a lot of capacity last year”, he said.
To take advantage of the higher earnings, about 60-65% of
StealthGas’ fleet is currently employed in Asian waters.
Krohn-Hansen confirmed that StealthGas will continue with its
strategy of employing its vessels in the timecharter market for periods
of between six months to three to four years, to maximise forward
revenue.
“The market for pressurised gas tankers is more of a period market.
We fix our vessels out to blue chip charterers, such as Shell and
Petredec,” he said.
StealthGas’ fleet will continue to increase this year with the delivery of two newbuilding 5,000 cu m gas tankers in June/July and
October respectively. Another four semi-refrigerated 3,300 cu m LPG
carriers are also on order with the first scheduled to join the fleet by
the end of this year.
Due to the high charter rates companies like StealthGas will find it
difficult to find attractive deals at the right price in the sale and purchase market as asset prices escalate in tune with the charter market.
Mr Krohn-Hansen stressed that the company was continuously looking for opportunities in the sale and purchase market and the newbuilding sector.
It was partly due to the difficulty in identifying prospective secondhand deals in the LPG market sector, that StealthGas entered into an
agreement last December, to purchase two 47,000 dwt MR newbuild-
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ing product tankers for a total of $115m. The vessels, originally
ordered for interests connected with Singapore-based Navig8, will be
delivered in February and April this year respectively. StealthGas will
not operate or manage the vessels as they had already secured a seven
year bareboat charter to a leading oil trader.
StealthGas President Harry Vafias described the deal as a “secure
opportunistic investment” and said that the funds to buy the ships
would come from a mixture of equity from the company’s successful
follow on offering completed in July last year and debt. The deal will
net Stealthgas $932,672 per month. He also emphasised that despite
the purchase of the product tankers, the handysize LPG sector would
continue to be StealthGas’ core business in the years to come.
As of the beginning of January, StealthGas owned 38 LPG carriers
with a total capacity of 164,429 cu m. Another secondhand vessel is
expected to join the fleet in February of this year, while three more
could leave in the next month or so, illustrating the liquidity in this
particular market.
Moving to the larger LPG market sectors, the increased activity in
the Asian market is expected to lead to greater tonne-miles as the US
is forecast to continue to increase imports by as much as four milliontonnes this year.
This should have a positive effect on rates going forward. ■
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An anticipated ‘mismatch’

O

ne of the main concerns for the LNG shipping sector this
year is the number of newbuildings due to be delivered,
many of which were ordered against specific projects that
have been delayed.
This ‘mismatch’ will be the key to events in the market this year, said
Gary Smith, chief executive officer of Golar Management (UK) Ltd. He
said that this year it will be a case of ‘ships versus supply’ and the ‘Far
East market versus the Atlantic Basin market’.
There will be increased competition among owners to keep their vessels earning sufficient charter rates until some of the large projects
come on stream. He said that supply and demand will become more
critical this year. However, as in the past, traders will always play the
gas market to supply the area producing the highest demand and therefore paying the highest prices, which could change relatively quickly,
thus affecting tonne/miles.

At present, Japan and South Korea are paying
relatively high prices for cargoes, which is mainly
a seasonal function. But other players, such as
India and Turkey also entered the market for
cargoes - the latter due to a shortfall in supplies
from Iran to allay fears of supply interruptions
He didn’t think that the soon to be delivered Q-Flex and Q-Max vessels would enter the spot market as they were too large. They could possibly be laid up until the giant Qatari projects come on stream.
“It is hard to say where the gas markets are going,” Smith said. One
thing he was sure was that the underlying fundamentals were in place
for LNG shipments to steadily grow in the long term.
He said forecasters had predicted that 2007 would be a bad year, but
that wasn’t the case as most of the LNGC fleet was fully employed with
just a few days off-hire. Cargoes were diverted to the Far East, thus
increasing tonne/miles as vessels diverted from the Atlantic Basin. New
exporters such as Equatorial Guinea and Snohvit entered the equation,
albeit with technical problems leading to downtime.
At present, Japan and South Korea are paying relatively high prices
for cargoes, which is mainly a seasonal function. But other players,
such as India and Turkey also entered the market for cargoes - the latter due to a shortfall in supplies from Iran to allay fears of supply
interruptions.
Golar is rather unique in that it has farmed out the technical operations
to three shipmanagement companies: Wilhelmsen Ship Management
(formerly Barber Ship Management) is looking after vessels trading in

the Atlantic Basin; Thome, which manages vessels primarily trading in
the Asian area and four LNGCs managed by Shell (Stasco), including one
gas carrier recently purchased from an oil major.
Another concern is the perceived lack of qualified seafarers, but as
Smith said, this is a problem across the whole of the shipping industry.
The very rapid growth profile of shipping has had an impact. “In hindsight, it was the right decision to move to Barber (Wilhelmsen) and
Thome,” he said.
“The problem is not going to go away, but we are luckier than some
being at the top of the food chain,” he explained.
Gary Smith admitted that Golar did not have the ‘critical mass’
needed to technically manage vessels today, although Golar’s office in
Oslo closely monitors the three ship managers. Golar shares an office
with Frontline as both companies come under John Fredriksen’s
expanding empire.
Out of the 13 vessels owned by Golar and its subsidiaries, five are
undergoing conversion for static projects, or are earmarked for future
projects. “Three of the projects have been firmed up, while the other
two are at an advanced stage”, he said. “There are more opportunities
out there”, he added.
This leaves Golar a bit thin on the ground and Smith admitted that
the company was looking to enter the newbuilding market at some
stage, without going into details.
He explained that Golar would not build against a given contract, as
its newbuilding programme of seven LNGCs between 2002-2005 was
entered into purely speculatively. “The gas business is for 40 years,” he
said. For example, several LNGCs had recently become free of charter
after 20 years service with just one supplier.
Talking of the longevity of the LNGC fleet Gary Smith said that
there were three main determinants :
1) Life of the containment system, which in the case of the Moss system is hundreds of years, but by comparison, the membrane systems
tend to suffer from fatigue;
2) The hull’s fabric. As long as coatings are maintained and steel is
replaced on a regular basis, the hull should last indefinitely;
3) Fatigue hull loading, which more often than not is a function of
where the vessel is trading. For example, the Atlantic Basin will put
extra wear and tear on the vessel when compared with another acting as
a storage ship in a sheltered bay.
Looking further ahead, he thought that the LNGC market would
become more akin to the tanker market in its function. ■
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2008 - An interesting year?
By Debbie Turner,
Director, of BS Energy Services

By the end of last year we saw the start of the new orders arriving which
were originally conceived with the expansion of LNG facilities worldwide in the early 2000s. These new orders, 33 for the year (including
two vessels under 100,000 cbm), arrived at a time when the LNG industry, similar to projects worldwide, has been hit by delays in construction
which have led to the vessels being delivered on time, while the facilities which feed them have seen their completion delayed anything
between one and two years.
The chartering market remained pretty strong throughout the year,
despite initial concerns that the number of deliveries would reduce the
returns to owners due to the amount of vessels potentially showing
spare capacity. These concerns were enhanced by fears that a similar
pattern to 2006 was not being seen and that due to the lack of long term
arbitrage, it was not feasible to charter a vessel for long term storage for
discharge in the winter months. Average short term time charter levels
for the year have shown returns to owners around $55,000 per day. In
addition, we have not seen levels reach the heights of 2006 (maximum
$99,000 per day) with the highest short term charter rate fixed at just
below $80,000 per day.
One saving factor, and one which has sustained rates since the middle of the year, has been the closure of the Japanese nuclear power
plants which automatically increased demand for both LNG and gasoil
as the steam plants were restarted. This has led to the purchase by the
Japanese trading houses of every spare tonne of LNG which in turn has
led to increased tonne miles. It is now not uncommon to see a
Nigeria/Equatorial Guinea cargo heading east and which has now been
joined by Trinidad/East. This has obviously led to increased demand
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for tonnage and fewer available spot vessels in the west. Owners have
kept their vessels east, only choosing to return them to the west when a
healthy ballast bonus or round trip on the whole voyage has been paid.
And what for 2008?
A surprise visit by a team from Qatar in early December to a limited
number of LNG market participants has thrown the market into something of a quandary as to the likely prognosis for the supply of LNG
tonnage in 2008. With the delivery of up to 55 vessels throughout the
year, 16 of which are QFlex, the question remains will there be a considerable surplus of vessels throughout the year?
Our view, is that while Qatar may wish to sublet part of its shipping
fleet due to delays in projects, the majority of the QFlex vessels will
remain within their own programme and a number of the smaller, more
flexible vessels could be seen in the market place. The reason for these
vessels coming into the open market is due to the delay in a number of
Qatari LNG projects. Qatargas 2 is now unlikely to see any real production prior to mid 2008 and a knock on effect is to be felt by the remainder of the projects currently under construction, delaying product further. However, as we all know, the vessels for these projects are being
delivered on time.
So taking the number of deliveries in turn and examining their actual requirement, how many are we likely to see in the open market during 2008?
January will see delivery of the last of the current BG vessels, together with the final Dynacom vessel and the final four QFlex for OSG and
Pronav. February is a quiet month with only one delivery from MISC
while March will see the delivery of 10 vessels, seven of which will be
committed to projects including one for Qatar with four available in the
open market, one for Sakhalin; one for Excelerate and 1 for Cheniere.
A total of 10 ships will be delivered in the next two months, primarily
for Qatari business although there will be some spare capacity for the
Kogas delivery. Two of the deliveries in May have been taken by third
party owners for use in the spot market. One has been taken to GdF
long-term. A total of seven deliveries are expected in June, of which
three are for Qatari business. A further three are committed long term
while one is for BP
The first of the Tangguh vessels will be delivered in July, approximately six months ahead of start up of the project together with the
last of the 75,000 cu m ships. August and September will see five
deliveries, two for Qatar, two for BP and one for the Yemen while in
October we are expecting two additional deliveries, one for Tangguh

One factor which has sustained rates since the
middle of the year, has been the closure of the
Japanese nuclear power plants which automatically increased demand for both LNG and gasoil as
the steam plants were restarted
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and one for China. The Tangguh deliveries continue in November
with two of the six planned deliveries destined there alongside one
unit for Kogas and one for K Line (uncommitted) together with two
smaller vessels under 100,000 cu m. Five deliveries in December, two
for Tangguh, one for MISC (Yemen) and one each for Osaka Gas and
Tepco rounds off the year.
2007 was the year in which product became very much the key with
demand high and any excess tonnes absorbed as soon as they became
available. This year could see a similar picture if potential tonnes do
not
emerge
as
promised.
There are already signs that Oman has ‘debottlenecked’ one of its trains
although a shortage of gas supply is causing severe problems with gas
production units not reaching their full potential. Dolphin Gas will not
change this in the short term.
The Indonesian project at Tangguh is now unlikely to be in full operation until early 2009, although the majority of shipping ordered for this
facility, comes out towards the year end. The majority of the product
from here has been sold long term to China and Sempra. Train 6 of
NLNG is due to begin operation towards the end of the year and the
shipping for this project continues to be delivered - it is hoped that with
the start up of new facility, there could potentially be greater volumes
available for the spot market.
Snohvit could begin full production in January having resolved its
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2007 was the year in which product became very
much the key with demand high and any excess
tonnes absorbed as soon as they became
available. This year could see a similar picture if
potential tonnes do not emerge as promised
problems (although there are varying reports on this) and it has four
vessels tied in long term. It is understood that once the facility is up
and running and additional tonnage could be required. Qatar is facing
delays on its Qatargas II project and is now unlikely to be seen prior
to June 2008, a total of four vessels have already been delivered for
this, with a further four due in January. The Sakhalin project is now
delayed slightly and will probably see first commercial cargoes being
lifted in 2009. Two of the vessels are on short term charter to
Bluesky, with a third due in May 2008. Two further vessels will be
operated east of Suez.
While Yemen LNG could see a start up in 2008 commercial production
is
more
likely
to
start
in
2009.
The vessels committed to this project could have anything between
three and six months available. Therefore, in addition to those vessels
which are coming out in 2008 without firm employment, we could see
further project vessels joining the expanded potential spot fleet.
Obviously, there are still a number of unknowns with regard to this
list in the respect to what extent we will see Qatar vessels on the market. There could be a number of the smaller units sublet.
From the above, it does not seem to be good news for owners during
the year, however, we do believe that rates will not fall back to the levels seen in mid-2006 and should hold above $40,000 per day for the
modern LNG carrier. There is concern with the number of ‘older
ladies’ coming free that they will have to discount to meet requirements,
if they can find suitable trades. However, the number of vessels without charter at the beginning and end of the year seem to give some glimmer of hope. It is the period between April and May and October where
a considerable number of vessels are showing availability for periods
up to three to six months. For longer term charters (ie over a period of
2 years) there seems to be a limited number of vessels around.
Looking further ahead, you can possibly pick out 2010 as the interesting year with actually very little being ordered for that year. The cost
of an LNG ship has gone up from circa $150 million in the early 2000s
to around the $210m mark. For newer technology vessels you are looking at the $235m mark. And you will see that the supply of ships built
on speculative business has dried up. Another reason for this is that a lot
of the projects that were due to come on stream in 2010 have now been
pushed back to 2012,13,14. This year we have 55 ships coming out
while in 2010 there are 14 ships due for delivery. Every available slot
for delivery 2010 has gone to a VLCC or a containership etc. Looking
forward to 2011 to 2014, yes you are going to get a number of LNG
ships being ordered but unless something changes, you are unlikely to
see another 55 ships in one year. Our consensus here is between 20 and
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Trying to
paint a rosy
picture
W

ith the expansion of the world shipping fleet to cope
with the insatiable demand by China and India for raw
materials, the usual demand on marine coatings suppliers of ever higher quality product and lower costs
remains the same. However with the high marine fuel prices of the past
year this pressure is becoming even more intense.
Indeed, according to Jim Brown, Marketing Development Manager
at International Paints, while costs have clearly risen for operators,
costs have also risen considerably for producers with the clearest indication of this price rise being the BEAMA MCI (marine coatings index)
which has increased by 12 basis points in the last 12 months and 43
basis points in the last 24 months.
“This increase has been predominantly caused by the increasing cost
of hull coatings, specifically biocidal antifoulings. These products typically contain copper-based biocides to help prevent fouling growth and
this key raw material has seen costs quadruple in recent times. For
example between 2003 and 2006 when copper prices were increasing
steadily, but sensibly, we carried out a series of antifouling price
increases,” he said.
“A price spike in mid-2006 was impossible to effectively manage
with price increases and the cost to us of making antifouling paint rose
suddenly and by a huge amount. We therefore implemented a copper
surcharge of $2.50 per litre in July 2006 for our biocidal antifouling
product range.
“The intention and result was not to increase profits,” he continued.
“The surcharge was simply a necessary mechanism to pass some of the
extra cost of the copper that we passed onto the end user. The reason a
surcharge was used was that it could be implemented immediately and
be effective across all sales in a uniform manner. We also believed it to
be fairer to our customers than heavy price increases, since if the copper price fell as we hoped it would, we could immediately remove the
surcharge and our customers could quickly return to their pre-surcharge
price levels.“ ➩
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The aim of the programme is to raise
substantially the awareness of modern
coating standards and regulations, deliver
practical knowledge on the application,
inspection and verification of coatings and
provide facilities to enable customers and
suppliers to meet the new IMO requirements

Despite a drop in the copper price in the last half of 2006 this proved
to be “only temporary and in 2007 copper prices continued their rise at
the same average rate since 2003. Demand for copper is still strong,
especially in China which has seen a 9% increase in demand during
2007, with a further 9% increase forecast for 2008.”
The key issue is that despite China heavily investing in local copper
mines, global supply is not increasing significantly and, due to strike
action at various mines and ports in South America, demand is likely to
remain high. Although copper is at the same level now as it was in June
last year, the circumstances are different, he stressed.
“Last year, the price reached that level following a spike, and we
anticipated it to fall, hence the surcharge. This year the price has
reached the same level but as a result of a natural increase in the market,” he said.
The strategy taken by IP during 2007 was to stop surcharging and put
the $2.50 charge onto the selling price. “Future antifouling price rises
remain a possibility if the current trend of rising copper costs continues,
although it is believed that the worst is now over. Our non-biocidal foul
release coatings, Intersleek 700 and Intersleek 900 do not contain copper and remain unaffected by these price increases,” he said.
“Finally, although aluminium prices have decreased during 2007
due to falls in demand within the US economy, strong demand in China
is forecast for 2008 with analysts predicting a 22% increase. Continuing
high energy costs will also help sustain the price in the coming months.
This will continue to impact heavily on coatings such as anticorrosive
primers.”
This is how IP has addressed this significant challenge but other producers have responded in similar ways to cope with these market movements. For the suppliers, the real issues are to balance ongoing price
integrity and product quality in order to maintain revenues, market
shares and their competitiveness. In such circumstances as seen over
the past year or so, succeeding in achieving this balance is at best tough
resulting in compromises having on occasions to be made.
Italian classification society Rina recently joined the coatings debate
when it claimed that the key to better ship maintenance in the future

While costs have clearly risen for
operators, costs have also risen
considerably for producers with the
clearest indication of this price rise being
the BEAMA MCI (marine coatings index)
which has increased by 12 basis points
in the last 12 months and another 43
basis points in the last 24 months
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would be better coatings, and that in turn depends on better knowledge
and training in the application and inspection of coatings at the shipyard
and by ship owner personnel.
“Coatings have had a back seat for too long,” Rina’s chief executive,
Ugo Salerno was reported as saying. “It is time more attention was paid
to them. We have new IACS standards, which Rina took a lead in developing, and we have new IMO standards coming into force in 2008. But
they will not help on their own unless the people on the ground know
what they are doing.
Rina has joined forces with the international testing company
Bodycote, which has specialist knowledge in coating testing, to launch
a global Corrosion Prevention and Coatings programme, the heart of
which will be a training course for shipyard and shipowner staff.
The aim of the programme is to raise substantially the awareness of
modern coating standards and regulations, deliver practical knowledge
on the application, inspection and verification of coatings and provide
facilities to enable customers and suppliers to meet the new IMO
requirements.
One significant event in 2008 will be the implementation from July
1, of IMO’s new Performance Standards for Protective Coatings
(PSPC) which relates to all ships over 500 gross tonnes. Classification
societies however jumped the gun and introduced the standards to all
tankers and bulk carriers ordered in 2007. Hempel has introduced its
new HEMPADUR Fibre 4760 product epoxy coating, which includes
synthetic mineral fibres, exceeds DNV’s B1 certification which meets
the new standards.
The rules are being introduced to encourage products which provide longer corrosion resistance protection and combat the problem of
cracks occurring in coatings. Hempel says the rules should be a “significant contributor to the longer life of a vessel”. On the aspect of
fuel saving the company has carried out research based on its
HEMPASIL silicone fouling release product and studies show that
this can achieve savings of up to 10.6% for a large container ship
which equates to costs savings in the region of US2.5 million. The
company also carried out a similar test on the TI Asia, a Euronav
owned ULCC, 380 metres in length and 440,000 dwt. The level of
fuel saving on the test done early in 2007 was 8%.
“We are not surprised to see savings of this magnitude as these ➩
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practical results confirm the recent findings from towing tank experiments,” said Hempel’s Torben Rasmussen, Product Manager, Group
Marine Marketing. “For TI ASIA, the savings in fuel consumption will
consequently lead to an annual reduction in carbon dioxide emissions
of nearly 10,000 tonnes,” he added.
Quality is a key issue in this market and owners are always sceptical
about performance standards without technical research to back them
up and testimonials from operators. Statistics play an essential part in
the marketing of products by the manufacturers and with the pressure
of higher fuels costs it is even more a case that every percentage gain
counts.
The real measure of success is of course through contracts received.
In November last year Jotun reported its largest ever contract involving
30 newbuildings ordered from Chinese shipyards which involved the
provision of 6.85 million litres of coatings. The contracts were signed
in October between Jotun COSCO Marine Coatings (Guangzhou) Co,
(JCMC) and Jiangsu Yangzijiang Shipbuilding Co, and Jiangsu New
Yangzi Shipbuilding Co Ltd. The newbuildings included 10 x 2,500 teu
for Seaspan of Canada and 20 x 4,250 teu for German owners, Reederei

The aim of the programme is to raise
substantially the awareness of modern
coating standards and regulations, deliver
practical knowledge on the application,
inspection and verification of coatings and
provide facilities to enable customers and
suppliers to meet the new IMO requirements
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Last year will likely be remembered by the
coatings manufacturers not only for the high
fuel costs which means good sales for those
products that offer good savings but also the
ongoing buoyancy of the newbuilding market
Rudolf Schepers, Reederei Karl Schulte, Hammonia Reederei and
Reederei Thomas Schulte.
Among other manufacturers Transocean reported a growing success
in its Middle East activities last year and also a new relationship in
South Africa. Advanced Polymer Coatings also had a particular success
for its MarineLine product which resulted in contracts for as many as
64 ships over the coming years.
Chugoku Marine Paints has a long history in the marine deep sea and
coastal markets and it has in its portfolio of antifoulings tbt free selfpolishing copolymers, copper free self-polishing copolymers as well as
low surface energy foul release coatings. All are in-house developments
utilising leading edge technologies. CMP BIOCLEAN HB is the second-generation silicone-based foul release product which has been
developed from long experience with silicone technologies.
But drawing on more than 20 years experience of silicone technologies it has focused its research and development activity to technically
engineer the greatly improved CMP BIOCLEAN HB which results in
Improved smoothness by 25%; reduced fouling; reductions in fuel consumption and the resultant lower CO2 emissions.
The product is also biocide free, and has low VOC associated with
the CMP BIOCLEAN products. The system consists of fewer coats
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than has been required in the past, consequently reducing costs in the
dock. Chugoku Marine Paints has also introduced a version of CMP
BIOCLEAN HB specifically developed for rudders and propellers –
CMP BIOCLEAN R – which provides outstanding levels of performance in this difficult and aggressive area of the vessel when in service.
Last year will likely be remembered by the coatings manufacturers
not only for the high fuel costs which means good sales for those products that offer good savings but also the ongoing buoyancy of the newbuilding market. This also means a strong business base for the future
but with new performance standards from IMO coming in this year and
growing environmental issues, the rigours of the global coatings business will certainly not be any easier. With little or no prospect of fuel
costs falling significantly, ship owners will be casting careful eyes over
their coatings purchases in 2008. ■
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As the International Maritime
Organisation debates how best to control
and police shipboard emissions, the
industry remains split between the use
of technology to control emissions and
the use of distillates fuel. But what about
the spectre of the unilateral regulator?
How quickly will he act if the IMO fails in
its quest?

A dirty
business

We asked five industry experts their views. Chaired by SMI
Editorial Director Sean Moloney, the round table participants
included Ian Adams, Secretary General of The International
Bunker Industry Association; Chris Leigh- Jones, Director of
Kittiwake, one of the joint venture partners in Krystallon and
Managing Director of Krystallon; Ed Dearnley, Policy Officer of
Environmental Protection UK, formally the National Society for
Clean Air; Andy Osbourne, from BP but seconded to the
Krystallon joint venture as Sales and Marketing Director;
and Ian Bonnar, Safety & Environmental Engineer at SeaTec
UK, part of the V.Ships group.

Sean Moloney

Ian Adams

Sean Moloney

How serious a problem is marine emissions and
does the shipping industry posses the political
will and desire to force a resolution to the crisis?

Shipping is taking its responsibility seriously
and its concerns about what it has to do but
equally I think we need to ensure that there’s
some realism in the discussion. We need to
attack the problem in a way that’s most beneficial to society, rather than just doing something
that’s a blanket ban on certain fuels which I
don’t believe is practical or necessarily the
right way for shipping to go. I don’t think shipping wants to go that way either.

So you don’t think that self regulation is an
issue here?

Ian Bonnar
At the moment the hot topic is aviation and
once that is concluded we will see a change
albeit slowly towards shipping. The EU is more
demanding in what it wants to achieve and at
the moment that is more rigid and more orthodox than IMO’s position. So we can see some
signs of friction vis-á-vis the sulphur directive.
The EU has commissioned a number of studies
to look at this, from a technical and economical
point of view, to construct an argument to
include shipping. The Commission is more
remote from the day-to-day business of shipping than IMO is, therefore its view is more
shaped by technocrats and, certainly on the
environmental side, you will find few people in
that organisation who actually have a shipping
background.
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Chris Leigh-Jones
I think the shipping industry has had its head in
the sand over the last 20 years. It has long
believed it is not affected out of sight of land
and that it can do what it likes. But it is dawning on a lot of them that that is not the case, but
what we do get is a lot of disinformation out
there and a lot of knee jerk quick fix solutions
that I don’t think would stand the test of time.
Equally if the industry doesn’t regulate itself, it
will be regulated and far quicker.
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Chris Leigh-Jones
If you look at some of the notes that came out
of the expert group that’s going to be reported
to the BLG subcommittee, there’s still a
massive amount of confusion there, and
it’s not speaking with a unified voice at all.
There are some proposals that seem, on the
face of it, very elegant; simply switch to a
cleaner fuel. Well those cleaner fuels aren’t
there, and if they are there it’s still not the end
of the solution.

Sean Moloney
Ship owners are enjoying the best times
they’ve had for decades and anything so does
a rise in fuel prices really matter especially
when LNG Captains are demanding a quarter
of a million dollars a year salary?

EMISSIONS

“There are some
proposals that seem, on
the face of it, very
elegant; simply switch to
a cleaner fuel. Well those
cleaner fuels aren’t there”

DISPATCHES

Andy Osbourne
My worry is that BLG and MEPC won’t get
things done for whatever reasons and if there is a
sniff of things moving to the end of this year then
I think the Americans will go their own way. And
this could be the beginning of the end for the
IMO. I don’t think it is an idle threat that the US
will start down the unilateral road. The US has
had its act in gear for two years and their submission to the IMO has been well thought out.

Chris Leigh- Jones, Director of Kittiwake, one
of the joint venture partners in Krystallon and
Managing Director of Krystallon

Sean Moloney

Chris Leigh-Jones

Sean Moloney

Chris Leigh-Jones

Two ships on a run and the fuel price go up –
they don’t really care because the freight rates
go up and that’s what’s happened – the fuel
price has doubled and they’re still using it. Ship
owners are just like any other business men,
they can claim they are green and environmentally cleaner, and a few leading ones do actually practice that but the majority doesn’t.

Ian, what are your thoughts on self-regulation
and the industry putting its own house in order
especially when you consider the increasing
role of the unilateral regulator?

It depends which hat I wear. As a manufacturer
of monitoring equipment I would like to see really strict limits that use all the available technology to be met.

Ian Adams

Andy Osbourne

We have to ensure that at the next MEPC we see
positive moves going forward. I think there is a
good chance of this. The expert panel report is
reasonably sound. It has a fairly clear message
within it providing BLG takes the message
onboard. But the shipping industry and the
bunker industry recognises the need to be seen to
be doing something that is important. Most people acknowledge that Marpol Annex VI is at best
a compromise and at worst a fudge. The global
cap has had very little effect.

The US view is to adopt technology and that has
to be the view. We’ve said just looking at lower
sulphur fuels is a short term fix. You cannot
meaningfully change the future of the shipping
industry and its contribution to emissions reduction, just by changing fuel type.

Andy Osbourne
It does depend which sector you are talking
about when you talk about an ability to handle
fuel increases. The container and tanker industry is in a very different position to say the
cruise sector, because some of them will hedge
their fuel while some of them won’t. They’re in
a growing but very competitive market place so
their alternative to rising fuel costs is to pass it
on to their customers.

Ed Dearnley
I think the prominence of shipping emissions is
representative by the fact that someone like
myself wouldn’t be sitting here discussing it
three years ago. There are two issues I can really see. Firstly what you call the local pollution
but sitting behind that is CO2 which is perhaps
a bit of a bigger problem than anything else, but
behind that from an environmental perspective
we want to make sure we don’t do anything
damaging to shipping as it is a relatively ecofriendly industry. For example, we don’t want
to move cargo onto airfreight which would
increase shipping costs. I think there’s an
opportunity now for the industry to present a
solution rather than have something imposed
upon it. I look at what’s happening to transport
in Europe. The manufacturers are failing to put
forward their own solutions on CO2 in particular and having regulation imposed upon them.
Also with the road haulage sector, there is now
increasingly a patchwork of legislation across
Europe. There are 50 low emission zones
across Europe so a European haulage organisation will have to pay respect to all these different systems which is not an easy thing to do. So
while shipping is a few years behind that, there
is opportunity to present a solution.

What is your doomsday scenario Chris?

Chris Leigh-Jones
Legislators force things to happen, human kind
is pretty inventive and lots of things change. If
you give a high threshold for people to cross then
technology follows. Apart from CO2 of course it
is perfectly possible to have zero emission ships.
We can scrub the SOx and most of the particulates, the add-on cost isn’t huge but there is no
driver. There is no stick, but there is a carrot.

Ian Adams

“The US view is to adopt
technology and that has to
be the view. We’ve said
just looking at lower
sulphur fuels is a short
term fix. You can’t look
at the future of the
shipping industry just by
changing fuel type”
Andy Osbourne, BP
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We have to bear in mind that ships are bought
with a 25 year shelf life; the solution we come to
can’t be a partway solution otherwise we will be
debating this matter again in 10 years time. The
Intertanko proposal came about because it saw it
as a way of levelling the playing field; Intertanko
didn’t consider the effects of any other industry
apart from shipping. But then again it is a minority view. We acknowledge that distillates can be
a solution but only as part of the bigger solution.

Ian Adams
The main feedback I get from IBIA’s shipowning
and ship operating members is that they want to
be able to comply in an economic and sensible
way, so they want options. If the solution for one
ship owner is distillates but the solution for
another is scrubbing, then they need to have that
opportunity to comply in whichever way they
can and not to have a prescriptive legislation
which says this is what you will use to comply.
Because the industry is so diverse we must have
flexibility otherwise it will be damaged. It is
never going to be one size fits all. ➩
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Sean Moloney
Ed, I want to bring you in. how serious a problem do you think shipboard emissions is especially in port areas of the UK for instance?

Ed Dearnley
We are a members’ organisation and a lot of local
authorities are members and there are issues, but
they are not as bad as previously in some cases as
agreements between port and local authorities
have helped to resolve them. We are increasingly
aware, however, that local pollution has a more
Continental or hemispheric role. Certainly in
terms of the review of our own UK air quality
strategy and also the EU directive on air quality
there has been increased attention that shipping is
an issue so again it is still not the situation where
shipping is the biggest issue, it is one where we
start to regulate the traditional sources of pollution it will become more prominent.

“You won’t hear me
argue against an IMO
solution and SECAs are
an IMO solution. I think
that is the one solution we
should strive for and
although it is a local
solution it is a global
local solution if you like”
Ian Adams, Secretary General of The
International Bunker Industry Association

Sean Moloney
Do you go along with the consensus that sulphur emissions are essentially a regional problem and should be addressed through regional
solutions such as SECAs?

Chris Leigh-Jones
The studies I have seen say that transport emissions including sulphur can be quite extensive
and is not global so that suggests that the damage is probably regional within a few hundred
miles of the source point of emissions. But if you
try a regional solution to an international industry you are going to affect regional trade such as
cabotage and ferries and you can do that on a fair
and equitable way. But if you try and impose it
on international shipping where they have this
dumbbell of two different bits of legislation at
either end of their journey, then that is a bit more
difficult. But the other thing that people tend to
forget is that comments will be made saying you
can’t put that in the sea, but they are quite happy
to see it go out of the funnel. And where does
that eventually go? Back into the sea.
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Ian Bonnar
The introduction of SECAs this year will really start to change with the introduction of the
North Sea and the English Channel. There is
the debate about whether to move to low sulphur fuel or go for exhaust gas measures. That
will be dictated largely by economic considerations. From V.Ships’ perspective we will act in
accordance with the wishes of the owner. We
are in a position at SeaTec to help them make
informed choices so if fuel prices continue to
escalate and there is an increased demand for
road vehicle or aviation fuel then the gap
between low sulphur and normal fuel will start
to widen. So the cost/benefit analysis of the
technology will be there. But how quickly can
the technology come forward?

Chris Leigh-Jones

Ian Bonnar
The effects have largely been shown to be local
regarding air quality conditions within ports and
the level of sulphur or particulates in the atmosphere or photochemical smog problems in Los
Angeles rather than a diverse geographic problem. We shouldn’t forget that one of the first
environmental problems we had in the modern
age was acid rain in Scandinavia created by sulphur dioxide from British power stations in the
1960s. So there was a public reaction in
Scandinavia which then forced change at
European level. So it is possible we could see
some sort of public reaction to it but at the
moment the reaction appears to be local.
Awareness of shipping from people living away
from the coast will be very low.

not take it out after you have burnt it with a
scrubber and put it straight into the sea. Or if
you are far enough offshore it can go straight
up the stack where it will end up in the sea. At
least that way it is not going via lungs or
buildings and doing damage that way.

Ian Adams
You won’t hear me argue against an IMO
solution and SECAs are an IMO solution. This
is the one solution we should strive for and
although it is a local solution it is also a global local solution because you have your SECA
requirements which can be local and they are
consistent. However, you still have the opportunity to adjust the SECA limits where it matters. We agree that when ships are close to
land and human beings there is a desire to
reduce sulphur emissions. So by maintaining
the SECA principle you will achieve your
aims. Most of the sulphur ends up in the sea so
if you are going to take it out of the fuel, why

If you take Europe for example and there is a
SECA in the Med, once you are through Suez
you are in a SECA so every delivery port
you have after Suez has to be a SECA. There
are two steps to it: one is introducing the
concept but then you have the flexibility
within the concept to change the limit and
SECAs allow that.

Andy Osbourne
I think most of the operators are in favour
because they realise it is a localised problem
and they realise what is happening in the ports
of call their vessels make. The research the US
has made addresses this thoroughly. They are
in favour of extending the SECA area or
should we say MECA because the localised
problem is as much particulate matter as it is
sulphur. So should we be saying multiple
emissions controlled areas? I suspect we
should because PM is as much of a problem as
sulphur is. That is where a lower fuel type
does not solve the issue because even if you

“There is the debate
about whether to move
to low sulphur fuel or go
for exhaust gas measures.
That will be dictated
largely by economic
considerations”
Ian Bonnar,
Safety & Environmental Engineer at SeaTec UK
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used an ultra low sulphur diesel you would
still have a significant particulate matter emission. Distillates help but when you are looking
at getting particulates down to a very low
level then you are going to have to look at various forms of technology. Singling out the
scrubbing sector, the fact that Wartsila engines
are now developing their own scrubbing technology speaks volumes to me that one of the
major marine engine manufacturers is now
determined that this is going to be one of the
future answers. As a technology provider we
sit on a lot of technology forums so even in
the last two years it has been evident to me
that there is an increase in the amount of companies coming to the fore. Fuel cells are still a
long way off.

Chris Leigh-Jones
Yes but it is 5% here and 5% there. The 1970s
did it for the diesel engine where the price of
diesel went up and ships became bigger and
alternatives to that were unpalatable.

Andy Osbourne
A lot of our potential business going forward is
going to be newbuilds and the economics of a
newbuild are already much better for many
types of technology not just SCRs and scrubbers. If you just look at SCR and scrubbers
technology together you have an answer for
SOx, NOx and particulates.

“We would like to see a
long term plan and a
solution at international
level. Where regulation
on emissions works best
is where the legislators
and engineering work
hand-in-hand”

On to the third question. What are the cost
implications of a regional-based solution for an
industry fighting to compete on a level playing
field internationally?

But price is still a large consideration for some
sectors. Containerships and cruise ships are all
suffering because of the increased price of fuel.
So if you double it again, through distillates,
that is a six-fold increase over three years and
that is hard for anyone to swallow.

Chris Leigh-Jones
What we are referring to is the cost of doing
business in that region so you are not screwing
around with the ships but you can affect what
they emit when they enter the region. And the
ships go where the major industrial nations are.
So I don’t think it is anti-competitive.

Andy Osbourne
There will always be a cost when reducing
emissions. In the interim or short term you can
use a lower sulphur fuel which is more expensive.

Ed Dearnley
If we set a level playing field then everyone has
to reach the same cost but reaching a long term
road map to where we are going with this, with
the flexibility so it can be adapted as we see fit.
As we have said, sulphur is regional; particles
are mainly regional but increasingly the scientists are saying it is an atmospheric problem
because the Americans are complaining that
they are getting a lot of pollution from China. If
more pollution is transferring atmospherically,
then the background levels are higher and that
has been noticeable across Europe.

Chris Leigh-Jones
But that isn’t anti-competitive. The argument
with distillates is not price particularly but it
was put forward because there were no
options that could be used which were wrong
and they forgot that you have to make the
distillates, which cause a lot of pollution
elsewhere. And the use of distillates isn’t
as beneficial as they say it is because of
particulates.

ed they have the determination to make the
decision that need to be made. I hope we
achieve a workable solution that allows ship
owners and the bunker industry to be able to
reach their goals and achieve the environmental plusses they want. We want to see technology to be a way of complying because we
don’t want a prescriptive approach to legislation. We need to have realistic limits set by
MEPC whether it is lowering the SECA or
lowering the global cap. Again those limits
have to be based on facts and not on fantasy.
If we come out of MEPC and the solution is
that every ship has to switch to distillates then
I think we have failed.

Chris Leigh-Jones
What I would like to see come out of MEPC,
speaking as a technology developer, are
firm limits that are acceptable to the various
legislators around the world and a roadmap
over the next ten years because you cannot
develop technology in a vacuum. I would also
like to see them put the NOx technical code
in the bin because it is utterly unworkable,
it is a joke.

Ed Dearnley
Ed Dearnley, Policy Officer of
Environmental Protection UK, formally the
National Society for Clean Air

Ian Adams
Sean Moloney
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Sean Moloney
Finally, going around the table, can you give
me a snapshot of what you would like to see
achieved at MEPC?

Realistically I can echo what has been
said. We would like to see a long term plan
and a solution at international level. Where
regulation on emissions works best is where
the legislators and engineering work
hand-in-hand. So if we do have a nice longterm plan to drive down emissions gradually
then the technical people can develop solutions cost-effectively. The current bee in our
bonnet is tying together the issue of climate
change and local pollution so realistically we
should be looking at local emissions now and
CO2 down the line. What we don’t want to
have are solutions that start then don’t take
account of each other. Putting emission
treatment equipment onboard ship will raise
emissions of CO2 so we have to look at it as
part of a round where if there are trade offs
then they are sensible.

Andy Osbourne
We need to look at a goal-based solution and
the US submission to MEPC probably has
more credence. Certainly globally from the
conversations I have had I would be behind
that. Common sense will prevail and distillates
I don’t think will feature. My nightmare
scenario is that IMO has a history of over
debating and this next round of BLG and
MEPC has to come up with the answer
this time.

Ian Adams
We have two MEPCs this year so we have an
opportunity to reach a solution with a plan to
go forward for the next 15 to 20 years provid-
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Sean Moloney
Gentlemen, thank you for your time. ■
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RightOfReply
During the last decade the world has experienced a fantastic development based
on the new Asian economies, increasing return on equity, higher market values on
everything and a global development creating jobs and security for large segments
of the world’s population. Yes – there are still some problems to solve. Micro
financing seems like a good road to self help for a lot of people closest to
the starvation level.

By Lars Carlsson
CHAIRMAN, SHIPPING EMISSIONS ABATEMENT AND TRADING (SEAaT) GROUP

S

hipping has been a major tool to create the new markets. Raw materials
have been shipped to production
centra in larger and more efficient
ships, finished products have been
shipped at costs which are a fraction of the
commodity value. It makes no difference at all
to the retail price if the shipping cost was to
double or treble. A few percent of the value –
that is all.
The time has come to change all aspects of
activity in the world contributing to an inferior
environment. That is not an option but a must.
We must reduce harmful emissions aiming for
and investing in a ZERO EMISSION SOCIETY.
Shipping will have to do its share. And we
can do it. We just have to think differently. Just
imagine if the oil in the world was to run out in
five years time. Would we lie down to die? Of
course not. We would develop substitutes and
create alternative solutions. But if we do not
feel the urgent necessity – we go on doing what
we did so successfully yesteryear.

The time has come to
change all aspects of
activity in the world
contributing to an
inferior environment.
That is not an option
but a must. We must
reduce harmful
emissions aiming for
and investing in a ZERO
EMISSION SOCIETY
58
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In shipping we will not experience the situation of oil running out just yet. It is just that we
cannot burn it like crazy as we did before
because of the harmful emissions. We will have
to serve the world by providing low priced, efficient and environmentally friendly transportation where any need for emissions will be heavily priced. No company or country can claim
that their products must travel at 30 knots
because “we are so important”. In this perspective nothing is important except the survival of
a habitable world. Polluters must pay – that
goes for oil spills and for harmful air emissions.
And the polluter should pay to those who invest
in better performance. Those shipping companies paying high development costs and making
strong efforts to create environmentally-friendly transportation should get Environment
Compensation paid for by the Speed Club Boys.
A trading system where the polluter pays heavy
compensation to the low emission alternatives
will test the markets for speedy transportation
and encourage environmentally-friendly solutions. We are aiming for the introduction of an
Emission Reduction Trading System to reduce
harmful air emissions from ships.
Speed kills on the roads but speed also generates harmful emissions from ships. A 10%
increase in speed generates 20% more harmful
emissions. The beauty is that it works the other
way round too. Reduce speed by better planning and you will reduce emissions drastically.
A nice start to the year would be to reduce the
world fleet speed by an average of 10% and
thus reduce harmful emissions by 20%.
Inevitably such a reduction would require a
trading of emission reductions where intelligent voyage planning or slow speeding ships
get compensation for their sacrifice by selling
emission reduction credits to those who are still
not ready to reduce harmful emissions through
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Polluters must pay –
that goes for oil spills
and for harmful air
emissions. And the
polluter should pay to
those who invest in
better performance
the stack. Let us accept that all ships cannot
change at the same time without harming the
world economy or the long term economic
investment in the ships. We are not aiming for
any kind of penalty but aim to reduce ship
emissions considerably.
Impossible? Remember that if oil had run
out - reductions would be automatic and
inevitable. Nothing is impossible – it just takes
some planning, discipline and determination.

A new world
We live in a new world where Al Gore gets the
Nobel Peace Price for his environmental
efforts, Bill Gates and Warren Buffet give their
fortunes away and Bill Clinton writes his book
on Giving – the virtue of giving away. This is a
new and responsible capitalism in this new
world where the shipping industry will switch
from world champions in competitive transportation to world champions in competitive
and environmentally-friendly transportation.
Shipping has always adjusted to the challenges
from sail to steam to diesel engines and through
wars and disasters to the ultra modern fleet
which has contributed to building the best society the world has seen ever. And we will develop the means to deal with the environmental

Bernhard Schulte
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More ‘bang for
I

t is surreal to suggest there is a crew crisis when simple demands for onboard
communications, crew calling and internet access, if answered, could do wonders
to attract the young and educated to
choose a career onboard the world’s fleets.
Indeed, take it a stage further and introduce
high speed data connectivity and total ship-toshore interface then heaven knows what savings and efficiencies could be built into the safe
operation and management of today’s vessels.
But this is not nirvana, the future is here and
the future is bright. The era of broadband internet connection and data transfer is a reality that
today’s owners and managers can embrace and
watch the costs tumble.
Michael Butler is not averse to sticking his
neck out when he believes he is onto a good
thing so the public launch of Inmarsat
Fleetbroadband at the end of last year seemed
the ideal opportunity for the President and
Chief Operating Officer of the global maritime
communications giant to spell out his predictions for the future for his company. And he
didn’t hold back.
“Let me go out on a limb and say that the
introduction of Fleetbroadband will ensure our
position as the preferred supplier to the larger
vessel market but it can also open up a whole
raft of new market potential which previously,
because of size and cost of usage, perhaps

wouldn’t have been considered,” he said.
“I think that every vessel, whether merchant
marine, fishing or leisure craft can become part
of the internet age through Fleetbroadband.
There is no more cost effective a way of accessing that functionality and I think companies
like JRC and Thrane will be opening up the
smaller services, the FB250, to a much wider
range of customers.”
The boffins at Inmarsat have been working
hard over the years with BGAN so according to

“I think that every
vessel, whether
merchant marine,
fishing or leisure craft
can become part of the
internet age through
Fleetbroadband. There is
no more cost effective a
way of accessing that
functionality”
Michael Butler
President and COO, Inmarsat
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Michael Butler they are aware of the underlying IP technology and its capabilities. “I think
we would never have wanted to have introduced broadband to the maritime community
first. I think we would want to introduce something that was thoroughly proven so, in terms
of network stability and capability, we’ve done
lots of work on that and we’re very, very confident,” he said.
The key differentiator about Fleetbroadband
is that it supports a whole raft of IP-type appli-

BROADBAND

your buck’
cations which are emerging relatively slowly in
some parts of the corporate world: “Where the
corporate world leads the maritime industry
tends to follow and so I think the incidence of
solid IP applications is still in its early stages but
there are many who want to trial some of these
more advanced applications,” Mr Butler said.
The Inmarsat launch is crucial in that while it
may represent lower cost, higher throughput,
simultaneous voice and data connectivity, it must
also shy away from killing stone dead the Fleet
range of digital products it launched in 2003.
One difference from previous product
launches is that Fleetbroadband is already
available to buy, to the obvious satisfaction of
Inmarsat president Michael Butler.
Fleetbroadband will be cheaper than Fleet
with data costs estimated at ‘less than half’ that
of MPDS. Prepaid packages in land services
have seen prices fall consistently from $30 a
megabyte five years ago to a tenth of that now.
“I do not think we will see a 10-to-one reduction straight away but we will see a quantum
leap in price performance,” Michael Butler
said. Voice calls will also be cheaper, around
$1.25 for global voice, similar to the rates previously only enjoyed on promotion.
“If you think about the core Fleet service
today, it has taken five years to become accepted as a standard but us and our distribution
partners believe people will evaluate
Fleetbroadband: no-one will be replacing their
Fleets or even their Inmarsat B terminals on
day one.
“Because of the economics and because of
the new applications, most customers will actually put a Fleetbroadband system alongside
their existing terminals to test out and evaluate
their IP applications: possibly run two until
they get the confidence and until the service is
global to allow them to eventually migrate
away from it. More Fleet terminals are being
activated every day, there has been no slowdown in Fleet activations and the anticipation
of Fleetbroadband certainly for the big users,
will be incremental usage but it will be fitted
alongside an existing Inmarsat system.”
He added: “There is some cross over and
utilisation of existing capabilities but I don’t
think anyone’s in a position to do that today. I
think people will want to run the system and

then eventually migrate over to it. Companies
using Fleet today may not be the first to evaluate Fleetbroadband but there is a degree of reuse of some of the equipment,” he said.
Fleetbroadband uses the advanced capability of Inmarsat’s latest generation satellites,
the Inmarsat-4s. The service will initially be
available through two Inmarsat-4 satellites
currently in orbit over the Indian and Atlantic
Ocean regions and will be available globally
later this year following the successful launch,
planned for April, of the third Inmarsat-4
satellite.
According to Inmarsat, there are two types
of Fleetbroadband services available: FB500
which offers standard IP connectivity up to
432kbps with guaranteed or streaming IP data
rates of 32, 64, 128 and 256kbps. It also supports 64kbps ISDN connectivity for legacy
applications. The smaller FB250 delievers a
standard IP connection of up to 284 kbps with
streaming IP available at 32, 64 and 128 kbps.
Both services support 4kbps voice, Group 3 fax
and standard 3G SMS functionality.
Inmarsat’s two mainstays, JRC and Thrane
and Thrane, are providing the FB250 and
FB500 equipment variants respectively. The
former is reported to have sold out of its first
production run and the latter has an order
backlog.
“Michael’s absolutely right,” said Piers
Cunningham, Head of Maritime Business
at
Inmarsat.
“We
conceptionalised
Fleetbroadband, especially Fleet Broadband
500 to have the legacy ISDN capability that
Fleet has today because when you’re dealing
with your core market, they will want to adopt
a terminal that is proven and trusted. Once it’s
earned its spurs, which might take 12 months,
they might not want to change their application
habits overnight. So they can fit a
Fleetbroadband 500 utilise the ISDN service as
they’ve always done with Fleet and when
ready, migrate seamless onto the IP.
“I think that within five years we will be saying I hope and I sincerely believe that
Fleetbroadband is the defacto standard in the
deep sea community just as Fleet 77 has
become the standard that has taken over the
mantle from Inmarsat B.
“We know that many parts of the maritime
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“It’s no longer about
just maintaining a lid on
their communications
spend because
owners know their
communications spend
is going to increase
because they’ve got to
open up internet and a
raft of applications both
for crew and for
corporate use”

industry want increased bandwidth, whether to
support crew communications, meet new regulations for shipping or to explore new ways of
working and enhancing operational efficiency,”
he added. “But we also know that they want
compact terminals with simple shipboard
installation and use, available seamlessly on a
global basis and accessed through equipment
that is type approved to a trusted standard.”
But according to Michael Butler, there is a
more important economic driver that needs to
be considered. Costs will be kept down because
of the ability to use existing Inmarsat infrastructure. “It’s no longer about just maintaining
a lid on their communications spend because
owners know their communications spend is
going to increase because they’ve got to open
up internet and a raft of applications both for
crew and for corporate use.
“All they really want to know is if I am
going to have to spend two or three times more
than I currently spend, I would just like to have
some kind of surety that I can budget for it. Its
one of the reasons that VSat has been of interest to some. But there is no longevity to VSAT.
The Fixed Satellite Services (FSS) operators
are more interested in HDTV, they’ll make
capacity available for as long as it suits them
but there’s not one FSS operator that is committed to the maritime segment far beyond the
next five years so I think having those advantages is quite important for us,” he said.
Jeffrey Irwin, Director Inmarsat Services at
Vizada, the business unit coming out of the
merging of Telenor Satellite Services and
France
Telecom
Mobile
Satellite
Communications, is confident the market is
ready for such a broadband service. “It is precisely what the market is looking for because it
is offering the best bang for your buck. ➩
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“Vizada is working on the fixed to mobile
calling solution with what we call satellite
direct which offers low cost calling from 27
different countries: we have toll-free numbers
that access the network and then you are paying
your Vizada rate rather than going through the
traditional routing of calls.
“If you look at the vastness of the Fleet market now, people are gearing up for broadband.
People want to be able to have the same standards onboard ship as they have in their headquarters. If you look at remote management
systems then people at corporate HQ can then
access those PCs onboard to really improve the
quality of their connection,” he stressed.
Mobile to fixed site communications
provider Stratos used the Fleetbroadband
launch to announce that it has begun a
FleetBroadband field trial with the Royal
Netherlands Navy (RNLN). The field trial
establishes the RNLN as the first organization
to activate the FleetBroadband service. The
three-month field trial is being conducted
onboard the RNLN Van Kinsbergen in Western
European waters, including the Western Baltic.
“We believe the field trial of FleetBroadband
from Stratos will provide the RNLN with an
excellent opportunity to evaluate the benefits of
this new high-performance service in a wide
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Maritime Marketing Manager at Stratos.
“When it comes to broadband applications I
believe there is a different aspect here because
when you look at the shipping market there are
some key issues that need to be tackled: one is
crew retention; another is fuel costs nowadays
while second is fuel and a third is the whole
issue of emission. These three subjects will be
a driver for the adoption of new technology,”
he said. ■
variety of deep-water conditions,” said
Lieutenant (RNLN) S.H. Veenstra, commanding officer of the Van Kinsbergen. “High-speed
connectivity has become vital in today’s naval
world. This enhanced communication will also
help elevate the quality of education and training to new levels.”
While demand is clearly there in the market,
airtime providers and distributors will still have
to deal with the vagaries of a shipowning and
management market that is reluctant to put its
hand in its pocket until it is sure of the product’s sustainability
“We know that ship owners or managers do
not want to be the first to embrace the newest
technology and want to prove the technology
first before they put them on their vessels. This
is a natural behavior,” said Michiel Meijer,

“While demand is
clearly there in the
market, airtime
providers and
distributors will still
have to deal with the
vagaries of a
shipowning and
management market that
is reluctant to put its
hand in its pocket”

MyView
By Søren Einshøj
Vice President, Marlink
“Ship owners have always concentrated on fixing their costs so I
don’t think it’s the third party ship managers that are focusing on
communications but the owners. While ship owners like to know the
cost of the different elements of running the vessels, managers want
an income to ensure they get the best return for money spent in the
value chain. For a long time we have put pressure on the Inmarsat
supply chain in order to get the costs down and to some extent this
has been passed on to owners. So it is a value chain. But when you
have had a common issue such as the crew shortage, owners have
been forced to rethink their strategy.
“They are really starting to understand the important role communications can play in the crew issue. We have seen a tremendous
take up by owners and managers. Those owners that have been testing the systems are even asking for contracts for their whole fleets,
and when you look at the amount of interest from oil and gas and
LNG then it’s huge.”
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The real jewel in Dubai’s crown

A

study carried out by Norwegian
class society DNV Maritime
Solutions in December last year
confirmed what Dubai has been
saying all along, that its conceptual Dubai Maritime City has the potential to be
the
world’s
most
competitive maritime cluster.
The study was rigorous. It compared maritime clusters in Singapore, London, Oslo,
Hamburg, Shanghai and Hong Kong, ranking
them from one to zero on the basis of yards
facilities, equipment supply, class, ship owners,
insurance, finance, brokers and ports.
Companies, stakeholders and experts were
interviewed to assess the relative position of
each city. Dubai scored four out of five points.
According to Nawfal al-Jourani, DMC
Chief Marketing Officer, the goal is for the
Dubai Maritime City “to be a world leading,
iconic and multipurpose maritime centre that
will create a unique environment for the global
maritime community.”
The report cited the city’s attractive location
and effective public policies which it said may
help it play a pivotal role in the regional and
international maritime industry. Other attributes include Dubai’s ‘world-class infrastructure
and the key driving forces of ports, and to some
extent, yards’; its free zone operations; no corporate or private tax; proximity to customers
and suppliers; potential for business growth in
a rapidly developing environment; easy living;

easy accessibility; convenient time zone; and
the ability to respond quickly to change in the
global environment.
With Islamic financing entering the shipping
finance sector, Dubai also has the potential to
emerge as a global maritime financing hub and
its shipyards have potential for independent
growth, with new capacity expansion investments already initiated, the report noted.
“If you look at the area surrounding Dubai
all are coastal cities but I am positive no one
has what Dubai has in supporting the shipping
industry,” he said. “It is the ease of doing business, where commerce is encouraged and political interference is at a minimum. Dubai has
tried to ease the way people do business,” he
told SMI.
A cursory glance at the figures shows he is
right. Indeed, the Dubai govt has issued a decree
to create a law, making the Dubai Maritime City
the authority for the maritime sector in Dubai
and it is in the process of looking at ways to take
that a step further to develop a one stop shop for
maritime business where you can have your
licenses, your labour and other business arrangements all carried out in DMC.
What makes Dubai unique is that it is a conduit between the industry and the government.
Every business wants less government interference, less bureaucracy, no taxes and easy
access to labour. “We have based our product
development on sound research and market
knowledge so our strategic development for the
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city is two fold: to cater for the commercial
sector and to cater for the industrial sector,”
said Nawfal al-Jourani
Under Law 11 2007 Dubai Maritime City
Authority will be able to levy fees and register
vessels and professionals in the maritime sector, set up a maritime arbitration centre as well
as becoming a centre for marine insurance and
reinsurance. The law, promulgated by Shaikh
Mohammad Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, vicepresident and prime minister of the UAE and
ruler of Dubai, stipulates that the facility will
be managed by the Maritime City Authority,
which will be affiliated with the Ports, Customs
and Free Zones Corp.
The Maritime City Authority will aim to
enhance the position of the emirate and make it
a centre for maritime services, maritime management, vessel and yacht registration, vessel
and yacht ownership and charter, maritime and
educational research, vessel and yacht design
and building, maritime shipment organisation,
maritime exhibitions, conferences, training and
workshops, maritime tourism and specialised
arbitration.
The Dubai government has invested more
than Dirhams3bn ($817m) in land reclamation
and putting the infrastructure in place. And
construction of Dubai Maritime City’s six-lane
causeway, which connects with the main 227hectare site, has been completed on schedule.
According to Nawfal al-Jourani , half of the
planned industrial precinct managed by Jadaf
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DUBAI

OutOfTheBox

Eivind Grostad
Senior Vice President and Regional
Manager, Middle East & India, DNV
“Everyone who works down here is seeing
a very good return on revenue. But because
of the growth levels some companies cannot keep pace and suffer financial problems. In 2003 DNV estimated that it would
double its revenue down here within five
years. We achieved a doubling in only four
years. In the next five years we believe we
will double our revenue again but we may
achieve it again in four. The fastest growing
area is marine consultancy. It is not the
biggest area for DNV but it is the fastest
growing.”

International Association of Maritime
Universities to build a centre for maritime science in its Academic Quarter.
The Maritime Education University will be a
fully comprehensive education, training, and
research institute for maritime science and will
play a key role in the creation of a pool of manpower for the global maritime industry.
“Ship owners want to have their ships running
but at the same time they want them to make
money and be busy all the time,” he said. “What
we have decided is to create a city that has a subtle balance between the two – the commercial
side and the industrial side.
“Our total project area is 227 hectares. The
commercial district is 121 hectares while the
industrial district is 106. This is fairly equal
which gives an indication that this city is
designed to meet the market requirements in an
scientific way that will bring the benefits to the
industry,” he added.
And planning has to be mathematically precise if the estimated population of 130,000 is to

Dubai is also ready, three months ahead of ➩
schedule and is accessible to traffic via the 1.2
km causeway. A number of other infrastructure
developments in the industrial precinct are also
well under way, with the 3,000-tonne ship lift
operational and the larger 6,000-tonne ship lift
more than 70% finished. More than half of the
warehouses and workshops are also operational,
and when completed the precinct will have the
capacity to berth more than 80 vessels.
DMC has started negotiations with the
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“Even though we have
doubled the size of the
land and the quay wall
and the facilities, I
understand they are
running out of space
already”
be able to live and work there in comfort.
“The commercial side is split between various
corporate office plots which we will give to market developers who will build them and then
offer them to the market,” said Nawfal alJourani. The plots will all be under the control of
DMC and built to a certain standard. There will
also be residential towers whioch again will be
handed to private developers. “We will have one
of the largest marinas in Dubai which will have

DUBAI

open sea access,” he stressed.
So considering the extent of the investment
involved, will Dubai’s existing shipping community be forced to up sticks and head for the new
development? “I wouldn’t say they are obliged
to move but we are trying to create a community where there is a ‘need-to-join’ mentality,” he
suggested. “We don’t have any tax system here
and the attraction is that it is a tax free environment and, being close to the govt, DMC has the
right level of authority level now. We will ensure
we do whatever it is that makes the lives of the
industry easier.”
DMC marketing and commercial executives
like John Ewing are keen to emphasise the plus
points that DMC will create like the true feeling

“If you look at the area
surrounding Dubai all
are coastal cities but I
am positive no one has
what Dubai has in
supporting the shipping
industry”

of a maritime cluster, all within sight of
Drydocks World Dubai, one of the world’s
largest and most prolific ship repair businesses.
“All the key companies are saying that they
will be coming over to DMC,” said John Ewing,
DMC chief commercial officer. “Even though
we have doubled the size of the land and the
quay wall and the facilities, I understand they are
running out of space already. That is the indication we are getting,” he said.
So if DNV is to be believed and DMC turns
out to be the leading global maritime cluster, will
the higher rents that will have to be paid act as
a valve to DMC outgrowing its man-made
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boundaries?
According to John Ewing, comparing current market levels to that secured by tenants in
the Jadaf area of Dubai is unrealistic when
some of those first rent negotiations go as far
back as the 1970s when some of the land was
even given out for free. “We cant force companies to move, we can just build the facility
and encourage them to come. Of course they
will be paying more but they won’t be paying
anything like the real value of this land. This
is key beautiful reclaimed land, right out in
the sea next to the dry docks facility and they
are not paying for that they are simply paying
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Aboitiz Jebsens Bulk Transport
Aboitiz Jebsens Bulk Transport was
established in Manila in 1982 through a
joint venture between two pioneers in the
transport business, the hundred-year old
Aboitiz Group of the Philippines and the
Jebsens Group of Norway.
The greatest driver of Aboitiz Jebsens' continued success is human capital and according to the company, its multicultural team of top-flight technicians, engineers and managers is recognised for its efficiency, reliability and enterprise. The company has evolved over the years into a complete shipmanagement service provider, offering technical management,
crew management, dry-docking services, supervision and consulting for
conversions and repairs, newbuilding supervision, safety and quality
assurance inspections as well as a variety of other services to ship owners
in Europe, Asia and the Americas.
Using the AMOS Program – a computer-based system for maintenance
planning and reporting, and stock control and purchasing – its shipmanagement offices have established a planned maintenance system for
each managed vessel. This ensures regular monitoring of the ship's performance, as well as control over the owners’ interests and funds.
International IMO Conventions such as SOLAS, MARPOL and
STCW 78, as amended, have been incorporated in the company’s
Safety Management Systems. It has implemented Quality & Safety
Management measures according to ISO Standards and the ISM Code,
as certified by the American Bureau of Shipping, with its Quality
Assurance System (QA System) implemented at all levels of the offshore and onshore organization.
Aboitiz Jebsens draws on a pool of more than 4,000 highly qualified
seafarers from the Philippines, as well as China, Russia, Poland and
other parts of Europe. It has supplied technical and crew management
for over 130 ships which include container vessels, log/bulk carriers,
passenger and cruise vessels, belt self-discharge vessels, hopper
dredgers, FPSOs, OBOs, Ro-Ros, FFPVs, multi-purpose vessels,
woodchip carriers, VLCCs and product and chemical tankers.
Clients include Norwegian, Danish, Dutch, British, Swedish,
African, French, German, American, Canadian, Greek, Japanese and
Filipino owners and managers. ■

FRANKLYSPEAKING
Ole Stene
Managing Director of Aboitiz Jebsens Bulk Transport
and CEO of Jebsen Management
“Our off-hire records are fantastic at 0.5% of the vessels we manage.
All our superintendents are Filipinos who have been sailing with us
a long time and for different reasons are now happy to pursue a
career ashore. We combine a European style and a Filipino style of
working practice here which has borne fruit. So we have a different
attitude than a purely Filipino company. We also have our own training centre here in Manila where we do a lot of upgrade training inhouse.
“We interview every officer here in the office prior to them serving on our ships. They also undergo language testing to ensure their
“XXX”
English is up to scratch. Dealing with crews involves a lot of paperwork which is why we have the quality staff here processing the
documentation. We employ a combination of seafarers and office
staff who we train to be crew managers so we have this balance
between people with seagoing experience and local business oriented people.
“We also have land-based opeartions as well where we are
recruiting a lot of nurses, accountants and engineers for construction
sites and hospitals. There are agents recruiting nurses for US hospitals. It is a huge business. At least eight million Filipinos are currently working overseas.
“If you take care of your Filipino seafarers and their families then
they stay loyal to you. Of course if you underpay them then forget
about it. You have to follow the market that is for sure. It is our job
to educate our owners and principles to understand that this is the
ITF rate, this is the gas carrier rate, this is your competitor’ rate and
that they have to find their way to maintain their crew.”

Women’s
is never done!
work

By Shirish Nadkarni, Mumbai Correspondent

V

isitors to the Malabe campus of Colombo International
Nautical & Engineering College (CINEC) during the daily
exercise routine might be startled to find a row of cadets, a
few of them women, performing headstands, supported
only by the palms of their hands.
Neither of these two features are what one would normally expect to
find in an institution whose task is to turn out seafarers competent in
handling the rigours of life at sea. Young women performing the yogic
posture ‘Shirshaasan’, in which the entire blood supply rushes to the
brain, is a sight more in tune with a fitness gymnasium than a maritime
training academy.
“Our job is not just to teach them the standard seafaring courses, but
to develop cadets’ all-round personalities,” said Capt Asitha
Wijesekera, Master Mariner, Managing Director and Principal of the
CINEC Maritime Campus, situated some 20 km north of Colombo city.
“We have found that most youngsters pick up curricular matters quite
easily, but don’t have the personality-plus skills. So we try and develop
such skills. We send them out for social dancing and we have yoga
instructors who make them stand on their heads every day so that they
have straight spines. People in the Armed Forces have to stand for hours
and tend to slouch over; we nip that tendency in the bud,” he added.
CINEC is possibly one of the few maritime training institutions to
encourage women to take up a seafaring career. Traditionally, a seafaring career is hardly what Asian parents would like to see their daughters embark upon.
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“We are keen to get women interested in seafaring – especially in
jobs like watch-keeping that don’t involve manual labour,” said Capt
Wijesekera. “In fact, some ship owners are keen on employing women
in both the engineroom and on deck, since they generally prove to be
more focused, dedicated and disciplined than men.”
In fact, a visit to the beautiful, spacious premises of Sri Lanka’s premier maritime training college, a constituent of the Ceyline group of
companies, shows how a well-appointed, attractive campus can help
alter a negative perception of a job at sea and make youngsters proud to
be graduates of the institution.
Laid out in a five-and-a-half acre patch surrounding a hillock, the
facility is set in a quiet, picturesque suburb overlooking an irrigation
canal and a wide expanse of paddy fields.
It constitutes ten building blocks, each named after the sails of
ancient vessels, to bring in a tang of the salty air of the sea. Fully
equipped classrooms, workshops, laboratories and a library, along with
residential accommodation for up to 60 students and a 1,500 seat auditorium-cum-sports complex that sits in the main administrative block,
make up CINEC’s remarkable campus.
The college is a pioneer in the field of maritime education and training in the region, being the first in South Asia to be accredited to ISO
9001 quality assurance standards over a decade ago, and being perhaps
being the only facility in the Asia Pacific region with ISO 14001 environmental standards and OHSAS 18001 occupational health and safety
standards.
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“Our aim was to make both prospective seafarers and their parents feel
that the sea would be a worthwhile career to pursue,” says Capt
Wijesekera. “We moved here from Crow’s Island in 2001, and have been
doing quite well over the years.
“All our courses comply with international standards; and, where
applicable, conform to the International Maritime Organisation’s (IMO)
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping
(STCW).”
Workshops at the institution are equipped with lathe, milling, shaping
and drilling machines, and other associated gear that is used for seafarer
training. It has a marine engine operating room with two marine engines
connected to dynamometers. In addition, it possesses a fitting shop, a
welding and metal workshop, and a materials testing laboratory. A refrigeration machinery room which is purpose-built for training, provides students with much-needed practical training on the subject.
The latest addition to the list has been the freefall lifeboat training
facility, touted by Capt Wijesekera as the only such facility between the
Indian sub-continent and the Philippines.
But more than just the basic facilities required at a maritime institution,
CINEC has been able to convince ship owners that it turns out seafarers
who learn something more than just the basic syllabus. The principal has
incorporated leadership programmes, community projects and stressrelieving programmes that help produce cadets more capable of coping
with modern pressures.
The main focus of CINEC is to produce cadets for the posts of Third
Engineers, Second Mates and for the certificate of competence. Over the
years, its annual intake has increased to 200, of which 80 are accommodated as residents on campus. Facilities on campus include separate
automation and control system laboratories, which is a rarity in training
institutes. For engineers, emphasis is laid on electronics expertise, so they
can cope with any problem that may come up at sea.
“These days, owners are on the lookout for experts in their fields, not
just reasonably competent people,” stressed Capt Wijesekera. “We teach
our people to get over their fear of putting their hands in. Ours is one of
very few training institutes in the Asia-Pacific region that turns out seafarers for every post – from cadets and ratings, all the way up to Chief
Engineer and Master.”
The college has developed three academic programs leading to a
Bachelor of Science (B Sc) degree in Nautical Science, a BSc in Marine
Engineering and Maritime Science exclusively for ships’ officers and a
BSc in Professional Shipping for commercial shipping personnel to gain
academic qualifications in the field of marine transportation.
“We train 200 navigation and marine engineer cadets annually, and
have incorporated the degree programs into the existing cadet training
programs, thus allowing cadets to attain higher academic status as they
qualify as Master and Chief Engineer,” said Capt Wijesekera.
The college has also introduced a foundation course to bridge basic
academic work for those with GCE (O/L) qualifications. It ensures that
personable and enthusiastic youngsters are enrolled into a lucrative career
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at sea with, as Capt Wijesekera puts it, prospects of alternative employment at higher management positions ashore.
In the commercial business management division of the campus,
CINEC has embarked upon an ambitious program to enhance the quality
and expertise of the shipping industry by signing an agreement with the
Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT) International as an
official training provider for CILT in Sri Lanka.
“Since many in the industry lack academic transport expertise,
CINEC offered the first Diploma in CILT, with membership of CILT, in
January 2006,” says Capt Wijesekera. “The CILT Advanced Diploma was
introduced in June 2006 and the degree qualification at end-2006.”
The college has also completed a course for `diploma in professional
shipping’ for 30 executives of shipping agency companies. The diploma
could lead eventually to a degree in professional shipping.
“The advantage of such programs are that the participants are able to
follow all programs on a part-time basis,” Capt Wijesekera said. “CINEC
is currently official trainer for the Ceylon Association of Ship’s Agents in
Sri Lanka.”
Having introduced an entirely new syllabus for young cadets, CINEC
expects the demand for Sri Lankan cadets and officers to grow in the next
couple of years.
“This is particularly so as new cadets are put through the mill and
develop management skills, physical and mental well-being through
yoga, social development through communication skills and social
dancing.
“Besides the traditional rudiments of seamanship, CINEC has revolutionised cadet training into yet another era of a different breed of ship’s
officers,” Capt Wijesekera added.
Accredited to DNV maritime academy standards, the college has
also been bestowed the prestigious National Quality Award for excellence in educational services for two consecutive five-year terms,
beginning 1999.
With the realisation that China will be a maritime super-power in a few
years’ time, CINEC has forged a tie-up with Dalian Maritime University,
recognised as the world’s largest marine training institution. CINEC
cadets will henceforth have the added satisfaction of getting a certificate
of competence with the Dalian stamp of quality.

“Ours is one of very few training institutes
in the Asia-Pacific region that turns out
seafarers for every post – from cadets and
ratings, all the way up to Chief Engineer
and Master”
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REGIONAL FOCUS

CHINA, JAPAN & KOREA

Booming
under the oriental sway

S

hipyards in South Korea, Japan and China together
accounted for 85% of the total gross tonnage of newbuild
merchant vessels delivered over the four years to 2006.
According to data prepared by LR-Fairplay, the three
dominant forces in international shipbuilding market turned out
151.6m gt of the 178.6m gt completed worldwide during that period.
Overall production in eastern Asia has encompassed the lion's
share of the main types of deepsea trader, in the shape of tankers and
bulkers, as well as containerships and gas carriers, reflecting unremitting attention within eastern Asia to productivity enhancements and
capacity increases directed at the more standard types of vessel, in
concert with shifts to higher value-added tonnage.
Sustained overall market buoyancy has seen the continuation of an
unprecedented level of newbuild contractual activity through 2007
following the large-scale order inflows of the immediately preceding
years. On the basis of the current orderbook, London broking sources
consider that delivery volume in a single year could go as high as
150m dwt within the next three to four years, twice that of the record
delivery volume of 75m dwt in 2006.
Lengthening order books have pushed back delivery openings further in the main shipbuilding areas. The emergence of Vietnam on the
international shipbuilding stage and the reinvigoration of India's ship-
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By David Tinsley

yard sector, have created new tonnage sourcing opportunities for
shipowners. Nonetheless, by the measure of tonnage alone, there is a
huge gap between the market shares of the three leading shipbuilding
nations and those of other countries.
How the relative positions of the three main players will alter over
the next couple of years will, of course, be determined by market
demand and commercial strategy. Whether the so-called 'super cycle'
of ordering will be prolonged remains to be seen, and this will determine how the coming on-stream of considerable, new Chinese capacity will impact on the business in the longer-term. China will
inevitably challenge South Korea for global shipbuilding leadership,
and some experts believe that the mantle will pass by 2015.
Economic and industrial strategies cultivating Chinese ascendancy on
the world stage are permeated by the long-term view, rather than driven by a bid to capitalise on market upturns. Joint ventures between
the developing Chinese shipbuilding industry and established
Japanese and Korean yards, as well as European companies, will
inevitably mean transfer of technology, engineering skills and production know-how.
Of course, volume and market share of itself is not the sole criterion of business success and an increased Korean focus on more
sophisticated and more work-intensive categories of tonnage is
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already reflecting in the unit value yield
from newbuild activity. This should ultimately translate into a better payback on
endeavours, even if overall market share
ultimately falls. In fact, Korean determination has to some extent been understated
against the backcloth of China's industrial
rise. Korean long-term commitment, and
emanating in this case entirely from the private sector, finds particular expression in the
continuous plough-back of earnings into
shipbuilding R&D and investments in technology and production, and in the strengthening of the ancillary sectors and creation of
greater industrial self-sufficiency.
The increased emphasis on what shipbuilders describe as 'composite high valueadded products', including sophisticated
floating offshore units and drillships, is
accompanied by the industry's dominance of
the newbuild market for ultra-large containership and LNG carrier tonnage. The indications are that China's much increased position, swelled by more than
one-quarter share of new orders since 2006, has primarily hit
Japanese and European yards in terms of market shares, rather than
being at the expense of Korea.
Sheer industrial will, something which many European countries
appear to have lost, finds widespread expression in South Korea, and
not least in shipbuilding. As opposed to the state's heavy involvement
in the expansion of the shipbuilding industry in China, Korean investment has been entirely led by private enterprise. Germanischer Lloyd,
which has enjoyed 30 years of close collaboration with Korean shipyards, suppliers and owners, succinctly conveys the country's
dynamism and determination: "Shipbuilders in Korea continue to
build bigger and faster units than their international competitors. In
disciplines like management process and quality assurance, Korean
yards are at the top of the league, as well. With a backlog of orders to
keep them busy for the next three years, their main problem is that the
best delivery slots they can offer their customers are from 2011
onwards," it said.
China's shipbuilding sector is expanding at a rapid pace, but South
Korea's determination to enhance the standing of its industry is evident not only in technological and productivity endeavours and successful development of higher value-added business, but also in
capacity development by both established companies and by newcomers to the field. Korea is reckoned to have about 120 shipyards,
and about 30 of these have come into being or have been converted
from other activities such as ship repair over the past three years
alone. Nine shipbuilding companies are responsible for more than
95% of the domestic ship production. According to GL, in excess of
90,000 people earn their living building ships today – nearly twice as
many as in 1999, while a further 70,000 are employed in the ship
machinery and equipment sector.
Hyundai Heavy Industries has augmented production from its nine
docks at the Ulsan complex in recent years by developing its 'on
ground building' system, but is now set to realise a further, major
step-up in physical capacity through the construction of a tenth building dock. Moreover, in support of the overall increase in tonnage
throughput, it has entered into a new, outside sourcing arrangement
for hull blocks. Unlike most of its compatriots, HHI has elected for
supply from a domestic plant, rather than from China or elsewhere in
eastern Asia, by signing a memorandum of understanding involving a
new ship block factory in Gunsan.

REGIONAL FOCUS

Samsung is reckoned to be the market leader
right now in the ultra large containership
sector, with a global share of 35% for vessels
up to 13,300teu. A similar proportional stake
of 33% is claimed for the builder's present
LNG carrier orderbook, which included 18
vessels for the Qatar Gas export traffic
The integrated approach which has always coloured HHI's shipbuilding strategy should find new expression during the first half of
2008 in the completion of the Wartsila-Hyundai Engine Company
facility at Daebul National Industrial Complex. Through this joint
venture with power system specialist Wartsila Corporation of
Finland, HHI expects to take the lead in the market for engines used
in dual-fuel electric propulsion, as now championed by a large sector
of the LNG carrier business.
At the time of writing, Samsung Heavy Industries' orderbook
included 37 boxships in the 12,600teu and 13,300teu sizes, and its
comprehensive preparation for the expected advance towards vessels
of around 16,000teu is reflected in design development work and in
the construction of a special floating dock of 400m length to ➩
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serve this market. Samsung is reckoned to be the market leader right
now in the ultra large containership sector, with a global share of 35%
for vessels up to 13,300teu. A similar proportional stake of 33% is
claimed for the builder's present LNG carrier orderbook, which
included 18 vessels for the Qatar Gas export traffic as of November
2007, just prior to the deliveries of the lead vessels of 216,000cu m
capacity.
The advance by both company and industry into the higher addedvalue spheres of the business was underscored by November's delivery from Samsung's Koje Island yard of the first of three $600m drillships for Stena Drilling of the UK. Stena Drillmax has attracted a
four-year charter to Spanish energy major Repsol, and the subsequent
two newbuilds have been fixed by US oil groups. At the time of the
handover of Stena Drillmax, Samsung said that it had an 80% share
of the world market for deepwater drillships, having delivered seven
such vessels, with 16 on order.
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering has also strengthened
its position in the capital-intensive, drillship sector, having landed a
series of contracts during 2007 following the increase in exploration
and production activity which has attended the surge in oil prices.
The year closed with a deal for a drillship reportedly worth around
$647m, ordered by an unidentified customer from the Oceania for
handover by July 2011. Daewoo's growing stance in the offshore
domain, and Korea's capabilities in executing contracts requiring
extensive project management as well as technological skills were
accentuated during the year by the company's $2.1bn order for a
325m floating production storage and offloading(FPSO) vessel to
European account.
Daehan Shipbuilding is boosting its capabilities through the creation of the new Haenam shipyard, envisaged with an annual newbuild capacity of some 2.2m gt, and initially set to concentrate on
bulker production. Aframax tankers, VLCCs and containerships form
potential, future target sectors. Keel laying for the first in a very long
run of bulkers booked from Daehan took place last August in the No
1 building dock, itself under construction, and already served by adjacent block manufacturing capacity. Work on a second drydock is
understood to have been put back to 2010.

REGIONAL FOCUS

Steel yourself

According to a recent survey by the Shipbuilders' Association of
Japan (SAJ), it is projected that 18 of its member companies will
purchase 4.39 million tons of ordinary steel materials for shipbuilding during fiscal 2008, up 4.1% from the previous year. This would
be the fourth year in succession that steel volume will exceed the
4m ton level.
Demand for thick/medium-thick steel plates (of over 6 mm in
thickness) is forecasted to surge by 3.6% to 3.69m tons while purchases of shape steel is expected to rise by 6.3% to 380,000 tons.
Nobutaka Nanbu, Executive Managing Director of SAJ, said he
believed that Japanese steel demand will increase by 4 to 5% annually. “But since such demand in South Korea and China is projected to grow by more than 10%, this will lead to a shortage in steel
materials worldwide. In this regard, we want to ask the Japanese
steelmakers to further consider the stable supply of steel to the
domestic market," he said.

The Korean influence on eastern Asian
shipbuilding production is also assuming new
dimensions as a consequence of investment
in foreign 'transplants'
The Korean influence on eastern
Asian shipbuilding production is
also assuming new dimension as a
consequence of investment in foreign 'transplants'. By the end of
2007, Hanjin Heavy Industries &
Construction (HHIC) had secured
$3.6bn-worth of newbuild contracts for its nascent Subic Bay
facility in the Philippines, some 20
months after work started on the
new yard. In addition, the Korean
company has announced plans to
plough more than $2bn into a second shipyard in the Philippines, at
Mindanao.
Phase 1-1 of the Subic Bay project has seen the completion of a
building dock of 370m x 100m x
12.5m main dimensions, served by
two 600t gantry cranes and associated fabrication and pre-outfitting
shops. The first delivery from the
yard is scheduled to be made in
June 2008, in the shape of a
4,300TEU containership to ➩
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European account. Phase 1-2 of the scheme features a building dock
of 480m x 135m x 13.5m, which is expected to be phased into operation in mid 2009. The promising early tally of work landed for the
yard includes eight boxships of 12,800TEU capacity. The envisaged
Mindanao yard would initially support both Subic Bay and the company's fountainhead Pusan complex in Korea, by supplying blocks
and sections.
Samsung's expansion into China has entailed the development of a
factory in Rongcheng City, Shandong, capable of producing huge hull
sections for supply to the company's shipbuilding complex on Koje
Island, off Korea's southern coast. Through this bold investment in
the so-called 'tera-block' system, whereby 10,000t sections of 150m
in length will be produced for direct towage to Koje from China,
Samsung is set to strengthen its output capability by as much as 10
additional newbuilds per year.
HHI affiliate Hyundai Mipo's joint venture shiprepair yard with
Vinashin in Vietnam looks set to become a fully functional newbuild
construction facility, and market sources believe that the move into
shipbuilding will take place in 2008 by way of a contract for handymax bulkers.
STX Shipbuilding's nascent, wholly-owned yard at Dalian, China,
is scheduled to cut steel on its first newbuild in the coming months,
an event which will be a further milestone in the rapid development
of a group which has climbed to the sixth slot in Korean shipbuilding
in just 10 years. The Dalian project was implemented before the
Chinese authorities decided to prohibit further shipyard projects
entailing majority foreign ownership, and has imbued the Korean
group with extra means by which to capitalise on a buoyant market.
The surging bulk carrier newbuild sector is of particular significance
for the new Chinese yard.

MLIT to
push for
tonnage tax
legislation
The Japanese government
has pledged to enact a
workable tonnage tax system, a longstanding desire
of Japanese ship owners, following its incorporation into the general
framework for tax reforms in fiscal 2008 and submission to the regular Diet session to be summoned in January.
Tetsuzo Fuyushiba, Minister of Land, Infrastructure & Transport,
told a press briefing in Japan: "Securing marine transport was incorporated as a major principle in the Basic Law of the Sea which came
into force in 2007. In line with this, the tonnage-based tax system must
be completed in the form that will respond to the expectations of the
people."
The minister told reporters that he did not think the Democratic Party
would object. “This is a crucial matter for Japan. Amid the competition
among shipping nations over a vast ocean serving as a single market,
other countries offer preferential tax treatments through the tonnagebased taxes, while in Japan, the oceangoing shipping companies do
not enjoy this privilege. Hence, we cannot properly compete. I believe
that the introduction of the tonnage taxes is absolutely necessary from
the perspective of leveling international competition,” he said.
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Although Japanese shipbuilding's technical
prowess covers all sectors of newbuild
construction, the industry has maintained a
particularly strong involvement in the more
standard forms of tonnage
While Daewoo came westwards some years ago with its venture in
Romania, STX Shipbuilding has in recent months emerged as the biggest
shareholder in Aker Yards, the Norwegian shipbuilding group which has
developed one of the most extensive international shipyard networks. The
core passengership construction activity of Aker's operations in Finland
and France was undoubtedly a key attraction for STX, potentially providing it with a know-how and logistical platform for longer-term Korean
endeavours in the cruiseship and luxury ferry sectors.
Orders secured by Chinese shipbuilders in 2007 are estimated to have
exceeded the Japanese industry's intake, hoisting China into second ranking in terms of new contracts. Aside from the effect of productivity
enhancements, there has not been noticeable capacity expansion or creation in Japan, as in Korea and China, although the country retains a number of docks whose newbuild capacity has been frozen or switched to
other uses since the imposed austerity measures of the 1980s. It is understood that Kawasaki Heavy Industries is planning to reactivate one of its
mothballed newbuild docks from 2009 onwards.
Although Japanese shipbuilding's technical prowess covers all sectors of newbuild construction, the industry has maintained a particularly strong involvement in the more standard forms of tonnage.
Indeed, well-honed skills in design optimisation coupled with high
productivity have seen the industry remain competitive in all sectors
of the bulker market, in particular. Over the past couple of years,
there have been indications that Japanese yards have increasingly
sought to standardise designs, and discourage modification requests
by clients, and that priority has tended to be given to an extremely
active, domestic shipowning sector as well as to longstanding foreign
clients, rather than to the wider development of the client base.
Notwithstanding Japan's strong position in fields such as bulkers,
crude carriers, chemical tankers and small LPG carriers, there is no
doubt that China is increasingly attacking those markets. With profits
being squeezed by rising costs of equipment, steel and other materials, and in the face of intensified global competition and what are
viewed as aggressive investments by China in new yard capacity, the
industry in Japan acknowledges the need to strengthen its technological capabilities further in order to maintain an international competitive edge in terms of both productivity and products. Bolstering
research and development activity, in cooperation with other sectors
of industry and academia, and the practical application of new technologies, are regarded as essential to future wellbeing. ➩
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Of major concern to shipbuilders, in keeping with other sectors of
Japanese industry, is the prospect of reducing numbers of skilled personnel, due to demographics and to the attraction of young people into other
fields. A generation of technicians, engineers and tradesmen who have
supported the global competitiveness of Japanese shipbuilders are now
coming to the end of their careers, with the overall effect that about half
the skilled workforce in the industry is over 50 years of age.
For quite different reasons, namely the explosive growth of shipbuilding within a rapidly developing economy, the industry in China
is also facing certain constraints in some areas due to shortages of
skilled personnel along with problems of equipment availability.
Chinese capacity at the top end of the scale is being augmented

While the number of active players in the
buoyant LNG construction sector is
comparatively limited, and with a now
prevalent Korean involvement, many believe
that China will in time provide international
buyers with new possibilities as to the
sourcing of such tonnage

through the creation of the Guangzhou Longxue Shipbuilding complex on Longxue Island in the Pearl River. Guangzhou Longxue is a
subsidiary of China State Shipbuilding Corporation, and the extensive workload which has been accumulated with the facilities still
taking shape includes 12 very large ore carriers in the 230,000dwt
category plus a series of 308,000dwt VLCCs.
The new mega yard is reported to be fully booked into 2011,
despite the fact that newbuild construction is not due to start before
March 2008. Full production capacity and a well diversified capability are expected to be attained within about five years. The
Guangzhou Longxue project is elemental to the Chinese government's drive to create four major centres for the industry, including
Shanghai's new shipbuilding complex on Changxing Island.
The enormous, growing domestic shipping base which succours so
much of the indigenous shipyard capacity yields not only volume but
also repeatability, a vital factor in the economics of shipbuilding production. A further example of domestic commitment to serial output
was afforded by Cosco Container Lines' order for 20 boxships from

Jiangsu New Yangzi Shipbuilding, which entered operation during
2007 under the parentage of Yangzijiang. The multiple contract
entails a 4,250 TEU design, offering a high degree of trading route
flexibility, with deliveries scheduled in 2011 and 2012. In the meantime, Yangzijiang is reported to be planning to procure additional
capacity at Jingjiang so as to hike up the production wherewithal for
elements of large newbuilds.
Building upon the considerable advances made by China in the
international bulk carrier construction market during 2007, shipyards
and design houses have been quick to respond to the further opportunities presented by the expansion of the Panama Canal. Design
proposals in the 87,000dwt to 115,000dwt range offer solutions in
the post-panamax and mini-capesize categories to owners' and
charterers' requirements for vessels optimised for transit of the
planned larger locks.
Furthermore, certain yards are now looking to prepare ultra large
containership(ULCS) designs moulded to the parameters governed by
the expanded Panama Canal. Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Co, for
instance, has selected Lloyd's Register to assist it in developing a
'new panamax'(NPX) containership design.
While the number of active players in the buoyant LNG ➩

PushingTheBarriers
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering (DSME) received $14.1 billion worth of orders to build 106 units of 11.09 million grt during the 11
months to November last year, nearly three times more than the same
2006 period.
Orders for Capesize bulkers and large-size containerships were massive leading the yard's annual order receipts to exceed the 10m grt level
for the first time. DSME is the second independent yard in South Korea
to break the 10 million grt barrier in newbuilding order receipts following Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI), the country's largest shipbuilder.
The 106 ships comprised 10 LNG carriers, 11 tankers, 65 containership, 18 bulkers and two pure car/truck carriers (PCTCs). It seems that

to bag orders for 10 or more such vessels. DSME also won orders for

the figure does not include ships to be built at its Romanian subsidiary

four offshore structures/specialized ships amounting to $2.238 bn.

Daewoo Mangalia Heavy Industries. It is believed that the 18 bulkers

Meanwhile, DSME's sales for the period under review totaled

were all Capesizes with the majority of tankers being VLCCs. Despite

Won6,315.5 bn, an operating profit of Won275 bn and a pre-tax profit of

the slump in LNG carrier newbuilding talks worldwide, DSME managed

Won459.8 bn.
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While the number of active players in the
buoyant LNG construction sector is
comparatively limited, and with a now
prevalent Korean involvement, many believe
that China will in time provide international
buyers with new possibilities as to the
sourcing of such tonnage
construction sector is comparatively limited, and with a now prevalent Korean involvement, many believe that China will in time provide international buyers with new possibilities as to the sourcing of
such tonnage. As yet, the drive into the LNGC sector by Chinese
shipbuilding has been domestically-based, and on a modest scale, but
the country's anticipated move to make LNG part of its future energy
programme can be expected to generate substantial orders for suitably qualified yards at home. This in turn will create a stronger platform from which to launch a more concerted bid into the export market. South Korean builders followed a similar path years ago.
Hudong-Zhonghua Shipyard is China's pioneer in large LNG carrier construction, and is looking to consolidate its position with various initiatives including a dual-fuel electric design of 160,000cu m
design targeted at the worldwide market. Other prospective entrants
to the field are Dalian Shipbuilding Industry, which has complemented ship design work with plans for its own insulation box production
line, Invar material prefabrication and other dedicated facilities, and
Cosco KHI Ship Engineering Co(NACKS). One of the latter's
strengths in this respect is its ability to make recourse to Japanese
technological know-how. ■
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Hiroyuki Maekawa
President of Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha (‘K’ Line)
and President of the Japanese Shipowners' Association
On January 9th last year, one of our VLCCs, the Mogamigawa, was accidentally struck by a US Navy nuclear submarine when she was passing
through the Straits of Hormuz causing damage to both her bottom and side
with a hole puncturing the ship. The accident happened less than a week
after I had just stated that safety in ship navigation must be our top-priority. Fortunately, there was no spillage of the crude oil cargo or the vessel’s
fuel oil. In fact, the accident might be said to have been on the lucky side
of misfortune that the entire loss was fully compensated by the US Navy
under its marine insurance. The self-possessed, cool and thorough action
taken by Mogamigawa’s Captain and crew in dealing with the accident
clearly demonstrates how strong and firm our company’s defence line is in
the field. It should be recognised that there are quite a few comparatively
lesser accidents, some of which could have been serious and grave if circumstances had been different.
‘K’ Line’s scale of fleet is expected to reach 500 vessels towards the end
of 2008, up to 600 in 2011 and as many as 700 by the mid-2010s. That level
of fleet development tells us that safety in ship navigation will continue to
be even more important and vital.
Prospects for the bulk markets, however, indicate that the market will
continue to fare well and stay high backed up by strong demand from
China. Group wide operating revenues and income are expected to reach
historic highs and simultaneously the numerical targets for fiscal 2008
posted in our management plan ‘K’ Line Vision 2008’ are likely to be
achieved one year early. The current figures we are accomplishing also
seem to be at a level originally set for the mid-2010s. This leads me to
recognise that we are climbing to the next stage where we are able to
revise and set new targets. With a view to the improved circumstances we
are planning to publicise a new management plan by the end of April
2008 when financial results for Fiscal 2007 will to be announced.

Apart from the US which is facing much hardship, Russia whose
economy is showing a boom due to a prevailing rise in prices of materials and resources, the Middle East, and BRICs are being viewed with
confidence as a new type of driving force for the global economy.
China’s economy is already strong enough to enter the group of economically-developed nations. My prospective is that the above rapidly-developing regions will be the main battlefields for the logistics industry. In
light of this and in, terms of future business development of the ‘K’ Line
Group, we are required not only to strengthen our business ground
abroad but also to rapidly reinforce our current business activities in the
above regions. We have already opened an office in Vietnam in February
last year; founded ‘K’ Line Brasil Transportes Maritimos in June; and
established a representative office in India in July. By February this year,
our Dubai representative office will have been developed into a Middle
East representative office in recognition of the active Middle East
economies. Simultaneously, we need to accelerate our endeavours to
enter new business fields such as heavy lift shipping business as well as
the operation of offshore support vessels.
I am afraid that shortage of human resources could become a bottleneck against business development in all these sectors. For example, on
the basis of ‘K’ Line alone, 122 members of our staff are working overseas corresponding to 17% of our total 734 onshore staff. It shows that
developing human resources overseas is an urgent assignment for us in a
true sense.
I cannot emphasise strongly enough how important the securing and
bringing up of maritime human resources is as an assignment for the support and growth of the Group. Based on this understanding, I have a strong
intention to commit myself to immediate achievement of this assignment
without regard to any traditional framework and/or concepts. ■

WHAT I’M READING

By Nicolas (Nicky) A. Pappadakis
Chairman of Intercargo, Helmepa, Intermepa, Greek Committee of
RINA; Vice-President, US Propeller Club International Port of
Piraeus; Vice-President of the Greek-Chinese Chamber of
Commerce.

Moby-Dick
Author
Herman Melville
Publisher
Vintage Classics (Random House);
Oxford University Press; Penguin Classics
Price: £5.99 - £7.99
“Call me Ishmael” in Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick is one of the best-known
opening sentences in English literature. First published in 1851, it is a beloved
classic of the ages and tells the adventures of Ishmael, the wandering sailor, on the
whaling ship Pequod, under the tyrannical command of Captain Ahab, who is
monomaniacally determined to catch and kill Moby-Dick, the white whale who, in
a previous encounter, destroyed Ahab’s boat, and in the process, losing his leg.
Moby-Dick is a stylised, symbolical narrative of good and evil, an exploration of
complex human themes of striving and vengeance, and a metaphor for life’s vicissitudes and elements. ■

The Shipping News
Author: E. Annie Proulx
Publisher: Harper Collins
Price: £7.99
“I travel a lot (east and west of the Atlantic) and I find that my best reading time is in-flight. I’m currently reading And If You’re Not, You Will
Become, a book written by a friend, Paul Ioannidis, who was a member
of the board of the Onassis Foundation; we are both pilots and share a
love of flying.
“I enjoy the books of Ernest K. Gann (Fate is the Hunter; In the
Company of Eagles; Black Watch: The Men Who Fly America’s Secret
Spy Planes, among others). I read, on average, about six to eight books a
year; I wish I could find the time to read more, but I work hard, work is
a habit, a way of life. I will probably die while at work, with my boots
on, at my desk! Some people work to live, I live to work! I enjoy it!
“The book that has had such a tremendous influence on me is Al
Gore’s An Inconvenient Truth – we’re baking our planet; greenhouse
gases and climate change will have dire consequences for us all. I tell my
19-year-old daughter and 21-year-old son that their lives and their world
in a few years to come will be so much different from ours, because of
our disregard for global warming; I worry for them. The polar ice caps
are melting; sea levels are rising; if we don’t do anything to combat this
urgent crisis of our time, islands and entire cities will disappear from the
face of the earth. Having read the former US Vice-President’s book (and
having bought the DVD), I’m
aware there has been a lot of
backlash against the book, also by
people who are blinded by science, people who decry the book
for telling the truth about what we
have done to the environment. I
think that, with this book, Gore
has done more than anyone to create a greater understanding of
global warming. I became passionate about this issue years ago,
so much so I also read a lot about
renewable and alternative sources
of energy.” ■
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The critically acclaimed The Shipping News was E. Annie Proulx’s second novel and
won her the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction and the National Book Award for Fiction in
1994. It is the story of hapless, ordinary, but kind-hearted Quoyle, who drifts through
life until the death of his two-timing wife, when he retreats with his two daughters
from an unkind and ungentle world, which has become too much upon him, to his
ancestral home in the far-flung and remotest corner of Newfoundland, in a windswept
fishing village called Killick-Claw. Quoyle, still running away from his past, finds a
job in the local paper, The Gammy Bird, reporting on car wrecks and the shipping
news. “What ships come into Killick-Claw, what ones go out....see what you can
do,” instructs his editor. Writing about the accidents of everyday life, the unpredictable forces of nature in a starkly beautiful, but savage place, hewn from rock and
surrounded by the Atlantic Ocean, Quoyle soon finds his writing voice and reports
on ships and the hard-bitten men who go out to the sea in them. “Fog against the
window like milk,” Quoyle writes, and this lyrical and magical tale soon weaves into
the possibility of love and redemption in an inhospitable, far-away world. ■

The Seas
Author: Samantha Hunt
Price: $23
A debut novel by the poet, playwright and artist Samantha Hunt, The Seas is a reinvention of Hans Christian Andersen’s The Little Mermaid. It is the aqueous story
of a waif-like 19-year-old girl in a small, grimy seaside north-eastern town in the
US and Canadian borders, whose father disappeared into the sea when she was
barely eight years old. She often sits on the edge of the ocean where her father was
last seen, waiting, waiting for his return. She is convinced she is a mermaid and
has the power to turn inanimate objects into living things. The Seas is also a tale of
love unrequited by a soldier twice the girl’s age, who returns from the Iraq War a
damaged
person.
The sea, which is seen in this tale as both destroying and sustaining life, is a palpable and ubiquitous character in this lyrical book, which begins with a quote from
a song:
“It was a dark and stormy night
And the ship was on the sea.
The captain said, “Sailor, tell us a story.”
And the sailor began,
“It was a dark and stormy night,
And the ship was on the sea.” ■
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Watch out behind you:
The Big Apple is coming!
Peter Shaerf has left the blocks running in his new
position as chairman of the body promoting New
York’s maritime credentials by claiming he wants
to market the ‘Big Apple’ as the world’s capital
for shipping.
And he has started where he means to go on by
openly inviting London’s affluent and influential
Greek community to up sticks and nip across the
pond where he claims the grass is greener.
In an open letter to the London Greek community, recently published in the shipping daily
Lloyd’s List, Peter Shaerf said: “Relocate to New
York — you will be greeted with open arms.”
News that Mr Shaerf has now targeted this
lucrative sector is hardly surprising. London’s
Greeks are often estimated to represent about 70%
of the overseas shipping interests linked to the UK
and any successful poaching by New York would
be seen as a welcome coup for the US shipping
cluster.
The UK-based cluster of Greek owners is currently braced for the worst when new draft tax legislation is unveiled this month. London Greek
Shipping Co-operation Committee chairman
Epaminondas Embiricos, the public voice of
Greek shipping in the UK, has already voiced his
opinion that “it could be very bad news indeed”.
Shaerf’s day job is Managing Director of
investment house AMA Capital Partners. He took
over the reins as head of New York Maritime
(NYMAR) from Bill Honan of Holland and
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Knight. Claiming that New York was clearly the
capital centre for the shipping industry, Mr Shaerf
said: “There is an abundance of capital here – maritime public companies have a market cap of over
$100 billion and an abundance of liquidity with
$300 billion of public shipping stocks traded in
2007.
“We also boast the largest stock exchanges in
the world (NYSE and NASDAQ), not to mention
a proliferation of investment banks, commercial
lenders, and home to a dynamic and prosperous
private equity community that has completed over
$3 billion of transactions in the industry in the past
two years. That’s a lot of apples in the Big Apple.”
He’s certainly right about that!
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Royal Navy ice patrol ship, HMS Endurance, is pictured
breaking through ice north of James Ross Island as she
carries out survey work in the Antarctic on behalf of the
United Kingdom Hydrographic Office (UKHO).
Endurance's first task on arrival in the South Atlantic is
focusing on the South Shetland Islands and the difficult task
of reaching James Ross Island in Erebus and Terror Gulf
(Weddell Sea). Onboard Endurance are five scientific teams
from the British Antarctic Survey who are working on
independent projects, including the sampling of ice cores
from the summit of the volcano Mt Haddington.

This is a stick-up

Hip hip, CMA style!
Celebrité tanker owner John Fredriksen will
become the latest in a long line of shipping
industry notables when he is named
Connecticut Maritime Association (CMA)
Commodore for 2008.
The Award is given each year to a person
in the international maritime industry who
has contributed to the growth and development of the industry so the choice to dub
John Fredriksen Commodore will surely
cause excitement in the shipping offices in
and around Stamford, Connecticut.
Peter Drakos, president of the CMA, said
of the decision: "We are extremely fortunate
to have had the industry's most distinguished
and accomplished ship owners accept our
annual award, beginning with our first
Commodore Ole Skaarup. With the Board's
choice this year of John Fredriksen, we continue the tradition of recognising excellence.
It will be an honour to have one of the most
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successful shipping men of our time accept
the CMA Award."
Former Commodores include Ole
Skaarup, Jacob Stolt-Nielsen, George
Livanos, Phil Loree, Thomas Moran,
Gregory Hadjieleftheriadis, Helmut Sohmen,
Gerhard Kurz, William O'Neil, Richard du
Moulin, Per Heidenreich, Mark Saverys,
Frank Tsao, Stelios Haji-Ioannou, Peter
Georgiopoulos, C. Sean Day, Torben Jensen
and Morten Arntzen.
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Crimes by older people in Japan jumped threefold last
year compared with a decade ago, according to domestic media reports.
About 45,000 people over 65 were prosecuted
between January and November, nearly half of them for
shoplifting, the daily Tokyo Shimbun said. Assaults by
older people rose to 1,700 from just 100 in the same
period a decade ago, it quoted the National Police
Agency as saying.
Japan's population is ageing faster than in any other
country, according to a government report in June. About
20% of the population was over the age of 65 in 2005, and
the proportion is expected to double by mid-century.

AD HOC

BUSINESS OF SHIPPING

Get them young
The Port of Felixstowe, a member of the
Hutchison Port Holdings (HPH) Group, has
brought some New Year cheer to Maidstone
Infant School in Felixstowe, by making a
donation of £4,500 towards the creation of a
new outdoor classroom. The gazebo-style
building will enable the children to have lessons outside in the warmer weather, and will
help them with nature studies.
The donation is part of the Port of
Felixstowe’s ‘Dock School’ Programme, a
scheme pioneered by the HPH Group, to
ensure that its 46 ports around the world build
and maintain good relationships with schools
in the areas in which they operate.

Ready for duty
Stena Drilling has delivered its new state-of-the-art drillship Stena DrillMAX to RepsolYPF at
Samsung Heavy Industries’ shipyard in Geoje, South Korea. Stena DrillMAX is a dual mast, ultradeepwater, dynamically-positioned drillship, capable of drilling in water depths of up to 10,000ft and
has a total drilling depth of up to 35,000ft. This technologically advanced drilling rig is designed to
offer maximum safety and operational efficiency in mild and harsh environments, faster transit speed
between locations and greater deck load, to accommodate more equipment.

RINA goes beyond IMO
Italian class society RINA has met shipowners'
needs to demonstrate that their vessels exceed
basic regulatory requirements by providing
three new additional class notations covering
fatigue life, permanent means of access for
inspections and ballast water treatment. They
will all be available from January 1, 2008 for
those ships which meet the higher criteria set by
the voluntary standards.
FATIGUELIFE is assigned to ships designed
for a fatigue life greater than Y years, where Y is
to be greater than 20 years. The notation requires

that the fatigue life calculated for the special
structural details specified in the rules is not less
than Y years. PMA is assigned to bulk carriers of
20,000 gt or more and oil tankers of 500 gt or
more, which are provided with Permanent Means
of Access complying with SOLAS Regulation II1/3-6, as amended by Resolution MSC 151(78),
with the associated ‘Technical provisions for
means of access for inspections’ in IMO
Resolution MSC 158(78), and the relevant interpretations in IACS UI SC191. BWM-E and
BWM-T are assigned to ships complying with
the International Convention for the Control and
Management of Ship's Ballast Water and

Sediments by means of a ballast water exchange
and a ballast water treatment system.
Antonio Pingiori, head of RINA's marine
division, said: "Our ship owners want ships
which go beyond the basic minimums set by
IMO regulations and normal classification.
They want to set higher standards and to be able
to show the world that they have met those voluntary standards. These additional notations
provide a framework for assessing, verifying
and communicating the higher standards set by
the owners in their ships. The notations are
already in demand for some of the vessels we
are classing which are building in China."

Buoyant shipping markets will be better for the credit squeeze
Shipping markets are likely to bring continuing
rewards for prudent investors in 2008, on the
back of record earnings and asset values and a
continuing high in the world economy, but
the current credit squeeze will serve to put a
brake on some of the more speculative and
ill-advised ship finance ventures, according
to leading business adviser and accountant
Moore Stephens.
Chris Chasty, head of the shipping industry
group at Moore Stephens, said that although the
outlook for shipping remains bright, recent and
current financial crises will make banks more

choosy about who they lend to, and stricter on
their terms of lending. “It will cut the number of
banks in shipping, cut the number of syndicated
deals, and crush any prospect of clever banks
dreaming up new ways to slice and dice shipping
debt. 2008 will begin with shipowners actually
having to ask banks for money and having to justify why their project for a newbuilding deserves
the bank’s backing. This new atmosphere in the
ship finance market will be a welcome return to
sanity,” he said.
Moore Stephens remains pessimistic on the
costs front especially crew costs which it claims
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are set to climb even faster as the world supply
of skilled seafarers tightens further. “The cost
of crewing is not just the wages, it is the costs
of mistakes, delays and damages from
unskilled crews and the costs of training and
retention to minimise those damaging costs.
Wise owners are investing in skilled manpower, knowing that that will see them more
able to attract business and finance, whatever
the markets do. And a massive change in air
emissions regulation is pending, which will
certainly push up shipping’s costs further,”
he stressed.
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‘The industry has grown tremendously over the last couple of years with secondhand values rising. So there
is a need for large transactions in the marketplace. In fact, the average size of the financing deals five years ago
was approximately $100m but this quadrupled last year to almost $400m.’ By Sean Moloney

R

onny Bjørnådal looks pretty relaxed for a banker
whose company arranged close to $22 billion worth
of new financing last year for a shipping industry that
is just starting to smart from a burgeoning orderbook
and a level of market volatility that is beginning to show worrying
signs.
On closer questioning it becomes clear that his outward signs of
passive reflection are based on the fact that the inherent strength of
an industry like shipping when backed by tangible assets with good
cash flow and good cargo demand forecasts boosted by the emerging
global economies of Indian and China, is exactly what was needed to
shelter it from the sub-prime fallout. He also believes that the shipping industry is well positioned to make it through a market downturn
albeit with a worrying caveat that setup companies or businesses that
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are more aggressively capitalised may have more difficulties.
“If we look at the global loan volume issued in recent years, there
has been a sharp increase from a steady level of around $25 billion
per year in the beginning of the century to more than $100 billion during the past two years. This has been possible because banks have
been very eager to lend and eager to increase their loan book.
“The average deal size within syndicated loans has quadrupled
from around $100 million five years ago to around $400 million now.
With a relatively steady universe of banks dedicated to the industry
this has only been possible because banks have been willing to
increase their tickets in each and every loan facility as well as
increase their overall exposure to each and every client,” he told SMI.
But to what extent has shipping finance been affected by the turmoil in the credit market? Well, according to Mr Bjørnådal, several
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“Considering the reduced capacity in the
bank market we have seen a significant
drop in the equity market and we have
seen a bond market that is not really
open for business. This is a major
concern of ours”
banks within the shipping industry were strongly affected with the
result that they immediately stopped their lending activities. German
banks were hit particular hard while the Scandinavian banks seem to
have steered clear of losses related to sub-prime.
Uncertainties in the credit market have basically resulted in all
banks becoming a little more reluctant to lend and to participate in
transactions that may have been structured and priced prior to the
credit crunch. The result of that situation was that underwriters were
not able to sell down to their target hold level and had to go back to
their credit committees or boards and report this, resulting in reduced
capacity to underwrite and lend in new transactions.
Against a backdrop of a record global orderbook and very high newbuilding prices, banks like Nordea are concerned about whether there is
sufficient capacity to finance the “gigantic” levels that need to be
raised. “Considering the reduced capacity in the bank market we have
seen a significant drop in the equity market and we have seen a bond
market that is not really open for business. This is a major concern of
ours. It has become much more difficult for start-up companies to
attract financing and it has become much more difficult to establish
large underwritings and to finance big M&A deals,” Mr Bjørnådal said.
A long-seen imbalance between supply and demand which has put
pressure on pricing, structure and covenants has now been reversed, he
stressed, with the result being that “we are back with ‘old style’ financing structures with amortising profiles, meaningful covenants and a significant increase in pricing”.
According to Ronny Bjørnådal , banks will start to be more ‘picky’
when selecting who to lend to, which in turn will favour the established
shipping companies and make it very difficult for opportunistic
projects.
“However, as normally seen in a turbulent market, opportunities will
arise. We believe that well capitalised shipping companies will find
opportunities to make attractive business deals. We also believe that the
banks that have steered clear of sub-prime losses and that have not been
stuck on underwritings will find opportunities to improve their position
within new markets and with new clients,” he said.
So was the credit crunch a good thing for the shipping markets?
“I think to a large extent it was a necessary correction but shipping
banks and lenders have acted more reasonably. We don’t think it will
have a huge impact on shipping because this is still an industry with
tangible assets with a good cash flow that largely benefits from trade
developments in China and India. There is still a lot of capital out there
that needs to find places to be invested. We are seeing deals being done
on the equity side in today’s market and they are going well despite
what is happening in the equity market in general.
“I think a lot of the structures for the start up companies have been
driven by demand in the equity markets. There has been a huge demand
for yield type structures which demand significant dividend pay which
may not be possible to do in this market if banks start requiring amortising structures instead of non-amortising structures. What is happening in the credit market will have a huge impact of what kind of deals
you can take to the market,” he said.
“There is an orderbook situation that is a concern going forward. But

BUSINESS VIEWPOINT

while we have record high second hand values a lot of the financing has
been done on conservative levels and the industry is in very good shape.
We think it can face a significant drop in secondhand values and also in
freight rates. The industry is better positioned than ever to take itself
through a downturn but smaller companies or more aggressively capitalized companies will have more difficulties,” he stressed.
But are you as a bank happy to see freight rates fall and asset values
fall considering your lending portfolio? “It is something that will happen. We realise this is a cyclical industry and a slowdown in rates and
a fall in secondhand prices will provide more discipline. We are not
overly concerned that it will happen because we are prepared for it
to happen.
“We have different views on different segments of the shipping markets but we are still very comfortable about the offshore sector – we
think offshore has very strong fundamentals going forward with oil
prices at the high levels they are. We are probably more concerned with
dry bulk but in general we appreciate the markets are cyclical and we
also benefit from a very diversified portfolio.”
And what about LNG? “Our strategy on LNG is based on long term
contracts. We think there will be a significant delay in many markets
and this will help overcapacity. LNG projects are attractive to finance
because they have all the aspects senior lenders like to see such as tangible assets, long term contracts and with generally strong counterparties chartering the vessels. It is difficult to finance a vessel in the spot
market. It is not really a market for spot.”
There has been a lot of volatility in the markets recently, especially
the bulk sectors, but the big question is whether there is a disconnection
here between investor sentiment and the actual fundamentals of
the market.
“It is very easy to believe that the stock market has overreacted especially regarding dry. If you look at the earnings in the sector and if you
look at how stock prices have developed it is easier to believe there is a
certain disconnection within that segment. There are a lot of negotiations at the moment with the Chinese trading houses so it may affect

“We have different views on different
segments of the shipping markets but we
are still very comfortable about the
offshore sector – we think offshore has
very strong fundamentals going forward
with oil prices at the high levels they are”
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NEWBUILDING

NEWBUILDCONTRACTS
VORACIOUS CHINESE
DEMAND BUOYS
BULKER INVESTMENT
By David Tinsley
Belgian group Bocimar, which is set to formalise a
new long-term iron ore shipment contract in the
Pacific basin, has augmented its newbuild programme by placing orders for two capesize bulkers.
Construction of a vessel of 180,000dwt has been
entrusted to Imabari Shipbuilding, expanding an
already substantial capesize workload at the
Japanese company's Saijo yard, and a further bulker
of 177,000dwt has been placed with Shanghai
Waigaoqiao Shipyard. The Imabari deal is worth
$108m, and calls for completion during the opening
quarter of 2010, while the Chinese contract is valued at $115.5m and entails an early delivery opening in December 2008 or January 2009.
The announcement of this further stage of fleet
development closely followed Bocimar's agreement
in principle with Fortescue Metals Group for the
transport of iron ore from Australia to China. The

understanding includes the use of two vessels, for
periods of 10 years and five years respectively, and
encompasses a total shipment volume of some 30m
tons of ore.
Japanese investment in the bulker category has
reached a new high in terms of unit scale with the
handover of the 327,180dwt Brasil Maru to Mitsui
OSK Lines(MOL). Naming and delivery ceremonies were at Mitsui Engineering &
Shipbuilding's China works during December. The
newbuild will be the first bulker in the 300,000dwt
class to be operated on a full-scale basis by a
Japanese company, and the vessel will thereby
become one of the world's largest ore carriers. Four
further very large ore carriers(VLOCs) in the
300,000dwt category are scheduled to be phased
into the MOL fleet over the period between now and
August 2008.
Brasil Maru will serve Japanese heavy industry,
transporting Brazilian ore to mills at Oita, Kimitsu
and elsewhere under a long-term contract of
affreightment with Nippon Steel Corporation.
Loading ports for the dry cargo behemoth will be
Tubarao and Bonta De Madila.
VLOCs also figure prominently in the impending
next phase of investment in bulker capacity by
China Shipping Development. Four newbuild ore
carriers of around 300,000dwt are expected to be
awarded in the near-term to domestic yards. It is not
known whether Dalian Shipbuilding Industry, the
recipient of an earlier contract from the China
Shipping group for a quartet of 300,000-tonners, is
in the frame for the further tonnage requirement.

The four existing newbuilds were booked through
CS Development Hong Kong, and are scheduled to
be delivered betweedn August 2011 and March
2012. The VLOC projects have been spurred by
Chinese steelmakers' burgeoning demand for raw
material importation.
China Shipping Development is also understood
to be contemplating another major deal spanning 10
supramax bulkers of 57,300dwt. The likely recipient
is the group's shipbuilding affiliate, China Shipping
Industry(Jiangsu), which was entrusted with 12 similar vessels last year. Confirmation of the follow-on
contract would thereby make for a series run of 22
vessels occupying delivery positions from the start
of 2009 to 2012.
The Hong Kong-listed arm of Chinese investment and industrial group Citic Pacific is reported to
have taken over shipbuilding contracts for 17 bulk
carriers, to provide new capacity in support of iron
ore and coal imports. Three separate transactions
were involved, one entailing five capesize units of
115,000 dwt, one covering another seven such
'small' capesize bulkers, and one deal covering five
57,000-tonners. All the ships involved are to be constructed by yards controlled by China State
Shipbuilding Corporation.
Indonesia's largest shipyard, PT PAL, has raised
its profile in the bulker sector of the international
market by landing a four-ship handymax contract
from Thoresen Shipping Singapore. Competitive
delivery positions have clearly been a factor in the
deal with Thoresen Thai Agencies' Singapore
shipowning arm, which is expecting to receive the
first two 50,000dwt newbuilds during the second
half of 2009. As a spur to meeting the contractual
dates, no doubt, it is reported that 90% of the price
will be paid on completion of the first and second
ships. A wider payment spread is understood to
be entailed with the two bulkers due for handover
in 2010.
The Indonesian award extends the Thoresen Thai
group's handymax programme to nine newbuilds,
following the placing of two 53,000dwt bulkers in
Japan and three similar-sized vessels in Vietnam.
Orient Shipyard, located in the Korean port city
of Pusan, is understood to have augmented its
extensive bulker workload with a further export
contract for a capesize unit. Orient is an example of
the current wave of inward investment in Korean
shipbuilding, having started life in the mid 1990s as
an engineering subcontractor to shipyards. In the
lead up up to its entry into the newbuild market, the
company has engaged in shiprepair and conversion,
and forged a link with a block producer. The scheduled delivery in early 2009 of its first newbuild, a
33,000dwt bulker, will signal a long production run
of handysize, handymax and capesize tonnage. ■
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DryDocks World
goes international

By Alan Thorpe

There have been some major developments within Dubai’s shiprepair industry over the past six months
with DryDocks World Dubai taking on a more global role.
DryDocks World Dubai has taken on the management of Dubai
Maritime City (DMC), the new development designed to replace the
existing Jadaf repair facility. Jadaf comprises a syncrolift system for
small craft repair, renting out berth space on the syncrolift to various
shiprepair companies. Due to redevelopment in the area, Jadaf will be
closed by the end of 2008 and the repair companies re-located to the
industrial part of DMC. Already the likes of Goltens, GMMOS and
Albwardy have signed up for the move.
DMC comprises two shiplifts – the 6,000 t shiplift (10 berth) will be
solely for the use of DryDocks World Dubai and will allow repairs of vessels up to 16,000 dwt. It is the intention to move Platinum Yachts’ floating dock (also part of DryDocks World), which is currently located at
Jebel Ali, and the 40,000 dwt capacity floating dock, currently located in
DryDocks World, to DMC. This will also allow Dubai Drydocks to
increase its activities in the cruise vessel market which is expanding in the
Arabian Gulf area. The smaller 3,000 tonnes lifting capacity shiplift will
be utilised for other repair companies located at DMC
A world-wide expansion programme was also started in mid-2007
with the acquisition of Pan United Marine, which has repair, conversion
and newbuilding facilities in Singapore and on the Indonesian island of
Batam. This was then renamed DryDocks World Singapore. Since then

DryDocks World has also acquired the repair and newbuilding facilities
of Labroy Shipbuilding, which is also located on Batam.
Geoff Taylor, CEO of DryDocks World, told SMI: “There have been
some exciting times at Dubai Drydocks over its 25 year history, none
more so as we expand to become one of the world’s largest and most
diverse shipyards. However, we remember our roots and, although
keeping our increasing involvement in the conversion and newbuilding
industries going, our core business with remain shiprepair.”
DryDocks World Dubai is currently completing its largest ever conversion contract - Monte Carlo’s Single Buoy Moorings (SBM
Engineering), part of Holland’s IHC Caland project to convert the
273,569 dwt, 1976-built VLCC Lu Sa to an FPSO for use on the Frade
Field offshore Brazil: the charterer being Chevron/Texaco. This is the
largest FPSO conversion contract carried out so far by DryDocks World
Dubai, as the yard is, this time, responsible for fabrication and installation of the SBM turret mooring system. She will have a production
capacity of 100,000 bbls/day and a storage capacity of 1.5m bbls. The
first oil from the Frade Field is expected during the second quarter of
2008. When completed she will be renamed FPSO Frade.
The yard is also completing the second of two FPSO conversions for
Italy’s Saipem. The first project involved the 271,165 dwt, 1976-built

The turret being installed onboard the
FPSO Frade – the floating crane was
built by Drydocks World for its own use
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One of the Aker rigs under construction

During December 2005, DryDocks World
Dubai won a contract from Norway’s Aker
Kvaerner involving two H6e
semi-submersible offshore drilling rigs,
especially designed for extreme conditions
VLCC Margaux, which will be renamed FPSO Cidade de Vitoria for
use by Brazil’s Petrobras on the Galphino Field offshore Brazil. This
unit was delivered during the latter part of 2006. Her sistership, the
273,775 dwt, 1977-built Magdelaine arrived in the yard during 2007
and a similar conversion operation is underway with a delivery date of
2008. This unit will be renamed Gimboa and also be chartered to
Petrobras for work offshore Brazil. Both vessels were originally built in
Japan’s IHI, Kure. The unit has a production capacity of 100,700
bbls/day and a storage capacity of 1.9m bbls. She has an 18-leg spread
mooring system
Another conversion contract currently underway is from Norway’s
FPS Ocean and involves the 68,139 dwt newbuilding Laurita which is
being converted to a specialised dynamic-positioned FPSO (DP FPSO),
to be renamed Deep Producer 1. The vessel arrived in the yard during
2007 and is due to be completed during the second quarter of 2008.
Apart from the FPSO market, DryDocks World Dubai has recently
been involved in more conventional conversion projects. Local Dubai
owner Warm Seas Development placed an order with the yard to convert
two single-hull/double bottom tankers to double hull, each vessel involving some 1,200 tonnes of new steel – new wing tanks being installed to
the existing double bottom arrangement. The 39,717 dwt Rising Phoenix
and the 39,672 dwt Rising Sun are the two ships involved.
Also the yard was recently involved in the conversion of the 6,200
dwt cable layer Semac Princess, which is being converted to an offshore support vessel for India’s Great Eastern.

H6e semi-submersibles for ‘extreme’ weather
conditions
During December 2005, DryDocks World Dubai won a contract from
Norway’s Aker Kvaerner involving two H6e semi-submersible offshore
drilling rigs, especially designed for extreme conditions. The contract
included the steel construction of the two hulls up to main deck, installa-

tion of piping systems, DP systems, mud tanks and sophisticated hull and
tank coating, as well as extensive electric wiring work. The building of
these rigs was the largest newbuilding operation ever undertaken by
Drydocks World, the high specifications for ‘extreme’ weather conditions
and the amount of outfitting involved in each structure, pushed the yard
to the limits. Each of these hulls is 120 m long, 77 m wide and weighs
approximately 16,600 tonnes. Due to its enormous size, the first hull was
built in four parts comprising two grand blocks, each weighing approximately 8,000 tonnes, and two smaller blocks weighing 300 tonnes each.
The blocks were fabricated on 1,700 mm high construction supports and
were later lowered to within 900 mm of the ground for load out.
Controlled and safe lowering of these mammoth structures and then
horizontally transferring them up to 210 m from the construction site to
the launching area was a monumental task. This was achieved by the
use of a custom-built transport system comprising of 36 sets of Airslide
Tandem Modules, hydraulic pusher units from Shiess Defries
Engineering and indigenously built sliding racks. Numerous innovations were made to enhance the effectiveness of the system using in
house technical personnel.
The next challenging task was to float the two grand blocks, launch
them and tow them to a graving dock for final assembly ready for the
ultimate wet tow to Norway for deck integration. In order to support the
massive weight of each grand block without exceeding the available
draft in the launch facility, two barges with support towers were
attached to provide additional buoyancy.
These intricate operations of shifting the two grand blocks to the
launch area, floating them and towing them to a graving dock were carried out within the short span of one week. The smooth operations were
carried out for the first time in the yard and were made successful due
to the great attention to detail, strong team effort, high motivation of the
entire team and meticulous prior planning.
The two grand blocks were mated in one of the graving docks, the
two smaller blocks were also added after which the entire mega block
formed one majestic Aker drilling rig hull.
After leaving the graving dock, the hull spent two weeks alongside a
berth in order to complete the final touches and prepare the hull for its
wet tow to Norway. Then during August 2007 the rig eased away from
its berth and proceeded to sea, initially escorted by the yard’s tug fleet,
before being left in the charge of its tow tug for its 45 day journey to
Norway. The first rig was completed on schedule whilst the second unit
is due for completion early 2008. ■
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LIFESTYLE

MOTOR RACING

India’s
tiny
titan
On December 16, 2007, a tiny, baby-faced Indian
channelled all the frustration of the previous three
years into a virtuoso performance on the Zhuhai
circuit in China. Narain Karthikeyan crossed the
finish line of the 45-lap A1 Grand Prix motor race a
second ahead of New Zealand’s Jonny Reid, to
notch his country’s first ever A1 victory.

I

n the garage, grown men behaved like little kids as they
hugged, danced, squealed and jumped on one another as if
they had found a long-lost toy. Even the silver-haired and
generally stern-looking India team principal, Michael Earl,
let his severe countenance relax in a smile and joined the celebrations
to hail the man touted as the world’s fastest Indian on wheels.
The most charming aspect of Karthikeyan’s victory was that he
seemed to be the most popular winner on the paddock. Drivers, pit
crews from other teams and officials of the A1 Grand Prix all wanted to
pat and hug the pint-sized Indian with the widest grin on the track.
The great Emerson Fittipaldi, the owner of Team Brazil, summed up
the mood around: “Narain is a very good driver, and deserved to win.
No one around minds him winning because he is such a sporting individual and a fair driver. Now it is up to his team to give this great guy
a car that suits him; and then, at the end of the season, you will see the
results.”
That Sunday afternoon, Karthikeyan had laid a ghost to rest. It had
been a frustrating three years since his 2004 Formula One debut when
he was signed by the Jordan F1 team to drive for them; but, with a vastly inferior car, he was simply unable to challenge the financial might
and technical excellence of the teams backing the likes of Michael
Schumacher and Fernando Alonso.
At Zhuhai, however, the 30 year-old Chennai native showed that, in
a battle of equal equipment, he had the flair and expertise to emerge
Numero Uno among 19 participating teams, all flying their respective
national colours, and all using identical equipment.
Smarting under the humiliation of being unable to finish a number of
races earlier in the season due to mechanical problems, Karthikeyan
drove a tactically brilliant race, pushing his car for better lap timings
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when it mattered and pitting at the right moment to edge the other main
contenders out of the reckoning.
Team India had started third on the grid in the feature race, but
Karthikeyan outsmarted the drivers from Switzerland and New Zealand
by saving his second and final power boost – a special facility that
allows drivers to gain an extra 30 bhp (braking horse power) speed for
a few seconds – for the penultimate lap. That move staved off the hot
challenge from the Kiwi driver who had been breathing down his neck
for several laps.
“The win took a while coming, but it was very, very sweet,” he said.
“The team members and I all worked very hard, and that made the win
all the more satisfying. This result will give a big boost to motor sport
in India. The fact that Team China also finished on the podium showed
that, at least in A1 motor sport, Asian countries are catching up with the
rest of the world.
“Motor racing is in my blood – which is not surprising, considering
the fact that my father, G R Karthikeyan, was the Indian national rally
champion for several years, and it was my childhood aim to emulate
him,” Karthikeyan grins.
When he was 16, Karthikeyan drove in his first ever race at
Sriperumbudur near Chennai in a souped-up Maruti Suzuki 800 cc subcompact -- and finished on the podium. This talent for the sport encouraged his father to let the teenager attend the Elf-Winfield Racing School
in France.
Getting amongst the semi-finalists in the Pilote Elf Competition in
Formula Renault cars, young Narain went on to taste success at the Spa
Fracorchamps Formula Three championship in Belgium, winning
against a full grade of 32 cars with 31 of the world's best F3 drivers
competing.
“The circuit in Europe was really challenging,” he says. “In India,
there was far less cutthroat competition compared to the European circuit. England was the home of the F1 circuit. For me, it was an education to compete in European F3 because apart from a few Japanese drivers and me, no Asian had made it to that level.”
A year later, in 1994, he returned to the UK and drove in Formula
Ford Zetec for Foundation Racing as the number two works Vector
Driver. He took part in the British Formula Ford Winter Series; and, by
winning this, became the first Indian to win a championship in Europe.
While there was hope that he would become a successful profession-
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al motor racing driver, Karthikeyan stayed with the conservative Indian
tradition of having a career apart from a sport, as a fallback. He swotted hard at a Business Administration course in London, but spent the
weekends indulging hobbies like skeet shooting, wildlife photography
and tennis.
Yet, all his passion was geared towards motor sport. He jogged regularly, did weight training to improve his physique and practised meditation and yoga to further his concentration. Set on a pedestal at a level
even higher than Becker was another German, Michael Schumacher,
whose every move he followed and every F1 victory he lapped up with
rapt admiration.
“Motor sport is expensive; and it was far from easy to get into the
circuit,” he says. “In India, there were some positive signs in the late1990s, with a handful of sponsors like the Tata group, JK Tyres, Opel,
Mobil, Kingfisher and Ford coming in. But it was cricket that grabbed
the lion’s share of sponsorships; there was scarcely anything left for any
other sport.”
Karthikeyan started 2001 in the Formula Nippon F3000
Championships and finished the year as one among the top ten. The
same year, he test drove a Formula One Car at Silverstone for Jaguar
Racing, becoming the first ever Indian to achieve this feet. This impressive performance gained him a spot as a test driver for the Benson &
Hedges Jordan Honda EJ 11 at Silverstone.
The Indian did a year in the Nissan World Series with the Minardi
team in 2003, and took three other podium positions on his way to
fourth overall in the championship. The results earned him another
Formula One test drive with Minardi.
“The following year, I was offered a F1 race drive, but was unable
to raise the necessary sponsorship funds to seal the deal,” he says, with
regret. “I continued with the Nissan World Series and won two races at
Valencia in Spain and at Magny Cours in France.”
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The breakthrough year for Karthikeyan was 2005, when he was
signed by the Jordan F1 team, making him India's first F1 racing driver. He made an impressive debut at Melbourne, but the season was not
a great success and he ended it with a crash at the Chinese Grand prix
in Shanghai.
“At the end of the year, the Jordan team was taken over by Midland
for the 2006 season, and I had to look elsewhere for work as I simply
could not afford the amount they were demanding for my seat in the
team,” he recalls.
He ended up at Williams as a test driver in 2006; and has remained
with Williams in 2007, being promoted to the third driver position. The
A1 Grand Prix series has given him a chance to display his skills.
There is, however, a spot of wistfulness as he says, “Frankly speaking, I would still love to compete in Formula 1. But at the same time,
I’m not dying for it. There is no point is staying on in a job where my
services are not utilised properly. I would rather focus on A1 GP and
bring in the results.”
The wry reference was to the manner in which he was fourth test
driver for the Williams F1 team for the 2006 season, but was given very
little testing to do. For the 2007 season, he chose to continue with
Williams and was promoted to the third test driver’s spot, and took part
in the A1 series.
“My decision to join Williams as a test driver rather than continue as
a race driver with Jordan helped me explore the intricacies of F1 technology,” he said. “I learnt a lot about aerodynamics; it’s all about analysing
a whole pile of data. My managers are currently exploring the options
with a couple of teams for me to be a race driver for the next season.”
Whether or not Karthikeyan achieves his burning ambition of
driving alongside the best F1 exponents in the world and giving them a
run for their money, the fact remains that the tiny titan has become a
sporting icon for young Indians. ■

“Frankly speaking, I would still love
to compete in Formula 1. But at the
same time, I’m not dying for it.
There is no point in staying on in a
job where my services are not
utilised properly”
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In a class
of his own
Any self respecting psychoanalyst would have a field day trying to work out what
makes Bjorn Rune Gjelsten tick. Because anyone who is willing to strap himself
into a powerboat and hurtle around a watery track at speeds equaling those of the
fastest Formula 1 racing cars with no brakes to talk of, is unique. Of that there is
little doubt.

POWERBOATS
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nd it gets scarier. Because when you are travelling at over 160
miles per hour the water takes on a concrete consistency that
has a habit of snapping anything that hits it head on. So the
stakes are even higher.
But Bjorn Gjelsten is made of stern stuff and his list of achievements
speaks volumes for the dedication and passion he has for the sport and the
grit and focus he has in succeeding. He has won five of the last nine World
Class 1 World Powerboat Championships (he would have made it six in
2007 had it not been for engine trouble in the first two races of the year);
he has won 34 out of the last 82 races; and he became the first Class 1
powerboat racer to win seven pole positions in a year. Phew! Oh, and I
nearly forgot he came out of retirement to win the last three of the world
championships. Real Boy’s Own stuff this is.
SMI caught up with him as he was preparing for the last race of the season, the Dubai Grand Prix: a race he and his racing partner Steve Curtis
eventually won to take their season tally to four races. He used the occasion to finally announce his retirement from the sport he has dominated in
a career spanning ten years. “I feel that this is the right time for me to retire
and there are many reasons that have influenced my decision,” said Bjorn
Gjelsten. “It is a question of priorities and about the commitment and the
time that the sport demands from you as well as the physical and mental
demands required to remain at the top of your game.

“Like everything else it is all about focus. It
is a skill to exclude everything that doesn’t
count so you need focus. You also need
physical strength and endurance"
“I am very proud of my team, Spirit of Norway, and what we have
achieved together over the years. We have had tremendous success and set
many records that I believe will be hard to beat – whether it is the number
of wins and titles or the back-to-back championships or indeed the last
record of winning all the pole positions in a season. To achieve what we
have has taken tremendous commitment and has required all of us to be
focused and professional at all times.”
Gjelsten started his racing career in the USA in 1994, teaming-up with
Steve Curtis in 1996 to form what was to become the greatest driver-throttleman partnership in the sport’s history. He took his first win in Class 1 in
1997 in Dubai and went on to win the World and European Championships
the following year. From 2002, Gjelsten and Curtis were the dominant
force in Class 1, and Gjelsten established himself as unquestionably the
number one driver in the world, setting a string of records in the process,
becoming the only pairing to win three consecutive world titles, four consecutive Pole Position titles, take the most number of race wins and win all
rounds of a Pole Position Championship in a season. He took a year’s sabbatical from racing in 2005 but came back in 2006 to complete the grandslam of World, European, Middle East and Pole Position Championships
for the second time – a feat only ever achieved by Spirit of Norway. His
tally of titles reads like a who’s who of racing, taking five World, four
European, four Middle East and six Pole Position Championships.
But his retirement was swiftly followed by an announcement that he sold
his title winning team to Sheikh Hassan Bin Jabor Al-Thani, team principal and driver of Qatar 96 a competing team to Spirit of Norway. The
mega-deal includes the services of eight-times World Champion, Steve
Curtis, and the entire administrative and technical crew behind the multichampionship winning, Spirit of Norway Team. “The Qatar team is one of
the strongest out on the water today and by adding skilled and talented personnel to the existing package we will add value to the team and will make
it more than a handful for our competitors,” said Sheikh Hassan, ➩
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adding: “Indeed, having Steve is by itself an added value. With him
onboard along with Matteo we have the best two throttlemen in the
sport in the Qatar Team stable.”
Gjelsten’s decision to put the Marlink-sponsored team up for sale
was prompted by his recent retirement, with the emphasis that boat and
personnel come as a complete package. “There has been a lot of interest in the boat, but my number one priority was to ensure that my whole
team was looked after and included in the deal, if they wanted to be,”
he confirmed. “What was important to me was to sell to someone who
I believe is dedicated and capable of taking the team forward as a winning unit, and Sheikh Hassan not only has the dedication but the
resources as well. He is buying a very competitive package and it is
important to keep the continuity and hopefully the winning formula
that we have built up over ten years.”
So how big is the team? Well according to Gjelsten there are
between 18 to 20 employees all working to a budget of around
NorKr25m per year, a lot less than Formula 1 motor racing but still a
sizeable amount.
“Well we are experiencing similar speeds to the Formula One guys
and we can experience impact from one to six Gs. At the speeds we
are going we can be travelling at 100 yards per second with no brakes.
That is the difference. Secondly, when you go around the course for
20 laps the course is always changing and the surface is like concrete,” he told SMI.

And to give the psychoanalyst a bit of a head start, what makes a
powerboat racer like Bjorn Gjelsten, what qualities does he have to
possess?
“Like everything else it is all about focus. It is a skill to exclude
everything that doesn’t count so you need focus. You also need physical strength and endurance. So to simplify it: physical strength is number one; mental strength number two; equipment number three; and the
strength and dedication of the whole infrastructure from the secretary to
the pilot which is number four.” ■

“We are experiencing similar speeds to
the Formula 1 guys and we can
experience impact from one to six Gs.
At the speeds we are going we can be
travelling at 100 yards per second with
no brakes. That is the difference”

What was important to me was to sell to
someone who I believe is dedicated and
capable of taking the team forward as a
winning unit, and Sheikh Hassan not
only has the dedication but the
resources as well
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